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Administrative Training Institute (ATI), West Bengal conducted Induction Training Program for
the promoted IAS Officers from 1st February 2016 to 11th March 2016 for the consecutive third
time. The Department of Personnel and Training, (DoPT),Government of India nominated IAS
Officers from different States. The present Training Program was attended by promoted IAS
officers from 06 (six) States. The duration of the Training Program was 6(six) weeks which
included 4(four) weeks classroom sessions at ATI, one week mini Bharat Darshan and one
week foreign training in Sri Lanka. One of the requirements of the program was to submit a
paper by the participants based on their experience in service. All the participants submitted their
papers and some of them also presented their papers in the classes where different issues were
discussed. This is a compilation of the papers submitted by the IAS participants.
The papers are on different subjects. The subjects include studies on tax reforms, implementation of development schemes, integration of different schemes, involvement of the people in
development process, grass-root level experiences, local self government, etc. Some papers are
based on experiences at the State level, some at the District level, and some are even at the
Block or Village level. Some of the papers are outstanding and few are not so good. Some
papers are worth publications, but they need further revisions. However, most of the papers
are good and bring experiences from the grass- root levels.
Officers have been graded on the papers and recommendations were made for improvements. Our officers have worked sincerely to make this publication possible. I would like to
thank them for their contributions.

Dated, Kolkata
11th March, 2016

Dr. Subesh Kumar Das, IAS(Retd.)
Additional Chief Secretary
&
Director General, ATI
Government of West Bengal

An Alternative to Land Acquisition – Making Land
Available for City Infrastructure through
Town Planning Scheme
R B Barad, IAS
To fulfill the requirement of land for city infrastructures, Gujarat Town Planning & Urban Development Act, 1976 was enacted by repealing the earlier Act. TPS is an effective tool of implementation
of Development plan of the city.Procurement of land is a big issue for any urban bodies as it becomes
a difficulttask day by day. Under these circumstances, any alternate tool is required In place of ‘Land
Acquisition’ and that tool is nothing but a ‘Town Planning Scheme Mechanism’.Town Planning Scheme
is micro level planning which is a Democratic and Rational process. All stakeholders are
givenopportunities to represent their objections. Through reconstitution, every land plotis planned so
it gets access with a road. Additionally, land owners will get social and physical infrastructures.Owners/
farmers are benefitted with service plots which results in better livelihood and increasing land value.
TP roads and plots are available without extra cost to authority as being a self-sustainable Scheme.
AMC (Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation) has implemented almost 80% areas of the city.The process
of town planning scheme procedure is divided into major three parts,i e. Draft Town Planning Scheme,
Preliminary Scheme, Final Scheme. Thus, to make land available for city infrastructure through Town
planning scheme instead of Land Acquisition is better tool to implement and to promote development.

1 Introduction
Land is very important for any activities. Land is very costly nowadays, as specially in towns
and cities are more costly. It is required for city infrastructure. But land acquisition is very
difficult.To overcome this problem Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation has implemented theGujarat
town planning and urban development act successfully and made the land available for Ahmedabad
city.
1.1 History of Town Planning in Gujarat
The Bombay Town Planning Act, 1915 enacted by Presidency of Bombay had a piecemeal
approach of planning. It had only concept of Town Planning Scheme. Bombay TP Act 1915
provided for growth of part of city only & so was repealed by Bombay TP Act 1954 where
the repealed Act made it obligatory to prepare Development Plan of whole city area with a
rational approach. To take care for the growth in fringe area of city Gujarat Town Planning &
Urban Development Act,1976 was enacted on 1st Feb.1978 repealing the earlier Act which is
now an overall approach method planning act.
TPS is an effective tool of implementation of Development plan of the city .Statutory provision of pooling together all the land under different ownership and redistributing in a properly
reconstituted after deduction for roads and public purpose with legal backing of Gujarat Town
Planning & Urban Development Act, 1976. In Gujarat, first TPS was prepared in 1917 A.D.
for Jamalpur under Bombay TP Act 1915.
R B Barad, IAS, Deputy Municipal Commissioner, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
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To take care for the growth in fringe area of city Gujarat Town Planning & Urban Development Act,1976 was enacted on 1st Feb.1978 repealing the earlier Act .
As per the Gujarat Town Planning & Urban Development Act, 1976 "development plan"
means a plan for the development or re-development or improvement of a development area.
The development plan incorporates various land uses in the form of zoning, reservation of
land for public purpose uses, earmarking roads and railway network, schedule of implementation
and development control regulations.
1.2
Urban Planning Process
Due to the urbanization process, large amount of row land is required for development. As
the development carry on, a huge sum of land is needed to fulfill various requirementof
roads,watersupply, garden, playground,school etc.
Procurement of land is a big issue for any urban bodies as it becomes a difficulttask day by
day. To acquire a land for any purpose is very much difficult due to public awareness. As ours
is an agriculture base country and at the same time, intervention of various NGO`s and intervention of court /Judiciary.
Under these circumstances, any alternate tool is required instead of ‘Land Acquisition act’
and that tool is nothing but a ‘Town Planning Scheme Mechanism’ under The Gujarat Town
Planning & Urban Development Act, 1976.
In Gujarat, this mechanism is getting on since a century. Under Town planning Scheme
Mechanism, for a declared T P Scheme areas, a lot of 100/150 hectors of land selected,
reconstituted and returns to the owners in a regular shape and size plots with proper access and
with all physical and social Infrastructures.
Under the act, 2 tier Planning exist. First “Development Plan”, which is called Macro Level
planning. Development plan constituent of city level infrastructure planning, city level road
network and Development control regulation. This macro level planning is based on Population
projection and Development density and defines new growth areas to project the future requirements and delineation of land for Zoning. Second Tier planning is“Town Planning Schemes”
which is called Micro Level planning.
2 T P Scheme
Town Planning Scheme is micro level planning which is a Democratic and Rational process.
In this process there are equal opportunities to everyone to play the role of a land developer
and Promotes planned development. Through reconstitution of land holdings, every land parcel
is planned with proper access, neighborhood level road network and land for public uses.
Additionally, land owner will get Neighborhood level social and physical infrastructure and equal
prospects of development. Owners/ farmers are benefited as they are having better access, and
all social and physical infrastructures, and as a result value of land increases.
2.1 Objectives
Main objectives of Town Planning Scheme are as followed:
•
To create habitable environment & sustainable development.
•
Develop the area according the development plan land use by Sectorial planning
•
Utilization of natural topography for the development
•
Each plot to be provided with proper access and having regular shape and size.
•
Provide road network
•
To create uniform street pattern with hierarchy
•
To preserve and develop natural water bodies.
2

•
To provide space for physical and social infrastructures like Garden and open space,
School and play ground, Civic center and parking
2.2
Town Planning Scheme (Criteria & Contents)
The town planning scheme which comprises of the following details:
•
Town Planning Scheme may be prepared for a land which is in the course of develop
ment,
Likely to be used for residential or commercial or industrial or for building purposes.
•
Contents of Town Planning Scheme.
•
lay-out of new streets, roads, bridges and underpasses
•
reservation of land for roads, open spaces, gardens, recreation grounds, schools, markets, green-belts, dairies, transport facilities, public purposes of all kinds.
•
Lying of Water Supply, Drainage and Lighting.
•
preservation of historical or national interest or natural beauty, and of buildings actually
used for religious purposes ;
Provision of land up to the extent of
•
10 % for Socially and Economically Weaker Section
•
15 % for Roads
•
5 % for parks, playgrounds, garden and open space.
•
5 % for social infrastructure such as schools, dispensary, fire brigade, public utility place
•
15 % for sale by appropriate Authority for residential, commercial or industrial use
2.3
Town Planning Scheme Procedure
The town planning scheme has three phases:
Draft Town Planning Scheme
Preliminary Scheme (Contains Physical Planning)
Final Scheme (Contains Fiscal Planning)
2.4 Public Consultation
Public consultation has been done several times at different level of scheme. Landowners are
consulted and heard at this stage for the first time when the work on the draft schemes is
completed.
Second time, the TPO gives individual hearings to each landowner and Inputs local authority
are also sought. The TPO finalizes the preliminary TPS by writing his decisions with regard to
every plot. This is referred to as the award of the preliminary TPS and is published in the local
newspapers. At this stage, the preliminary TPS is sent to the State Government for approval.
The preliminary TPS comes into effect from the date of sanction and all plots appropriated for
public purpose vest with the local authority.
At the stage of final TP Scheme, the financial proposals are taken up with each owner. These
pertain to the compensation and betterment charges. The TPS at this stage is called the final
TPS. A Board of Appeals is constituted for appeals.
2.5 Redistribution of original into final plots:
Let us understand from example that theredistribution of original plots to final plots and the
determination of the value of plot.
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FORM-F
(RULE 21 & 35.)
DRAFT TOWN PLANNING SCHEME -24 (VEJALPUR)
REDISTRIBUTION AND VALUATION STATEMENT
THE GUJARAT TOWN PLANNING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACT 1976
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Thus, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation generates infrastructure and TP scheme implementation cost through T P Scheme. AMC also gets finance by selling, salable plots. So it is a selfsustainingmechanism.
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DRAFT TOWN PLANNING SCHEME -24 (VEJALPUR)
ABSTRACT OF ESTIMATE FOR COST OF WORKS
EXPENSES UNDER SECTION 40(3) ( C) (F) (G) (H)

2.5 Implementation of DP through TP Scheme
Under Gujarat Town Planning & Urban Development Act 1976 and 1999, periodically town
planning scheme has been planned and implemented in the different part of the city.
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3. Infrastructure through Town Planning Scheme
The following infrastructure facilities are generated through this mechanism.
•
Socially and Economically Weaker Section People
•
Water Supply
•
Sewerage
•
Recreational
•
Social Infrastructure etc.
•
City Level Road Network
- All infrastructure cost and TP scheme implementation cost has been generated through T P
Scheme. Authority generates finance from the TP scheme itself. Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation gets salable plot. AMC execute projects by selling the plots also.
- Major ring road i.e.76 km long and 60 mtr.Wide around Ahmedabad city successfully has been
curved out by this mechanism and it was built on BOT basis.
7

City Social Infrastructure through TPS
(EWSH)

76 km long Ring Road was developed through
the 46 T P Scheme

Infrastructure projects developed through Town Planning Scheme

Lake development projects have been implemented.

4.Conclusions
Thus, to make land available for city infrastructure through Town planning scheme instead
of Land Acquisition is better tool to implement and to promote development in the
city.Bhubaneswar urban development has made an MOU with Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation to learn the technic for implementation of TP act. So i request all to use this tool to make
the land available for city infrastructure.
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Goods and Services Tax - A paradigm shift in Taxation
Bhagelu Ram Shastri, IAS
The goods and services tax (GST) is a reformative concept introduced by Central Government. There
are 6 central taxes,6 states taxes and 3 service taxes are subsumed in GST. Under powers enshrined
in Article 269 of Indian Constitution, it is to be levied by Central and State Governments on sale or
purchase of goods and on services rendered. Empowered Committee, GST Council GSTN (Network)
have been constituted for implementation and execution of GST. Dual taxation on a transaction, end
of multiplicity of tax, countrywide admissibility of Input Tax Credit(ITC), hassle-free movement of
goods,harmony in rates, enhancement in database and revenue are salient features of proposed GST.
The tax levied and received as Integrated GST(IGST) shall be transferred to the manufacturer state as
GST, to buyer state as state GST(SGST)and to central government as central GST(CGST).Dual returns
and assessment for the same tax period, inadequate I.T. infrastructure are the challenges in implementation of GST. In spite of the challenges, GST, can make the national market more competitive. It may
create a remarkable enhancement in revenue and economy of our country. Undoubtedly GST will prove
a paradigm shift in taxation.

Introduction
The treasury [Rajkosh] has been one of the important part of six vital organs [Rajyang} of
the state or kingship. In order to enrich treasury the ruler has to collect taxes from his subject.
In ancient India the king used to take one sixth of the earning of people in connection with their
occupation, as such he was called as SHASHTHANSHVRITTI. However, collection of revenue or the tax should be in such a way as the Bee collects honey from flower without hurting
it.
“Madhudoham Duhedrashtram Madhupa Ev Padapam”
Banparv - Mahabharat
By virtue of the power conferred under article 269 of Indian constitution, both the Governments whether Central or State, levy various types of taxes on sale or purchase of goods which
creates multiplicity of taxes. Since the central taxes like additional custom duty and central
excise are added in the price of goods, the state taxes are levied on them also. As such there
is a ridiculous situation of tax on tax enhancing the dearness. Now this is a demand of time that
the taxes above should be harmonized and the cost of production as well as inflation in economy
be reduced. In order to ensure hassle-free movement of goods throughout the country and make
the Indian trade and industries more competitive, a significant change has become essential in
the realm of indirect taxes. Keeping in mind the objectives above the central Government has
introduced and proposed G.S.T (Goods and services taxes) which is more relevant concern of
today.
Bhagelu Ram Shastri, IAS, Additional Commissioner of Commercial Taxes,Lucknow,UP
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What is GST
GST is an integrated tax levied on sale or purchase of goods. Service taxes have also been
associated with it. In this way GST(Goods and Services tax) is almost like VAT, prevalent at
present .It is to be collected by the dealers and deposited in the treasury . Just like the VAT
system, there will be registered dealers furnishing their returns of the tax period. On the basis
of the returns, assessment will have to be done. As such GST is almost VAT but it is the
modified shape of VAT in which 12 central and state taxes are subsumed and service tax has
also been associated with it . However, it is evident from the diagram below that central and
state taxes shall be subsumed in GST.

Central Tax

Service Tax(Central+ State)

1. Central excise duty
2. Additional excise duty
3. Excise duty on medicinal
and Toiletories good
4. Additional custom duty (CVD)
5. Special additional custom duty
4% (SAD)
6. Cesses as surcharges

1. Service Tax
2.Entertainment Tax
3.Taxes on Lottery, etc.

State Tax
1.VAT/Sales Tax
2.Central Sales Tax
3. Purchase Tax
4.Entry Tax
5. Additional Tax
6.Octroi

In fact the multiplicity of taxes and the concept of tax on tax will come to an end. The
enhancement in tax base as well as hassle-free movement of goods will promote the commercial
activities and trade resulting in enhancement of revenue. It is also expected that the goods would
be cheaper.
.
The present scenario of GST
The idea of GST came to an existence for the first time in year 2009 at Central Govt level.
With a view to develop and make necessary arrangements a high level committee named
EMPOWERED COMMITTEE was constituted. Hon’ble minister of finance or taxation department of all states and U.T. are members of the committee having a member as chairman by
turn. Shri Ashim Das Gupta, Hon’ble Minister of finance of West Bengal was the first chairman
of the Empowered committee. The Empowered Committee is still in existence and has organized
more than 24 meetings in which so many significant decisions have been taken so far. Apart
from this committee, there is another body which is known as GST COUNCIL which works
as a joint forum of central and state governments. It functions in the chairmanship of Hon’ble
10

Union Minister of Finance and Hon’ble minister in-charge of finance or taxation department of
all the states and union territories are its members. The recommendations on important issues
of tax like rate, exempt list, threshold limit, made by the council are binding as benchmark on
centre as well as state. For I.T. set up repairing and monitoring etc. there exist GSTN (GST
Network). Apart from this Empowered Committee has asked the states to choose a model out
of two models below:Model 1.
Model 2.

Front end by GSTN and back end by the states concerned
Front end back end both by GSTN
(Note: Front end covers the registration return and payment whereas back
end covers assessments refunds, recovery, appeal, audit, investigation and enforcement work.)
Most of the states have opted one suitable model out of two models above. Utter Pradesh
has also adopted the 2nd model. I n connection with Pan updation, almost 90 per cent database
of dealers has been updated. Only 122nd amendment bill is awaited to be passed by Hon’ble
Rajyasabha so that Article 269 may be amended and GST may be enforced legally.
Grounds of opposition of the states
In the year 2012-13 the concept of GST was not fully evolved, so there was a chance for
the states to oppose GST on the issues of tax collection point, list of exempted goods, as well
as threshold limit. The demands of the states were that taxation point of should be at consumer
state end. The extension in exempt list of good and reduction in threshold limit were added in
their demands also. Now Empowered Committee has clarified that the state of first transaction
point, levies the tax but it shall be transferred to consumer state as per share decided by Central
Government. It has also agreed to extend the exempt list and reduce the threshold limit practicably. As such most of the states have accorded their consents for ensuing GST.
Process of GST and Challenges in implementation
As per decision of empowered committee the registration of the dealers will be done at GSTN
end on its portal. The registration will be granted within three days of applying it, if the state
concerned does not raise their objection if any. The dealers are authorized to collect the tax on
sale of goods as IGST(Integrated GST)but they are required to deposit the amount as per share
decided by central government, in heads of accounts of manufacturing state as GST. Rest of
the tax will be deposited as state GST(SGST)in heads of accounts of buyer state and central
or service tax, if any will have to go in central government’s account as central GST(CGST).
In this way the importing state will automatically get the tax to meet out the claim of ITC. So
far as return of any tax period is concerned, it is mandatory for the dealers to furnish two returns
before central and state assessing authority separately on basis of which assessment will be
done. There will be no territorial jurisdiction of the assessing authority whether central or state,
as such the officer, entrusted with the returns of dealers has to pass an assessment order.
Process reg. Appeal recovery and enforcement work is to be carried out like in VAT System.
Since the tax collected by dealers as IGST is to be bifurcated and deposited in three parts
namely GST,SGST, and CGST, they may feel a little difficulty in deposition of tax but the
problem can be sorted out by imparting due training to them. Dual return and dual assessment
for the same tax period may also become the matter of agitation, but these may be addressed
by simplifying the process. Major challenge in this regard appears to be the scarcity of IT
infrastructure in which most of the states are lacking behind. A part from this, investigation and
enforcement work as well as verification of ITC are also identified as difficult tasks but these
will no longer hamper the GST System.
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Benefits of GST
If 122ND amendment bill is passed by Hon’ble Rajyasabha GST would be enforced in the
country. Benefits of GST are as under:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Whole of the country will become a market for hassle-free movement of goods.
Except transportation charges, there will be harmony in the rate of goods.
Multiplicity of taxes as well as situation of tax on tax will come to an end.
ITC will be admissible throughout the country.
With the help of computer, data sharing and verification of ITC, will become easy.
Registration, return, payment, assessment etc. are to be performed and monitored by
GSTN, so it will minimize the burden of work load in taxation department.
Effective enforcement and investigation work will reduce tax evasion

Conclusion
In view of the facts expressed above G.S.T is, no doubt, an integrated and modified taxation
system. Multiplicity of taxes as well as ridiculous situation i.e. tax on tax would come to an end.
In spite of the challenges G.S.T is expected to be beneficial to consumers, dealer’s manufacturers and the Government machinery itself. To harmonize the rate of tax throughout the country
and to have a check on growing inflation in economy, the G.S.T has become the real demand
of time. Major core industries of country will also feel a relief from the sorrow of their degrowth. In fact the essence of service tax associated with G.S.T will also increase its relevancy
and importance at large. Though in the beginning there may be something or the other difficulties
in its execution yet it will promote the commercial activities of the nation, more competitive
resulting in a tremendous enhancement in revenue. Indeed, G.S.T would prove to be a paradigm
shift in the history of indirect taxes.
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A Drive Against Adulteration of Milk by
a SDM in Uttar Pradesh
Indu Dhar, IAS
Adulteration of Milk and its by-products had touched the zenith during 1990’s in Uttar
Pradesh due to strong political ties of the factory owners and none ever dared to raise a finger against
them. This is a story of an SDM in a district of Western Uttar Pradesh venturing to raid the factory and
catching of a mass scale adulteration of huge amount of cheap synthetic cream with ghee and harmful
chemicals with fake brand name of “Amul”with thepurposeof eradicating this fast-spreading cancer.
On the confirmation of the evidences, the owner was taken to the nearest Police Station and
was booked under relevant legal provisions. Following this, the SDM was immediately ordered to meet
the DM where he was put to severe mental harassment by a panel of MP, MLAs and DM. The SDM
having no option left but to exhibit the evidence collected which turned the panel unanswered. The
valour and courage displayed by the SMD became the headlines of the next morning Newspapers. The
drive proved to be a huge success towards infusing faith in public to consume milk and its by-products
without fear. Thus proving the adage “Where there is a will there is a way”

Introduction
The episode which Mr. X is about to narrate goes back to a time in the early 1990’s and
can be said to be proving the famous phrase “where there is a will there is a way”.Back then
he was nothing more than a mere young, dynamic PCS officer who sought to do some good
to the people. He was in possession of the charge of SDM of a small vibrant district of Western
Uttar Pradesh. For six months life went on as expected from home to office and vice versa
without any significant change. Then one day while he was discharging his regular duties at one
of the District Tehsils, a horde of ambassadors arrived causing an instant buzz amongst the
Indu Dhar, IAS, Addl. Secretary, Govt. of Uttarkhand
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accumulated masses. The next instant he was facing the DM who had come in person to meet
him. Little did he know then that life would take an upheaval from thereon else today might have
been a different day. He was disgraced in public for being ignorant and not attending to his
duties properly .In those days let he inform you , the adulteration of milk and its by products
had touched the zenith. The locals were suffering silently in misery hoping against hope that the
administration would take some action against such milk mafias and bring justice. However due
to the strong political ties of the factory owners, none had ever dared to as much as raise an
eye against them. The ministers exuded undue pressure upon then (officers) and hence they
were hand tied unless they wanted to lose their job as a result of continued harassment or fall
in disfavour with them at the least.

Chain Of Events
However, that day as the DM continued to humble Mr. X in public, he could stand it no
longer and thus decided to bring to light the matter which he had for so long kept in the dark.
He drew out a sheet of paper on which were issued certain orders for Mr. X to take immediate
action against those involved in adulteration and he asked my senior to authorize it. With much
reluctance the DM put in his signature in a small hand at the right corner of the sheet and left.
The next instant as far as his memory goes; he set off to investigate one of the biggest milk
factories of that region. He was accompanied by a junior IPS officer and a trusted Revenue
officer who was until then untouched by the devil of corruption. Their jeep was followed by the
Deputy CMO, the Tehsildar and a few other officials and their staff who were to be a part of
the investigation. Soon they entered the suburbs of the district where houses were rarely in sight,
there appeared a long driveway which lead to the factory of the richest man in Town possessing
huge political backup behind him. The proud owner broke into a nervous sweat on seeing them.
He greeted him with a firm hand shake but his eyes failed to meet Mr. X’s. While Mr. X chatted
way with the owner, slowly entering the factory premises, his faithful revenue official took
rounds and carefully studied the production unit. Within the next few minutes he was told in
hushed whispers by him that something was amiss. Mr. X making his way forward along with
the owner, they reached the production site. What they witnessed was unmistakably a site of
mass scale adulteration where a huge amount of cheap synthetic cream was being adulterated
in ghee. To add salt to misery, they even found a number of containers full of cheap harmful
chemicals. What followed was an intensive questionnaire where in Mr. X mercilessly enquired
into the details. The owner was not only guilty of adulteration but had also given false details
regarding the place of manufacture of the various products. The labels read out loud the title
‘AMUL’, from which the corrupt owner claimed to have a franchise. The requisite documents
proving his word could however never be produced. By now the man was drenched in sweat,
while the media and public kept increasing their count. Though the landline phones had been
disabled, the man had somehow managed to ring up a few prominent MLA’s in town. Our
wirelesses kept ringing; however Mr. X and his official turned a deaf ear to them. The DM
14

was laden with political pressure and in all possibility wanted to drop the investigation. However
such a step at that instant when the public was well aware of the matter was suicidal.
Despite the repeated requests of the guilty man, we drove him to the nearest police station.
Since the DM was mounted with tonnes of pressure but could not openly stop us, he decided
to entrap us at a nearby temple that fell on our way. However, by passing all barricades, the
accused was made to reach the Police Station, where the Inspector began to prepare his charge
sheet. While relevant sections of the IPC and the Essential Commodities Act were being
registered against the Big shot Milk Mafia, he turned to me and the Junior IPS Officer who was
my accomplice. The man broke down into violent sobs and kept repeating the same line “Sir,
please leave me, my reputation and years of family name will be ruined.” Ignoring his pleas of
forgiveness,Mr. X quietly sipped on a cup of black tea and watched the sky turn dark. The moon
was out and it was somewhere around midnight. At the very moment a young boy appeared
carrying a brown brief case. The corrupt businessman handed over a sum of five lack rupees
in an attempt to buy Mr. X’s soul too. In a subdued yet hopeful voice he pleaded ,” Sir, please
take this and you shall see that greater shall follow.” Neither did Mr. X reprimand him nor did
he utter a word but only asked the Inspector to fix another charge of trying to bribe a government official against the man. The money was soon withdrawn and they settled down once
again.
Meanwhile, Mr. X’s trusted revenue official informed him of a recent development of which
none of us were aware. The money which had been rejected by me had been taken by the
inspector who was filing the charge sheet. Immediately, the junior IPS officer sprang to action
and discovered that the Inspector had levied a small charge, that of dispute between two parties
against the accused(7/16 CrPC). The Inspector was threatened and ordered to file the right
charge. The crook was held in custody for the night and Mr X and his team finally departed
home. What you must assume to be a subtle end to the matter was actually the point where
my real troubles began.

When he parked his vehicle at home, it was somewhere around one, the date had changed.
The front light of the porch was lit where his wife sat along with his four year old daughter.
What immediately caught his attention was the man in sight who refused to leave his family
alone. He was sent by the DM asking Mr X to visit him urgently, that was the moment which
truly made himrealize the real implication of his job upon his family. But sadly he had no time
to spare to another thought and rushed to the DM’s office. Within the DM office awaited the
entire panel comprising of seven MLA’s, an MP and in the centre the DM himself all impatient
to welcome him. As he had only entered the politicians showered him with praises in undignified,
obscure language. The irony is what followed. Once more he was ridiculed and criticized
severely regarding my intolerable conduct for not performing my duties and responsibilities.
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Once more Mr X drew out the orders which were issued and signed by the DM himself, asking
him to take appropriate action. The loose language and abuses were hurled at me once more.
Since Mr X was tired and frustrated by now he directly asked his senior as to what he
demanded. The DM sat sandwiched between the ministers was evidently pressurized and
nervous. He asked me as to what could be done and how the man could be bailed. Since nothing
could be done,he said so. The ministers by now had almost gone crazy with anger and thus
they turned upon Mr X. His limit had been tested and he was about to explode. So Mr X drew
out a reel that had all the evidence, thereafter what followed was pin drop silence. No one spoke
for a good amount of time, there was evident panic. The last statement of the night was that
now the matter was in the hands of the District Judge who would next be pressurized. Hewent
home a contended man for his part had been done.
The morning papers were filled with tales of valour and courage displayed by Mr X and his
team members. They were praised for the impossible drive against adulteration and the fact that
they had not given into the tremendous pressure. A subtle end was put to the matter by the
District Judge who refused to grant bail to the accused and he was imprisoned for a considerable amount of time until his case was heard in the High Court. The District Judge happened
to be a man of good conscience and by sheer coincidence his Badminton friend.

CONCLUSION
Thus, an effective check was put on adulteration and the case served to set an example
to all those industrialists and persons who were either directly or indirectly involved in such
unethical practices. Thus, the drive against adulteration proved to be a success and thereafter
the public could consume milk and it’sbyproducts without fear. Some amount of faith was
instilled in the mind and hearts of the people for the Government and Administration. One can
truly believe the saying “What you sow, that you shall reap” and “Where there is a will
there is a way”.
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Indradhanush Mission and National Health Mission in
Jamnagar District in Gujrat
C. S. Chaudhary, IAS
Health is an important factor for HDI index. From time immemorial human race is trying to have
healthy and longer life. Immunization being protective measure to combat possible attack of disease
is widely accepted. In Jamnagar district quite a good number of people make part of migratory
population because of industrialization and people which are not staying in proper village but
surrounding areas. Under ‘Mission Indradhanush’ it was assured that minimum 90% of the children
are vaccinated.At grass root level, there were certain bottle necks and administrative issues but the
software availability and enthusiastic young people who handle the data under guidance of Medico,
Para-Medico people are doing well. Involvement of local people in deciding the infrastructure requirement in that area leads to people’s participation. While achieving a millennium development goal, an
introspection is required to judge if we are on proper track and which are the areas where we need
to pay more attention.

Introduction
Widely accepted definition of health given by World Health Organization (1948) in the preamble of its constitution is ‘Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely an absence of disease or infirmity. ’ In recent years, the statement has been
amplified to include the ability to lead a socially and economically productive life. From time
immemorial man has been interested in trying to control disease to live a healthy and longer life.
The goal no longer is to the treatment of sickness but, emerging emphasis on prevention of
disease, promotion of health and improvement of quality of life of individuals and communities.
This paper is divided in two parts. Part 1 of the paper aims to share the experience of running
immunization campaign for left out children under ‘Mission Indradhanush’ in Jamnagar
district.Immunization is considered as the best cost effective measure for many preventable
diseases. Part 2 of the paper discusses the experience of administrative and financial aspects
of health department along with pertinent points for improvement. The discussion focuses on
Government of India’s National Health Mission (NHM) which encompasses National Rural
Health Mission and National Urban Health Mission. Jamnagar District comprising of six Talukas
has industrial giants like – Reliance, Essar, GSFC etc. Because of rapid industrialization there
is influx of illiterate laborer which poses challenge to public health at department for maintaining
hygienic environment.
Part 1 :Mission Indradhanush
India’s immunization programme launched in 1985 is one of the largest of its kind in the world
providing vaccination against life threatening diseases like diphtheria, whooping cough, measles,
Dr. C. S. Chaudhary, IAS, District Development Officer, District Jamnagar ,Gujarat
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Tuberculosis, Polio, Tetanus,Hepatitis B. In the routine immunization programme, some children
are left out due to many reasons. As a strategic endeavour, the Ministry of Health & Family
Welfare (MoHFW), Government of India (GoI), launched ‘Mission Indradhanush’ in December
2014 to achieve more than 90% full immunization coverage in the country. Based on prioritization,
the country has been categorized into high, medium and low focus districts. Phase I of ‘Mission
Indradhanush’ targeted 201 high-focus districts, with four rounds of activity planned between
April and July 2015. Phase II targeted 297 medium-focus districts, with four rounds of activity
planned between October 2015 and February 2016.
Jamnagar is among the medium focused districts and so far 3 rounds have been completed.
Due to industries like Reliance and ESSAR along with brass units, there is considerable migrant
population in the district. In order to cover all the left out and drop out children, micro-planning
at each sub centre level has been done. The work done in three rounds is presented in the table:

Mission Indradhanush in district Jamnagar
Source: District Report
The work is being appreciated by state commissionerate and
WHO NPSP monitoring unit along with

feedback to improve certain points. District administration is ensuring
that additional sessions under Mission Indradhanush are held in
•

•

•
•

Areas with vacant sub centres – no auxiliary nurse midwife (ANM) posted for more than
3 months orVillages/areas with three to more consecutive missed routine immunization (RI)
sessions – ANMs on long leave or other similar reasons.
High-risk areas (HRAs) identified by the polio eradication programme. These include
populations living in areas such as: - urban slums with migration - nomadic sites - brick kilns
- construction sites - other migrant settlements (riverine areas with shifting populations) underserved and hard-to-reach populations (forested and tribal populations, hilly areas, etc.).
Areas with low RI coverage identified through measles outbreaks, cases of diphtheria and
neonatal tetanus in the last 2 years.
Small villages, hamlets, dhanis, purbas, basas (field huts), etc. not having independent RI
sessions and clubbed with another village for RI sessions.
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In order to create demand generation from people and awareness among local folks, IEC
activities in the form of banners, pamphlets, mobile van and hoardings are being used. Training
of cold chain handlers along with technical staff like Female Health Workers and Medical
officers were conducted before the first round. ASHAs are paid incentives for motivating
community members to bring children to the session site. Every beneficiary is being given
Mamata card so that even if s/he migrates to another place, a record will help to complete the
immunization schedule at that place.
Part-2 Administrative and financial angles of NHM
National Health Mission is an important intervention for architectural correction in the basic
health care delivery system. Launched as NRHM in 2005, the mission has evolved by adopting
synergistic approach by relating health to determinants of good health like nutrition, sanitation ,
hygiene and safe drinking water. Deterioration of health terminating into in capability of routine
work leads to economic loss for period of illness but death leads to permanent economic loss
for period which a person was likely to live. The plan of action includes increasing public
expenditure on health, improving infrastructure, integration of organizational structures, optimizing of health manpower, induction of management and financial personnel into district health
system. Health is important aspect of human development index and for a developing and over
populated country like India occurrence of deceases need to be nabbed in bud. Due to emphasis
on decentralized expenditure and systematic reviews at state-district level along with frequent
audits, NHM fund is reaching to the beneficiaries to a large extent. Medical and Paramedical
staff is involved in a missionary way.
Constructive features of NHM and some thoughts for improvement
1. ASHA
The concept of community level volunteers like ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist) has
proved revolutionary as she acts as a linkage between the health services and the community
members. Generally literate female of the village who is likely to stay in the village for longer
period is selected for this pious work. Her honorarium is incentive based and that motivates her
to reach to maximum beneficiaries. Due to the modular training method and supportive supervision by ASHA facilitator, capacity building aspect of ASHAs is taken care of robustly. Two
observations and suggestions for improvement:
•
Female Health Workers’ contact with community is becoming minimal due to activities
like home visits, surveys are assigned to ASHAs. ASHA ben being employed totally
on temporary position, she is put to lot of extra work which she is not supposed to
do. The supervisory cadre (Female Health Supervisors) is not being used optimally by
the system. The role of Medical Officer of PHC is important as s/he can stay
constantly in touch and monitor the work more closely. Sensitization of roles and
responsibilities of each cadre and performance review accordingly has to be incorporated in the current system.
•
ASHAs feel frustrated as there is no scope of permanent job. Even small villages
where targeted population is less ASHA does not get minimal remuneration. A demand
of getting minimum wages is justified. More over ASHAs need a concrete career
progression plan. If performing extraordinarily, she may be considered for in service
ANM/Other trainings funded by government.
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2. Decentralization
District is the core unit of planning, budgeting, implementation which is done by District Health
Society. Executive committee chaired by District Development Officer monitors the progress
and takes corrective actions. Village Health and Sanitation committee (VHSNC) which is called
‘Gram Sanjivani Samiti’ in Gujarat also has fundswhich is spent after the approval of local
committees. RogiKalyan Samiti (RKS) at each PHC is supposed to spend the amount for
benefits of the patients. Decentralization of administration and financial management is the most
vital component of this mission. Local needs of the area under cover, involvement of people in
deciding the infrastructure requirement of area and technical guidelines are supportive. One
observation and suggestions for improvement:
•

Though, in principle, the committees have members from community, their interest in the
matters of health is not sustained. The experience suggests that vibrant community participation in decision making process is not yet visible. There are 154 Sub-centers with
untied fund, 24 RKS and 410 VHSNCs in the district. These committees require revamping to accommodate the real needs of the grass root level.

3. HMIS and Mother-child tracking software
Health Department is one of the most computerized and information technology oriented Departments in Panchayat. Large numbers of reports are generated every month which are
compiled at the district level to be sent to the state commissionerate. E-Mamata -a software to
track mothers and children for services is also established in Gujarat. Frequent movement of
females owing to migration or local tradition of female going for delivery to parents can also be
tracked by the system leading to vaccination schedule to be maintained.Two observations and
points for improvement:
•
The emphasis in data entry in the tracking software puts pressure on the operator at PHC
who may or may not be equipped to give justice to all the work assigned to him which
includes financial responsibility also. Additional permanent support who can look after the
software’s and technical angle of the data entry etc is required at PHC level. Their training
and regular updation of required data can be ascertained.
•
The huge amount of data generated at the grass root level needs to be analyzed in real
time for quick administrative and financial interventions. Though, monitoring and evaluation
efforts a state-district level have improved over the period, there is scope to ensure quality
of data and capacity building of staff at each level to take corrective actions immediately.
4. Strengthening of First Referral Units and quality care in Public Institutions:
Total 6 Community Health Centers (CHCs) and one medical collage act as FRUs in the
district Jamnagar. Maximum number of institutional deliveries occurs in these institutions
and they are considered vital for treatment of serious ailments. Two observations and points
to improve:
•
There has been acute shortage of specialists (gynaecologists, paediatricians and anaesthetists)
in CHCs. Even though walk-in interview system for doctors has been adopted looking at
expansion of health service at village level. Staff nurses vacancies are not filled promptly
making these facilities not available to beneficiaries. Most of the C-sections, high risk
deliveries and serious patients of different ailments end up reaching medical college (or
private hospitals causing out of pocket expense). Quality of care cannot be ensured at the
medical college hospital as it is crowded due to huge influx of patients from periphery
.There is an urgent need to strengthen FRUs as decentralisation, ASHAs and Information
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, Education and Communication have certainly created demand for public institutions but,
service delivery aspect requires investment in human resource and infrastructure. Awareness among people about overall hygienic habits and sanitation as apart of life style should
be given priority.
Conclusion
In recent past, Health Department has witnessed a major shift from scarcity of funds to lack
of capacity to utilise available fund. It is both inspirational and challenging. Health is the core
area of emphasis globally and nationally. In order to achieve Millennium Development goals (out
of 8 there are 5 related to health), a rational evaluation of important interventions need to be
done. Some vitally important areas like human resource and infrastructure require intense attention and resources. Involvement of community, community ownership of programmes related to
health and intersectoral coordination requires further attention. Importance of health in the
process of economic and social development is undeniable and therefore requires revisiting the
policies along with learning from experience.
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Rural Housing for Rehabilitation of
Earthquake Victims in Kachchh District
Ashok Kumar Kalaria, IAS

The Bhuj earthquake of 2001 had wreaked havoc in the Kachchh district killing 12,300 people,
injuring lacks of people and rendering huge number of people houseless. This is a paper describing
the housing reconstruction drive taken by the district administration through DRDA in the aftermath
of earthquake. The district administration apart from providing immediate relief to the affected people
carried out primary survey to gauge the extent of damage to rural houses as well as house to house
survey to identify the earthquake affected families in the district. The DRDA with its meagre staff and
resources operating from its temporary office (permanent office being damaged) rendered tremendous
services towards scrutiny and sanctioning of applications and distributing advance money of the first
instalment out of the allotted 50,000 IAY quota of the Govt. of India. The beneficiaries were engaged
to re-construct their damaged houses applying earthquake proof techniques under the guidance of the
DRDA engineers; the whole reconstruction work was completed in very short period of time amidst
several hurdles by DRDA very meticulously in close contact with the earthquake affected families. This
had been a success story of a responsive and participatory governance in the matter of rehabilitation
of earthquake effected families of Kuchchh.

Introduction
This essay wants to compare the impact of beneficiary- driven versus contractor- driven
housing reconstruction after earthquake.Bhuj earthquake in 2001 was a big crisis; because lakhs
of people were rendered shelter less. Therefore building houses again was one of the most
important tasks after providing immediate reliefs like medical treatment and food. This essay
also describes how that herculean task was carried out.
Kachchh district is located in western most part of Gujarat State.It is sharing border with
Pakistan. It is second largest district in India with longest coastline. It is located in Zone V of
seismic zones.On 26-1-2001, a devastating 6.9 Richter scale magnitude earthquake struck the
district. The earthquake was so powerful that it destroyed thousands of houses in the district
and killed more than 12,300 people, along with several lakh people injured due to collapse of their
houses. They were also rendered homeless within few minutes. The earthquake flattened Bhuj
city and badly struck Bhuj, Bhachau, Anjar, Rapar and Gandhidham blocks of Kachchh district.
The epicentre of earthquake was 20 km near Bhuj, so it is named as ‘Bhuj Earthquake’. Gujarat
will always remember this day of nature’s wrath. In Kachchh almost all the villages in the
district were reduced to a pile of stones, rocks and rubble.Bhuj town was almost devastated.
It destroyed around 258,000 houses – 70% of the district's housing stock. The biggest setback
was the total demolition of the Bhuj Civil hospital. The Indian Army provided emergency
support. Everybody including the Gujarat Government was unprepared to cope with such a
terrible earthquake. This quake was the worst in India in the last 180 years.
Ashok Kumar Kalaria, IAS, District Development Officer, Gir- Somnath District, Gujarat
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This earthquake caused great human tragedy through deaths and injuries, loss of housing,
damage to infrastructure, disruption of transport and telecommunication, panic among public and
the Government, breakdown of social order, loss of industrial output, loss of business and
psychological trauma. More than 1 lakh people were injured. Many were handicapped for the
rest of their lives. The dead included many children and women. It left behind many orphans
and widows.
ADB and World Bank’s Gujarat Earthquake Assessment Mission visited Gujarat during
February, 2001 to assess the economic impact of the earthquake.The earthquake loss was
estimated at Rs. 99 billion.Total relief and rehabilitation expenses were estimated to Rs. 106
billion.
Primarily the district administration restored disrupted telecommunication, cleared and repaired roads for evacuation and movement of essential commodities and ensured supply of drugs
& medicines and provided drinking water and food by coordinating activities of state government, central government and voluntary agencies. Then ex- gratia payments for death and major
and minor injuries were disbursed. Cash doles were given to temporarily displaced people.
In immediate relief measures international relief agencies, donor agencies, groups, individuals
and countries came out with support for the affected people of Gujarat. The support received
from Kachchhi NRI community is worth to mention.
District Rural Development Agency ( DRDA) is entrusted with the task of implementing
various rural development schemes launched by the Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India. For housing, there is India AwasYojna for rural Below Poverty Line (B.P.L.)
families.
Due to earthquake rural B.P.L. families lost more than 30,000 houses, but allocation for the
district was less than 1,000 I.A.Y. houses per annum. Therefore representation was made to
Hon.Prime Minister ShriAtalBihariVajpeiduring his visit of the district. He immediately sanctioned quota of 50,000 houses for rural BPL families as a great relief measure.
Many houses were standing,but were severely damaged with large cracks in walls.So they
were neither repairable nor safe for living.Therefore D.R.D.A. took up the matter with the state
government asking that a house that have not collapsed totally, but irreparably damaged should
also be allowed to demolished and a new I.A.Y. is to be sanctioned. After long deliberations,
the proposal was approved.
D.R.D.A. gets officers and staff only through deputation. It has noprovision for permanent
staff recruitment.Supervising thousands of houses spread in 45,000 square km area increased
work exponentially, but no other government office was willing to send its staff on deputation.So
DRDA has to work day and night to carry out survey for the damaged and destroyed houses.
About 25,000 houses were surveyed and sanctioned in first year, but even then huge more
than 5,000 applications were pending and people were clamouring for rapid disposal.
The Director DRDA was ordered by the Commissioner Rural Developmentto clear huge
backlog.The Director asked for additional man power to expedite these applications
quickly.TheCommissioner ordered other districts’ DRDAs to send their staff to Kachchh district
for two weeks for site visits and dispose of pending applications.
After two weeks, he inquired about the disposal.But he was told by the Director that
byshowing one or other excuse, nobody from other districts came to Kachchh.
Then CRD realized that his order was disobeyedblatantly by other DRDAs.So he told other
DRDA directors to send staff to his own office next day without fail.Now there was option for
them to invent excuses.The staff arrived next day and they were taken from Gandhinagar to
Kachchh in a special bus.
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They were deployed in various blocksalong with local staff.The work was carried out jointly
without any holidays for two weeks.All pending applications were processed and they were sent
to district head quarter for final decision.Then CRD ordered that those applications should
scrutinised and sanctioned before leaving office for Diwali celebration.It was completed accordingly by working day and night.
House Rebuilding
After the immediate relief operations, the focus was shifted to mid-term and long-term
rehabilitation of the earthquake victims. One of the long-term needs was strong and earthquake
proof house. We know very well that the earthquake do not kill people, but weak houses kill
people. Therefore reconstruction of the houses was carried out through beneficiaries only, no
NGOs or contractors were involved. Quake-resistant houses were built based on a mix of
traditional and modern technology. Houses were constructed on those lands where the beneficiaries had own land or were given a plot.
One of the features of the reconstruction program was the focused attention on capacity
building, community participation and long-term disaster management. A number of initiatives
were taken in this regard. Various activities such as the preparation of numerous pamphlets and
booklets, training programmes, workshops and sophisticated studies were undertaken. For effectiveness of the quake- proof procedures, a large scale capacity building program of masons and
engineers was undertaken, along with provision of ‘materials banks’ to be sourced by the
individual house beneficiaries. This approach ascertained earthquake resistant measures in all
house constructions. Designs of various model houses were displayed to the public to choose
from with an option to have one’s own design. It ensured that the designs of the houses are
determined by the beneficiaries themselves, as per their needs and preferences. Also it was
ensured that instead of being uniform, the houses reconstructed are of different patterns as
found in case of organic evolution of the common villages. Approach ensured `Technology
Transfer’ to the community and subsequently the sustainability of program. Financial, technical
& material assistance was provided by the government. Unique achievement of Gujarat reconstruction program has been training of more than 3,000 engineers and about 10,000 masons in
the skill development towards earthquake safe building construction.
Conclusion
In 2001, it seemed like a giant bulldozer had come and razed Kachchh district to the ground.
There was only one thought. Would the Kachchh rise again? Today, the question has an answer.
Kachchh has arisen miraculously. It came out of this catastrophe due to Herculean efforts.
The experience during Bhuj Earthquake has taught lessons for future as to how to cope with
a sudden earthquake tragedy through appropriate government decisions and quick and effective
actions along with planning for preparedness for future such occurrences. The losses suffered
were huge and it is important to note that by appropriate mitigation and preparedness actions
the losses could be much reduced. The approach of the Government of Gujarat to house
reconstruction was systematic and scientific.
Kachchh has set a precedent for rehabilitation. The most obvious matter has been the speed
with which a new Kachchh has been rebuilt in towns and villages.
One needs to look at Kachchh in relative terms and compare it to other disasters affected
areas and work done there. In rural areas beneficiaries have remained in the centre of efforts
when it came to reconstruction of their homes. There has been involvement of the community
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and they have provided the structure within which authorities could function. Kachchh has
certainly set the precedent for rehabilitation.
By and large credit goes to the policy framework provided by the government within time.
Secondly, the spirit of Kachchis. Disasters have happened elsewhere also but here support
of all type was synergised. In Kachchh the rural people realized faster than the urban folk that
there was an opportunity for them in the rehabilitation.
There are lot of lessons to learn. Seventy-six per cent of the new homes were built by the
beneficiaries themselves. That's the first lesson which has to be studied in depth. People's
efforts were financially supported by the government. They were also given technical support
by the government by way of guidance from government engineers. The government also gave
them material at cheaper rates. With these three critical areas of support they rebuilt their
homes. As the rebuilding of homes was driven by the beneficiaries, it was finished with speed.
When you construct your own home you will put your heart into it. You will ensure quality and
speed. Absence of contractors was a major factor in the rebuilding of Kachchh with speed.
Thus DRDA, Kachchh has perhaps set the world record by constructing 30,000 rural houses
within 3 years in a district without engaging contractors.
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Resettlement & Rehabilitation of Project Affected Families
(PAFs) of SardarSarovar Project
R.G. Trivedi, IAS
SardarSarovar project was launched in Gujarat to harness the Narmada water to mitigate water
scarcity and energy deficit of Gujarat. It had been a multi-State project aimed at providing drinking
water to 9,633 villages and 131 urban centers in Gujarat, irrigation facilities to over 19 lakh hectares
in Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Maharashtra and hydro power generation in Madhya
Pradesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat. Construction of Narmada Dam under this project affected 244
villages in the States of MP, Gujarat and Maharashtra. This is a paper illustrating the resettlement and
rehabilitation policy introduced by the State Govt. of Gujarat as compared to the Narmada Water
Disputes Tribunal Award (NWDTA). The liberalized policy package of GoG included distribution of 1)
2 ha. ofagri land, house plot and Rs. 45,000/- as assistance towards construction of core houses to each
of the land looser families and landless agricultural families as well and 2) 2 ha. of land to each major
son of all categories of oustees with 01/01/1987 as cutoff date for major sons. The implementation of
this policy however required land acquisition and declaration of PAP Status, shifting at new sight,
relocation at new sight, provision of stipulated facilities at new site, arrangement for housing and
livelihood generation for PAFs.

Introduction
Gujarat was facing water scarcity and solution of this problem was Narmada dam. Narmada
is the life line of Gujarat. But the main hurdle for this issue was Resettlement of Project
Affected Families (PAF).
Resettlement of the project affected people is a major challenge in the process of sustainable
development. It is more so in the case of multi-purpose and multi-state project like SardarSarovar,
as the area and the population affected are large in numbers covering three Indian States viz.
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra.
To ensure the proper Resettlement & Rehabilitation of the PAFs, it is required to offer them
suitable land for their livelihood, with adequate basic civic amenities like Schools, Hospitals,
Dispensaries, Children Parks, Water Supply Schemes, Internal Roads, Approach Roads, etc.
To overcome the above issue, a well-defined comprehensive policy for land acquisition and
rehabilitation of affected people was required. Government of Gujarat (GoG) formulated a
policy to address the issue by involving all stake-holders. A comparative statement gives an
overview of Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal (NWDT) Award and R&R Policy adopted by
GoG and other concerned States.
With the help of R&R Policy evolved during the long history of this Project, which is
considered to be one of the best in the developing countries, Gujarat State could successfully
address the challenge of Resettlement & Rehabilitation and as a result, the SardarSarovar Dam
R.G. Trivedi, IAS, Municipal Commissioner, Junagadh, Government of Gujarat
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could be raised, phase-wise, to its present height of 121.92 mtrs. Even for the ultimate stage
of Full Reservoir Level (FRL) of 138.68 mtrs., the substantial R&R of the PAFs has been
satisfactorily completed. Not only that, independent field evaluation studies have also found that
quality of life of the rehabilitated people has improved as compared to their original (pre-Project)
status.
Here it is an attempt to discuss both these unique policies, which have a larger application/
replication value in our country. The details of the issues involved, objectives, evolution of the
strategic policies, process of implementation and outcome are briefly described .
ABOUT SARDAR SAROVAR PROJECT
SardarSarovar Project was conceived to utilize the water flowing in the Narmada valley.
This will resolve the issue of shortage of water and energy to some extent. The SardarSarovar
Project will benefit four party States through assured Drinking Water to 9,633 villages and
131urban centres in Gujarat, irrigation to over 19 lakh hectares in Gujarat, Rajasthan and
Maharashtra and generate hydropower with an installed capacity of 1,450 MW.
Narmada river originates from Amarkantak in Madhya Pradesh. It flow approx. 1,300 kms.
in western direction before finally merging in the Gulf of Cambay in Gujarat. The maximum
area, which is about 1,100 kms., falls in the state of Madhya Pradesh.
In addition to SardarSarovar Dam on the Narmada river, there are about 30 major dams, 135
medium dams and thousands of minor dams. Four party States i.e. Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan will be benefited by the project. A total of 28 Million Acre Feet
(MAF) water is apportioned amongst all four States with Madhya Pradesh having the largest
share of 18.25 MAF. Gujarat gets 9 MAF, Maharashtra's share is 0.5 MAF and Rajasthan gets
0.25 MAF. The share of Madhya Pradesh in Hydro Power is 57%. Maharashtra gets 27%
power while Gujarat's share is 16%.
As per Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal (NWDT) Award, GoGhas implemented this prestigious project which will comprise of the following :
(A) DAM: 1,210 mtrs.in length and 163 mtrs. height (from its foundation) with effective
height of 163.68 mtrs. on the river Narmada.
(B) CANALS : The main canal will be 458 kms. upto Rajasthan border. The total length of
branch canals, distributories, minors and sub-minors alongwith field channels will be about
70,000 kms. The Culturable Command Area (CCA) of the project will be approx. 19 lakhs
hectares..
(C) HYDRO POWER : The project has a River Bed Power House (RBPH) of 1,200 MW
and a Canal Head Power House (CHPH) of 250 MW, a total of 1,450 MW generation
capacity,a switch yard complex, a power transmission network upto Madhya PradeshGujarat and Maharashtra-Gujarat borders in Gujarat, and Garudeshwar Weir 12 kms. downstream of dam for reversible operation of Turbines.
SUBMERGENCE DUE TO CONSTRUCTION OF DAM
A total of 37,533 hectares of land is submerged due to construction of the dam. The Statewise different categories of land likely to be submerged is given below :
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VILLAGES AND FAMILIES AFFECTED
As per the revised implementation schedule ofthe dam at the full height of 138.68 mtrs., a total
of 244 villages are affected in the states of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat. Out
of this, four villages are affected fully while rest are affected partially. About 46,718 families
are affected considering 1 in 100 year flood. State-wise breakup of affected villages and number
of affected families/people are shown below:
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The number of villages affected in Madhya Pradesh is 192. Out of these, 114 villages are losing
less than 25% of land while only habitation gets affected in 20 villages. In 9 villages only Govt.
waste land gets affected. In Maharashtra, out of 33 villages affected, 12 villages lose less than
25% of the private land. In Gujarat, villages affected are 19.

NEED FOR THER&R POLICY
The displacement of the people on account of major irrigation project is common in developing
countries as well as in western countries. However, there has been no specific rehabilitation
policy on the issue. The project specific programme works on adhoc basis resulting in dissatisfaction in the farmers whose lands were being acquired for the project. SardarSarovar Project
was the first project wherein a tribunal mandated specific rehabilitation programme before any
displacement. The R&R Policy was further liberalized by the concerned State Governments.
R&R POLICY
For effective implementation of SardarSarovar Project (SSP),R&R of PAFs and to sort out
various disputes amongst party States, the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal (NWDT) was
declared in 1979 under Central River Water Disputes Act, 1956.
The Tribunal gave its award after a decade long deliberation. In addition to apportionment of
water and power amongst the party States, this Award also provided for the R&R of the PAFs.
The main features of R&R as per NWDT Award are as under and liberalized package by GoG
is as under :
IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY TO RESETTLE PAF:
The process of resettlement is basically a physical and administrative process where R & R
machinery is supposed to provide following:
•
Land acquisition and declaration of PAP status.
•
Shifting at new site,
•
Relocation at new site,
•
Provision of stipulated facilities at new site, and
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• Setting down PAFs in terms of housing and livelihood.
Formation of SardarSarovarPunarvasvat Agency (SSPA) was created to implement policy :The rehabilitation work was undertaken by SardarSarovar Narmada Nigam Ltd. (SSNNL)
before constitution of a separate agency in the year of 1992 called "SardarSarovarPunarvasvat
Agency" (SSPA). The high level Executive Committee and a General Body were formed,
headed by concerned Minister and the Chief Minister to expedite the rehabilitation work of
SardarSarovar Project. The Commissioner (Rehabilitation) was appointed as the Chief Executive Office (CEO) of the newly formed Agency. The R&R programme is being executed
through the various Cells viz. Land, Engineering, Agricultural, Health, Rehabilitation and Education Cell.
i) Grievances Redressal Authority (GRA)
In the light of Writ Petition (C) No. : 319/1994 NBA V/s Union of India, a high level autonomous
authority for monitoring R&R work undertaken by the GoGwas required to be created. The
GoG, by Government Resolution dated 16th February, 1999, resolved and established an autonomous authority called the Grievances Redressal Authority (GRA) for SardarSarovar Project
Affected Persons.The GRA was empowered to hear the appeals of the PAFs and its decision
was made binding on the concerned State Governments. The appointment of Chairman of GRA
is to be made with the concurrence of the Hon'ble Chief Justice of India. The decisions and
directions of GRA in all matters relating to grievances/complaints of PAFs are final and binding
on the State of Gujarat.
ii) Establishment of various cells for R&R activities
Procurement of land for R&R PAFs was a major issue. Government of Gujarat to overcame
this issue by formulating a special land policy by which approximately 29,697 hectares of land
is acquired for R&R of PAFs. Out of 29,697 hectares of land, about 18,294 hectares of land
is acquired through consent in the price range of Rs.30,000/- to Rs.80,000/- per acre And this
could happen without any court litigation.
(a) Land Care
To acquire good quality irrigable land, a separate Land Cell was constituted to purchase land
directly from the farmers.
To strengthen the land bank through purchase of good quality of irrigable land, respective
Collectors were empowered to negotiate and recommend the purchase of agricultural land after
scrutinizing and verifying the land record. The Agriculture University was associated to help
the Land Cell of SSPA by giving expert advice on quality of land.
Respective Collectors recommend the proposal of land purchase to Expert Committee, which
is chaired by retired High Court Judge having senior retired Govt. Secretaries as its Members.
On approval of proposal by Expert Committee, 80% payment will be released to the land owner
and remaining 20% payment will be made after consent order is passed by Land Acquisition
Officer. On payment of 80%, possession of land is taken by concerned Assistant Commissioner.
After making full payment, the allotment order is issued in favour of the concerned PAFs.
Further, the acquisition of land by consent adopted by GoG has resulted in procuring land at
competitive price from willing sellers.
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(b) Engineering Care
To undertake various civic amenities at R&R sites like roads, schools, drinking water facilities,
dispensaries and other infrastructure, a separate Engineering Cell is formed, headed by a Superintending Engineer. The Engineering Cell has several divisions headed by Executive Engineers. This has ensured that the PAFs get better quality of life compared to their living standards
in submergence villages.
(c) Agricultural Care
To ensure that the PAFs undertake good agricultural practices with modern training, a separate
Agricultural Cell has been established, which is monitored by a Deputy Director level Officer.
The Agricultural Cell educate the PAFs in matter of using good quality of seeds, fertilizers,
insecticides and other modern agricultural and horticultural cropping pattern.
(d) Medical Care
To provide better health and medical facilities to PAFs, a separate Medical Cell has been
established under SSPA, which is headed by a Deputy Director level functionary. The Cell has
medical experts like Physician, Pediatrician and Gynecologist. It has about 20 mobile medical
vans and a well equipped mobile hospital.
Thefunctions of Medical Cell are as under :
• It provides preventive and curative health services to the PAFs at their doorstep.
• It organizes regular health camps in co-ordination with other health agencies at the R&R
sites.
• It undertakes various awareness programmes to train PAFs about hygiene and sanitation.
• The Medical Cell keeps regular interaction and co-ordination with other State Govt. health
authorities like Regional Deputy Director (Health), Chief District Health Officer, Chief District Medical Officer, Civil Surgeon and Superintendent/Dean of Medical Colleges to provide
better health and medical facilitieswithin their respective jurisdiction.
• It provides comprehensive families health cards to PAFs to monitor and survey the impact
of health and medical services to the PAFs.
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(e) Rehabilitation Care
i) Productive Assets
In addition to irrigation, land improvement, better inputs like seeds and fertilizers, the PAFs are
provided with productive assets (Bullocks and Bullock Carts). Moreover, subsidy for fodder and
transportation of cattle is being extended along with cattle insurance. 90% beneficiaries of such
schemes belong to SC / ST categories.
ii) Insurance Policy
The PAFs are provided with Group Insurance Policy covering accidental death, fire and other
natural calamities.
iii) Skill Development Training

Providing Skill Development Training to PAFs e.g. Tailoring, Driving, Computer, etc.

iv)Others
• To provide income generating assets to the PAFs,closeliaisoning is kept with other Government
agencies / departments like Tribal Area Sub Plan (TASP), District Rural Development Agency
(DRDA) and District Industries Centre (DIC).
• Liaisoning with industries for providing wage employment to the PAFs.
• Persuading Commercial and Co-operative Banks to finance income generating activities undertaken by PAFs.
(f) Education Care
The salient features are as follows :
• Total 775 Schools rooms have been provided.
• 551 teachers are working in 217 schools
• Total 8,631 children of PAFs have been enrolled for primary education in the year. Out of
these,4,195were girls.
• Mid-day Meal was provided to 216 schools.
• In the schools, children parkswere constructed with modern equipment.
BASIC AMENITIES TO BE PROVIDED AT RESETTLEMENT ZONE
While shifting the population of the Affected Zone to the Resettlement Zone, the Administrator
for R & R may as far as possible, ensure that:
(a) In case the entire population of the village/area to be shifted belongs to particular community,
such population/families may be resettled enmasse in a compact area so that socio-cultural
relations (social harmony) amongst shifted families are not disturbed.
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(b) In case of resettlement of scheduled castes PAFs , it may be ensured that they are resettled
in sites close to the villages.
IMPROVEMENT IN THE LIFE OF PAFs
By above afforts socio-economic life of PAFs has changed and the have become integral part
of respective states.The following pictures shows their better condition after rehabilitation.

Before

After

The R&R package given to the PAFs is much more liberal than the NWDT Award provisions
as explained earlier in the heading of "Liberalized R&R Policy of the Govt. of Gujarat". The
land improvement was undertaken on a big scale and farmers clubs were formed. This was
supported by extensive training to farmers and good quality of seeds & fertilizers were arranged.
Women Self-Help Groups were formed and training was imparted in skill development with
focus on awareness about education and health.
The PAFs did not have access to these facilities in their submergence villages. Modern civic
amenities, electricity, safe drinking water and positive cultural and social support from host
villages played an important role in bringing the PAFs to the mainstream of development. Many
of the PAFs got elected to the local bodies in the host villages.
DURING MY PERIOD IN ORGANISATION
I worked in SardarSarovarPunarvasvat Agency, (SSPA) from Year 2004 to 2009 (i.e. 5 Years)
as a Deputy Commissioner. During this period I used to visit different submergence villages of
Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra states and convinced Project Affected Persons (PAPs) to
shift them from his original village to New Rehabilitation site established in Gujarat State. It is
difficult task to convince the person to migrate to new location from his native place. We have
offered three different location at Gujarat for their resettlement. As per Hon’ble Supreme Court
2000 Judgment further raising of the height will be only Paripassu with the implementation of
the relief and rehabilitation and on the clearance by the Relief and Rehabilitation Sub-Group. The
relief and Rehabilitation Sub-Group will give clearance of further construction after consulting
the three Grievances Redressal Authorities. During the my period PAFs from Madhya Pradesh
& Maharashtra who are willing to resettle in Gujarat for Dam level of 121.92 mtrs and 138.68
mtrs were resettled and due to this raising of Dam for height upto 138.68 mtrs become possible.
At present construction of Dam at 138.68 mtrs with piers and bridge is nearly on completion
stage.
After completion of construction of piers installations of gates will be taken on hand after
following due procedure. This resulting in huge amount of storage of water in reservoir for
irrigation and production of Power.
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CONCLUSION
The SardarSarovarProjectwas conceived to harness the natural resources and to ensure sustainable development in the region. However, it was also essential to have an effective R&R Policy
for the people affected by the project. It has been the endeavor of Government of Gujarat to
achieve this objective by formulating and evolving a pragmatic R&R Policy.
Further, it is also necessary to rehabilitate and resettle the project affected people and to
ensure improvement in their socio-economic condition viz. economic, social etc. The liberalized
R & R Policy of Government of Gujarat emerged and evolved alongwiththe progress of the
SardarSarovar Project.
Any rehabilitation policy has to carry out a purpose of improving the conditions of the oustees
after their rehabilitation. The rehabilitation has to be arranged at a place of the oustees’choice,
and the oustees have to be provided with conducive environment to adjust well with the local
population.
Their physical and social rehabilitation has to be adequate enough to fulfill these ends with
adequate facilities.
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Initiatives for Improvement of Health
Services in Rural Areas of District Dahod
Satishkumar Amthalal Patel, IAS
Dahod, 225 Kms away from Ahmedabad is a remote district in Gujarat with 93% of its total
population being tribal and having a poor literacy rate of 59%. The district owes its name from the
word Do-had as it joins the borders of the two States of Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh, being
surrounded by Banswada district of Rajasthan and Alirajpur district of M.P. For a remote and tribal
district like Dahod with poor infrastructure base, lack of Doctors and other manpower, poor communication and transportation facilities, low literacy level, poverty, incidence of malnutrition, high
prevalence of Communicable and Non – Communicable diseases like TB, Leprosy, Malaria, Sickle Cell
Anaemia, Diabetes, Hypertension, Severe Anaemia together with prevalence of Social misbelieves and
misconceptions about health related issues, high birthrate, early marriages, ensuring availability of
skilled HR, strengthening of infrastructure, transport and communication facilities and making quality
health care services is a challenging job. This is a paper highlighting the policy based reforms and
health interventions introduced in Dahod towards spread of literacy, health education and counseling
for behavioral change towards strengthening and standardization of manpower, strengthening of
Reproductive, Maternal, Neonatal, Child and Adolescent health, optimization and proper utilization
of resources aimed at achieving the goals of NHM and Sustainable Development Goals 2020.

Introduction
DAHOD: GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Dahod District is surrounded by Mahisagar, Panchmahal and chhotaudepur districts of Gujarat.
It is also surrounded withBanswada District of Rajasthan in the north,Zabuaand AlirajpurDistrict
of Madhya Pradesh in the east and south. Dahod District is situated between 20°30' to 23°30'
North Latitude and 73°15' to 74°30' East Longitude. Dahod, on the banks of river Dudhimati,
is a semi urban-city in Dahod District within the State of Gujarat. The city serves as District
Headquarters for Dahod District. It is approximately 200 km away from Ahmedabad and 150
km away from Vadodara. It is also known as Dohad (meaning "two boundaries", as the States
of Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh boarders join with).Dahod is also known for birth place of
Mugal emperor, Aurangjeb.
Administratively, it contains the talukas (administrative sub districts) of Dahod, Jhalod, Fatepura,
Limkheda, Dhanpur, Garabada, DevgadhBaria and now another newly formed talukaSanjeli. It
also contains the city of Dahod. It was previously within the boundaries of the Panchmahal
District. The area of Godi Road, Godhra Road has been considerably developed, making the
overall residence and commercial area very expensive.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES

Satishkumar Amthalal Patel, IAS, District Development Officer, Dahod, Gujarat
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Indicator

Gujarat

Total Population (Census 2011)
Crude Birth Rate (Census 2011)
Crude Death Rate (Census 2011)
Natural Growth Rate (Census 2011)
Sex Ratio (census 2011)
Child Sex Ratio (census 2011)
Total Literacy Rate (%) (Census 2011)
Urban Population (Census 2011)
Rural Population (Census 2011)
No. of Taluka
No. of High Priority Taluka
Number of Villages
Number of District Hospital
Number of Community Health Centres
Number of Primary Health Centres
Number of Sub Centres

60439692
21.8
6.7
19.17
918
890
79.31
191095
1935463
8
8
696
1
13 (2 Newly Sanctioned)
85 ( 20 Newly Sanctioned)
637 (337 Newly Sanctioned)

Dahod
2126558
990
948
58.82%

Providing best health care services is a great challengeespecially in the remote and tribal
district identified as high priority district like Dahodwhere,93 percent istribal population and
literacy rate is 59 percent.Other challenges like hilly, scattered and very remote areas, limited
available resources, lack of transportation, limited communication channels, land availability
issues for infrastructure development, vulnerable areas, early marriages and high birth rate,
social stigmas, misbelieves, superstitions, Alcoholism and outmigrationdue to lack of employment,
makesit more difficultto deliver best health services to poor and needy people.
Two years back there has been a major shortfall of all Health professionals in all cadres from
Specialists to Data entry operators cum finance assistants. Lack of manpower is the toughest
challenge to deliver best health care services.
THE BODY PARAGRAPH– SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS
With utilization of all presently available resources and overcoming above mentioned challenges, in last few years there has been a significant improvement in health care delivery
system covering all National health and state health programs in districtDahodcoveringMaternal
and Child health servicesin the form of community level health camps for women and
children,Universal immunization program, facility based and community based management of
malnourished childrento prevent Maternal and Infant morbidity and mortality. We have improved
no. of health programs to great extent like Prevention and control of communicable diseasesand
extended community level screening and treatment of non communicable diseases.
Innovative ideas like Mega mamtadiwasabhiyan celebrationat anganwadis with convergence
of Health, ICDS and Education department have shown remarkable strengthening of health care
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services. Under Mission BalamSukham, Nutritional rehabilitation of Mother along with malnourished children at NRC and CMTCs. Provision of MukhyamantriAmrutamyojana (MA)
andMukhyamantriAmrutamVatsalyayojana(MA VATSALYA) card at doorstep ofAPL and BPL
beneficiaries, cashless medical treatment through RashtriyaSwasthyaBimaYojana(RSBY). Distribution of online Disability Certificates through Ability Gujarat portalto all disabled in the district
through campaign mode at community level.Under RashtriyaBaal SwasthyaKaryakram(RBSK)
screening of children with 4Ds is carried out. As a tribal district Dahod has a significant problem
of sickle cell anaemia and we have screened entire district for sickle cell anaemia.
With the great efforts from District health team, convergencewith other department like
ICDS, Primary education and panchayatand by optimal utilization ofall available resources, there
is significant improvement in various National health and state health programs from the last few
years.
Maternal health services
A. Screening camps for women: As a part of celebration of World women day we have
done village level screening camps for women, Adolescents and children for Identification and
treatment of Cervical, Breast cancer, Screening of Diabetes, Hypertension and screening High
risk Pregnant women within the district to avert maternal mortality.
-Out of total 5203 women screened101 were having Hypertension, 12 were havingCervical
cancer, 2 suspected for breast cancer and 203 high risk pregnant women were identified and
66 high risk women have given specialist care.
B. House to house surveyfor maternal health special campaign: We have running
house to house survey for screening of high risk pregnant women since October 2015. Out of
30637 registered pregnant women, 8555 (27.92%) were identified as a high risk pregnant. We
have special focus on their place of delivery and by tracking their expected due date of delivery
we have given responsibility of every individual High risk Pregnant woman to each Health
worker to take care of her till her successful outcome of delivery especially during Deepawali
holidays.
C. Antenatal registration, Antenatal and Post natal checkups
There is a significant improvement in- Antenatal registration of pregnantwomen, from 87.70
% in 2010-11 to 100.77% in 2015-16 (Dec 2015).
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D. Institutional Deliveries: There has been a. Significant rise in Government institutional
deliveries from 14.75 % in 2010-11 to 52.03 % in 2015-16 (Till Dec'2015).We have got Best
Performing Facility Award for institutional delivery for our two facilities namely, Primary
health centre Panchwada of Garbadataluka and Sub District hospital DevgarhBaria from
Honourable Chief minister of Gujarat on World Health Day
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E.ChiranjiviYojana (CHY): BPL and APL pregnant women got delivered successfully at
private gynaecologist hospital. In last 10 years 116848 Beneficiaries are covered under this
scheme.
Factors contributing to rising trend in deliveries over last 3 years
• Frequent visits, monitoring, gap assessment, analysis, fulfilling those gaps and frequent feedbacks from field staffs.
• Induction training and periodic refresher training of all cadre staffs.
• Strengthening of infrastructure at health facilities in the form of construction of new maternity ward with labour room at some of health facilities, and by providing necessary instrument
and equipments.
• Strengthening of antenatal, intranatal and post natal services at health facilities.
E.JananiShishuSurakshaKaryakram (JSSK), Kasturba poshansahayyojana (KPSY)
&Jananisurakhshayojana (JSY)
All pregnant women and 0 to 1 year children delivered in public health institution have been
served for free services of drug, diagnostic, food and transportation under JSSK Scheme.
All BPL pregnant women got benefited with cash benefits of Rs.6000 under KPSY Schemeand
in last three years 79498 beneficiaries have taken benefits from this scheme. Under JSY
Scheme, cash benefit of Rs. 700 is given to 104098 pregnant women in last three years,hence
poor and tribal women areattracted for government institutional deliveries.
F. Strengthening of Blood storage unit and treatment of Anaemia with the use of
Injection Iron Sucrose
As main reason of maternal mortality in the district is Severe Anaemia with post partum
haemorrhagewe have started Blood storage units at district hospital, Sub district hospital and at
FRU CHCS.As injection Iron Sucrose has a main role in case of Severe anaemia where
haemoglobin level below 7 gm%, in Year 2014-15, 6540 and in Year 2015-16, 8986 anaemic
women given successful treatment for severe anaemia.
G.Mega mamtadiwasabhiyan
CONCEPT-In attempts to Operationalizing RMNCH+A to ground level and cater the customized services to population, Mega Mamtadiwas has been planned. Sessions under this initiative
were designed to cater the services to more than 50 % percent population in each session and
thereby intend to increase the overall coverage of mamta sessions by 30 percent in district
Dahod.
Remarkable strengthening of health care services including registration of pregnant women for
antenatal checkups at anganwadis with convergence of Health, ICDS and Education department
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has been observed during the yearin district Dahodand Total4282 Pregnant women registered,
3597 pregnant women are immunized for TT, in current year during 6 rounds.
• Adolescent health services
1. Screening camps for Adolescentand Mega mamtadiwasabhiyan:As a part of celebration of
World women daywe have done village level screening camps for adolescentsand 2228 adolescents screened and about 328 have started treatment for anaemia, they are counselled for
personal hygienic practices during menstruation, development of secondary sexual characters
and regarding psychological changes during adolescence age, counselling regarding contraceptive practices, early marriages, marriage counselling for sickle cell anaemia.
2. Adolescent friendly health service centre (AFSC): Adolescent Health care services and
counselling to adolescents for health services through newly functional 22 Adolescent friendly
health service centres started in last two years at various CHC's and PHC's of the district.
• Child health services
We have focussed on Child health services to prevent infant deaths with optimum utilization
of locally available resources to strengthen health sector:
A.Screening and Treatment of Malnourished Children under ''KuposhanMukt Gujarat
Mahaabhiyan'': We have screened 2,41,940,0-5 years children for Severe acute malnutrition and
total 11,575 children identified as a SAM and out of them 641 SAM children with complication
given treatment at facility based NRC-CMTC.Total five new CMTC centres have started since
last year and at present there are 1 NRC and 11 CMTC centres within the district and till
December 2015, 1228 children admitted.
B. School Health Program-RashtriyaBalSwasthyaKaryakram
Total 7,08,837 children 0-18 years screened out of these Heart disease 27, Kidney diseases 8,
cancer 11, Neural tube defect 1, Abdominal tumour 1 and other diseases 5 identified and under
treatment at civil hospital Ahmedabad, U.N. Mehta heart hospital Ahmedabad and M.P. Shah
cancer hospital Ahmedabad.
C. identification and treatment of children with Cleft lip, Cleft palate, Club foot
Our health team has identified 66 children with ''Cleft lip - Cleft palate'' and 16 children are
successfully operated for the same. 46 children screened for ''Club foot'' and 32 children are
operated for club foot at district hospital by state doctors team.
D. Full immunization coverage: of 0-1 year children from 76.13% in 2010-11 to 94.78% in
2015-16 (Till Dec'2015).
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E. Home based newborn care (HBNC) by ASHA'S, andfacility based newborn care
(FBNC) by SNCU, NBSU & NBCC at District hospital, FRU-CHC'S and FDP PHC's. ''SNCU''
was not functional till 2014-15 now it is functional at General Hospital Dahod and 29 children
are admitted and treated successfully from preventable causes of infant mortality like Diarrhoea,
Pneumonia, Hypothermiaetc. during current year till December 2015.
F. Megamamtadiwascampaign round:Remarkable strengthening of health care services including coverage of left out and dropped out children for immunization at anganwadis with convergence of Health, ICDS and Education department has been observed during the year and total
3597 covered for immunization, total 685 SAM children identified and given further management.
G. Pulse polio immunization programme: To immunize all the 0-5 years children for
polio vaccine and we have achieved 100% coverage since last 3 years.
H. BalSakhaYojana:Infant newborn care services with the help of private paediatrician for
reduction of Infant mortality. There are 39241 beneficiaries covered under this scheme in last
10 years.
General significant Achievement
A. Out door patient services (OPD), Indoor patient services (IPD):
There is a remarkable increase in OPD, IPD and Delivery services over the period of last 5
years in all public health institutions of District Dahod.
Year
2014
2015
2016

OPD in PHC-CHC
389650
426523
498093

IPD in PHC-CHC
12540
16566
20503

B. 108 Emergency services
Total emergency cases in last 2 years are 100976 out of which 52895 are pregnancy related
emergencies which are served by 108 EMRI.
C.Revised National Tuberculosis Control program (RNTCP)
With the consistent efforts of our health team we have achieved and consistently maintain cure
rate in New sputum positive cases above 88%as compare to national target of 85% and Case
detection of New sputum positive in the same population above 88% as compare to national
target of 70% as an objective of ''Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program'' (RNTCP)over
the period of last 5 years.
D. National Leprosy eradication program
We have strengthen field surveillance and monitoring for case detection and total 4107 new
leprosy cases were detected in last 5 years.
E. National Vector borne disease control program
District Dahod was an endemically prone for Malaria epidemics during the year 2004-2005 with
SFR of 3.44, API of 18.29, SPR of 5.88 and PF percentage of 58.43 but through strict
monitoring in the field and biological control, vector control measures in the form of indoor
residual spay and fogging, chemical control measures like temiphos application on stagnant water
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bodies, there is an improvement in all above indices. Now, SFR is 0.03, API is 0.01, SPR is 0.08
and PF percentage are 32.26.
F. Sickle cell Anaemia control program
As District Dahod is an endemic area for Sickle cell anaemia; screening of total population is
required to find out sickle cell disease and trait cases. Screening started since 2012-13 and
covered entire district population as per below.
District
Total

Total
Population

Screening
Completed

Remaining
Screening

2355496

2221659

133837

Disease
3800

Trait

Total

194909

198709

G. Online Disability certificate issue camp information
We have provided total 17790 (39.84%) online disability certificates to persons with disability in
a village level campaign mode.
H. MA Yojana and MA VatsalyaYojana
Achievement under MA Yojana and MA Vatsalyayojana over the period of last 4 years.
z No.of BPL families in District: 264527
z No. of families received MA Card: 121353 (45.87%)
z No. of BPL patients got treatment under MA Yojana: 1922
z Total benefit given under MA Yojana: Rs.3.31 Crore
z No. Families received MA Vatsalya card: 4862
z No. of BPL patients got treatment under MA VatsalyaYojana: 370
z Total benefit given under MA vatsalyaYojana: 77.83 Lakhs.
I. Epidemic control activity
In case of swine flu, during 2014-15 number of H1N1 positive cases were 31 and 9 deaths were
occurred but in the year 2015-16 there is only 1 positive case with no causality.Overall, there
is no major epidemic during last 2 years.
J. RashtriyaSwasthyabimayojana (RSBY)
Under various packages BPL patient got treatment at various government as
well as private hospitals in Dahod and total 1229 patients got successfultreatment under this
scheme during the year 2015-16.
K. National Family planning Control Program
With the great efforts from all health staffs including Doctors, Para medics, ASHAs, Anganwadi
worker etc.We are achieving 100 percent target since last 2 years.
L. Human Resource
We have recruited 606 health professionals including doctors, paramedic, technical and non
technical staff for further strengthening of quality healthcare services during the last 2 years.
M. Kayakalp award
Our PHCs and CHCs have been rewarded with this prestigious State level award for sustainable quality healthcare services and development of the institutions.
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CONCLUSION
–A way ahead to strengthened Health sectorfurther
Future plans to combat challenges in providing quality health services:
Strengthening of HR: We will revise incentive policywell comprehended at all levels of staff
especially for contractual AYUSH Medical officers. Need based training load assessment, and
there rationale deployment with skill improvement assistance, capacity building well communicated to the concerned HR.
Strengthening of Infrastructure:We have planned to increase functional delivery point by increasing maternity wards, Mamtaghar, Renbasera for resting of patients relatives at PHCCHC.Renovation of Laboratories and strengthening investigation services through
Mukhyamantrinihshulknidanyojana.Supply of Instrument and equipment to ensure quality health
care services within the district has to be ensured.
Strengthening of National Health Program: by providing quality health services through periodic
gap analysis and by timely fulfilment of those gaps. More focus on field supervision, monitoring
of health related programs and evaluation by department of health and also by other relevant
departments.
Focused activity on health education and counselling services.Health education regarding up
scaling of literacy, personal hygiene and counselling regarding prevention of early marriages,
spacing method for contraception, prevention of malnutrition through safe and hygienic feeding
practices. Counselling to fight against social stigmas and to overcome superstitious believes and
practices.
Strengthening of "Save girl child, BetiBachaoBetiVadhaoBetiPadhao" Campaign: To reduce
Maternal and Infant Mortality and to improve child sex ratio and female literacy rate more focus
is given on girl child. Not during their birth, but also during their adolescence and motherhood
period.
Strengthening of Reproductive child health services: We will increase functional delivery point
to ensure safe delivery.In attempt of reducing Infant mortality all the newborn are provided
Home Based Newborn Careby ASHAs. JananiShishuSurakshaKaryakram implementation within
the district has been strengthened to ensure free drug, diagnostics, diet and transportation to the
beneficiaries. Strengthening and optimization of Adolescent Friendly Health Centresand through
the channel of peer educator under Rashtriya KishoreSwasthyaKaryakram, adolescent healthcare
services, counselling and education has been provided to all school going and non school going
adolescents within the district. We will further functionalize blood bank services and campaign
against control of severe anaemia for prevention of maternal mortality.
Training and Capacity Building: Induction and periodic refresher training to allcadre including
MBBS, Ayush Medical Officers, Staff Nurse and ANM will be provided to different relevant
technical and non technical issues on timely basis. Periodic review and orientation of all cadre
staff on different programs willensureproper implementationof these programs and services.
Kayakalp award:We will focus more on providing sustainable quality healthcare services through
development of institution and optimization of present infrastructure.
We have done all the efforts within the available resources, in order to ensure Quality health
care services in every nook and corner of the district.
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Procurement of Foodgrains Under Minimum
Support Price Scheme in Utter Pradesh
Shyam Sunder Sharma, IAS
Minimum Support Price(MSP) is announced by the Government of India every year much prior
to kharif and ravi season as a market intervention tool to stabilize the market prices of foodgrains
and to provide minimum support to farmers.Different States procure diffrentfoodgrains under the scheme.
In Utter Pradesh paddy in Kharif Marketing Season and wheat in Ravi Marketing Season are procured
under the MSP scheme. Food Corporation of India is the nodal agency to receive rice after milling of
paddy procured by state procurement agencies. Government of UP announces in advance procurement
policy for paddy in KMS and also procurement policy for wheat prior to Ravi Marketing Season.Food
and Civil Supplies Department is responsible to formulate, organise, cooperate and monitor the
procurement among diffrent agencies. All agencies establish their procurement centres with the approval of District Magistrate concerned. Procurement of big quantity of foodgrains under MSP has
become very important due to the implementation of National Food Security Act in 28 Districts with
the aim to implement NFSA in rest of the Districts by March 2016. State Govt announced some liberal
clauses in procurement policies and as a result Uttar Pradesh Government could achieve marked
increase in procurement with the new policy.

Introduction
Minimum Support Price is the price at which Government purchases crops from the
farmers,whatever may be the price for the crops in the market.The Government of India uses
MSP as a market intervention tool to protect farmers from any sharp fall in the market price
of a commodity. It is also a tool to achieve food security totackle shortage of key food grains.
MSP is computed on the basis of the recommendations made by Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices(CACP) which considers factors such as cost of production, change in input
prices, market price trends, demand and supply and a reasonable margin to farmers.GOI announces MSP for 25 crops much prior to kharif and raviseason.Specifications for paddy and
wheat are announced by GOI and also the relaxations are given for the damage to the crops
by natural hazards.MSP for KMS 2015-2016 is Rs 1410 and 1450 for common and grade-A
paddy respectively, MSP for RMS 2016-2017 for wheat is Rs.1525.
The Food Corporation of India is the nodal agency for procurement along with State agencies
who establish the purchase centers for procuring food grains sunder the MSP scheme. Procurement of food grainsinadequate quantity has become of utmost importance in liu of National Food
Security Act-2013.
Procurement of food grains in Utter Pradesh is done for paddy in KharifMarketingSeason(KMS)
and wheat in Ravi Marketing Season(RMS) under MSP scheme.The State Government formulates its own procurement policies for paddy and wheat seperately every year on the lines of
MSP scheme of GOI.
Shyam Sunder Sharma, IAS, Spl. Secy. and Addl. Commissioner Food and Civil Supplies U.P.
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National Scenario
Procurement of wheat in Ravi Marketing season-2015-2016 at National level is led by the States
like Punjab(36%),Madhya Pradesh(26%),Haryana(24%), Rajasthan(5%) and others(9%) and
paddy delivered as rice to the FCI in Kharif Marketing Season 2015-2016at the National level
is led by Punjab(38%),Chattisgarh(15%), Haryana(12%),UtterPradesh(9%), AndhraPradesh(8%),
Orissa(6%), Telangana(4%), MAdhya Pradesh(3%),West Bengal(1%),Tamilnadu(1%),Bihar
(1%)and other States (3%) as on01- 02-2016.Utter Pradesh is the largest producer of the wheat
and paddy however Procurement of these foodgrainswas not as per the requirement of the PDS
in preceding years due to many reasons.Now new initiatives have been taken into consideration
by the State Govt. by promoting cooperativesocietiesin procurement process in KMS 20142015,RMS 2015-2016 and now by promoting arhatiasalongwith cooperative societies to ensure
MSP to farmers of the State in KMS 2015-2016.
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Procurement Of Food grains In UP
Procurement of Paddy and wheat is made under MSP scheme of GOI in Uttar
Pradesh.Procurement policies forpaddy and wheat is announced prior to the each marketing
season by State Govt.Paddy crop is produced mainly in Kharifseason.It is sown generally in the
months of June -July and harvested in the months from September to November. Arrival of
paddy in mandies begins from October to February. Similarly sowing of wheat is done in the
months of November-December and harvesting is done in April.Wheat arrives in Mandies from
April to June. Similarly the procurement of paddy is done from October to February and
procurement of wheat is done from April to June.
Cultivation, Production & Productivity of Paddy in Utter Pradesh (Comparative
Statement of 04 Years)

Procurement Agencies
1. Marketing Deppt.
2. Uttar Pradesh Provincial Co-operative Federation (U.P.P.C.F.)
3. Uttar Pradesh UpbhoktaSahkariSangh Limited (UPSS)
4. Uttar Pradesh State Food Corporation (UPSFC)
5. UP State Agro Industrial Corporation Limited (UPAICL)
6. Uttar Pradesh KarmchariKalyan Nigam (UPKKN)
7. National Co-operative Consumer’s Federation (NCCF)
8. National Agricultural Co-operative Marketing Federation (NAFED)
9. National Federation of Farmer’s Procurement Processing and Retailing Co-operative of
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India Limited (NACOFF)
10. Food Corporation of India (FCI)
Necessary arrangements at each Procurement center
Following necessary arrangements are done at each Paddy / Wheat procurementcenter:
•
Purchase of Paddy / Wheat from farmers is done on basis of agricultural documents
viz. KisanBahi,Khatauni Or Land consolidation documents.
•
Mobile number / Phone no of farmer if available is also entered in Purchase register
at each procurement center.
•
By means of banners at purchase centers following information is displayed at all
procurement/purchase centers:
1. Minimum Support Price of Paddy / Wheat.
2. Toll free number for Complaint registration-18001800150
3. Name and mobile number of purchase center in charge.
4. Quality specifications of paddy or wheat
5. Name of concerned bank from where payment will be released.
•
Necessary documents are maintained in prescribed format at all procurement centers.
•
Two electronic balances, One moisture meter, onevinnoving fan and a filter is made
available at each purchase center. Arrangement of Power dryers is also done by
MandiParishad in selected big maindieswhere paddy arrival is plentiful.
•
At each paddy / wheat procurement center one sample is displayed.
Responsibilities of MandiParishad in procurement process
At each procurement center following arrangements are done to ensure necessary facilities for
the farmers:
1. Arrangement of water,bucket,pot, glass etc.
2. Arrangement for parking of vehicles.
3. Canopy,bed, carpet etc. for farmers.
4. Availability of fans and filters of standard quality.
5. Moisture meter for measuring moisture.
6. Petromax for light purposes.
7. Covers for protection of paddy / wheat of farmers.
Competitive auction is done in mandies twice a day at 11am and 3pm.When the bid is below
MSP the paddy/wheat is purchased by the Govt agencies at MSP.Expences for cleaning and
unloading is not borne by the farmers.
Arrangements of Handling and Transport
Arrangements of Handling and transport contractor is done by concerned agencies and
payment of the same is made on the basis of the cost sheet issued by the Government of India.
Payments to the farmers
Payments of the paddy / wheat purchased in the procurement centers made by all theprocurement
agencies by means of RTGS, but in the remote places where the RTGS facilities are not
available, the payment is made through the account payee cheques.The payments to farmers
for the paddy /wheat purchased is made by the State Govt. or agencies from their own budget
and after delivery of the rice/wheat, payments are received from FCI as per the cost sheet
issued by the Govt. of India which is deposited in the govt receipts by marketing deppt.
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Arrangement of gunny bags
Arrangement of gunny bags for purchase of paddy and wheat for all procuring agencies is
done by Food and supplies Deppt. of Utter Pradesh. Purchase of gunny bags is made through
DGS&D and directions pertaining to colour coding and stenciling issued by GOI is also
compliedwith. In order to restrict recycling of stocks issued under PDS, The State Govt. decides
separate codes for State Govt. agencies and purchase centers.
Arrangement for Milling of Paddy
•
Rice mills are registered and empanelled for milling of paddy by the all procuring
agencies.
•
Milling work of paddy is not given to the blacklisted mills and the mills whose milling
capacity is less than 2 MT.
•
Mills with the pending liability of CMR of previous years are not attached to any
procurement agency in order to safeguard the CMR delivery to FCI.
•
Priority in attachment is given to those millers who have undergone modernization
process and installed theSortexfacility in their mills.
•
Millers are required to make an agreement with agencies and furnish bank guarantee
of at least 3 lakhs for milling of paddy.
Arrangement for Storage of rice
Food Corporation of India being nodal agency for the procurement In U.P. storesdelivered
stocks under the central pool . FCI apart from its own godowns , takes godowns of CWC and
SWC on rent for storage. Sufficient storage space is available in U.P. as per the requirement.
Publicity of Procurement Scheme
•
theprocurement scheme is publicized by means of radio,doordarshan,newspaper,and through
Govtmaschinery.
•
A call centre with tollfree number-18001800150 is established to receive complaints of
farmers and redress complaints online as soon as possible by district food marketing
officer.
•
Farmers are keptinformed about the fixeddate for selling paddy/wheat by means of
system generated SMS to bring their produce.
Arrangement for Inspection of Purchase centers
Regular inspections of paddy/wheat procurement centers are carried out by the officers of
the districtadministration.However nodal officers are also nominated separately for divisonwise
inspection by the state government. During every inspection it is ensured that problems of the
farmers are resolved immediately ensuring the payment of MSP to the farmers.
Establishment of control room and submission of daily procurementreport
A control room is established in the food commissioner’s office and at the Division and
district level for continuous monitoring and review of paddy/wheat procurement. Everyday
agency wise and district wise information related to paddy/wheat purchase is submitted through
fax/ email by district purchase officer DFMO.
Procurement monitoring system
Weekly monitoring of procurement is done by the District Magistrate at district level, fortnightly
by the Commissioner at Divison level and weekly by the Commissioner Foodand Civil Supplies
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at state level. Reviews of the same is also made through video conferencing by the Chief
Secretary and the PrincipalSecretary , Food and Civil Supplies dept. of UP.
Punishment, honorarium and reward
According to the Procurement Policy of paddy and wheat,when the targets are achieved there
is a provision for honorarium and reward for the officials for excellent work. and punishment
for the officials with carelessandignorantperformance.The officials are rewarded or punished
accordingly by the competent authorities.
Procurement of Paddy and Wheat
With the latest innovative Procurement policies for wheat and Paddy, the procurement of wheat
increased from 6.28LMT in RMS-2014-2015 to 22.67 LMT inRMS-2015-2016.Similarly procurement of paddy in the form of delivered rice to FCI increased from 16.58 LMT in KMS2014-2015 to 21.5LMT in KMS 2015-2016 as on 01-02-2016.
Conclusion
Procurement of large quantities offoodgrains under MSP is becoming very important due to the
National Food Security Act. NFSA has been implemented in many States including 28 districts
of Utter Pradesh.In order to secure availability offoodgrains to Antyodaya and priority households , there will beneed to procure more foodgrains to supply the targeted population under
NFSA than the existing PDS distribution system.Government of U.P. isendeavring to procure
large quantity of foodgrains as per our NFSA requirement.As a result UP has procured more
than 35 LMT of paddy in KMS 2015-2016 till 08-02-2016 against target of 42 LMT.The
Procurement under MSP ensures stabilisation of market prices and ensures MSP to farmers.
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Facilitating Potato Export from U.P.
to Neighbouring Countries
Virendra Kumar Singh, IAS
In agriculture market linkage is a crucial issue. Apart from the traditional domestic
markets the foreign market may also be explored to fetch competitive price to the farmers.
So far as U.P is concerned it ranks first both in terms of area and production in India
contributing more than 40% of the national potato production.Plenty of always poses
problem to U.P. and this prompted U.P. Agriculture Marketing Board to create a society
named ‘’U.P. Potato Export Facilitation Society ‘’ which acted as a facilitator and the
producer members were encouraged to export directly to the international market under
the brand name ‘’Taj’’. Board decided to take part in buyer-seller meet in Colombo. . In
this meet the society got export orders of 200 MT at the price of 230 US dollars per ton
and a MOU was signed. The necessary logistic arrangements of packing, grading, shipments etc. were made and consignment finally dispatched from Mumbai port to Colombo.
The pioneering effort to export potato from U.P by directly involving the potato producers
showed the way how we may provide competitive price to the farmers by establishing right
market linkage.

Introduction
In the field of agriculture the issue of market linkage is the most crucial.The farmers face
a lot of problem on this front. This is also true about the potato producers of U.P.The fluctuation
in the market prices and variation in the demand hit them hard.Therefore it is necessary to
explore other marketing avenues and alternative outlets.Apart from the traditional domestic
markets the foreign markets may also be explored to fetch competitive price to the
farmers.However due to the lack of the accurate information about the foreign markets this
becomes quite difficult to enter into the export market. Here comes the role of government
agencies like the U.P. Agricultural Marketing Board and other institutions associated with the
task of agri marketing and export promotion.Therefore to begin with it is better to tap the
markets of the some neighboring countries.It is important to make a proper market study of the
targeted market covering all the relevant issues. In this context organizing byer seller meet may
be quite helpful. The proper orientation and procedure related training of the potential farmers
is also important.They must be trained about the grading,packing,pre and post-harvest
practice.Exactly in this backdrop UP Agriculture Marketing Board decided to facilitate the
potato export promotion by creating a societyfor this purpose.
This is unique feature of administrative service that is gives one full opportunity for various
initiatives and innovations. As general administrator oneis entrusted with multifarious tasks and
Virendra Kumar Singh, IAS, Special Secretary, Social Welfare Dept. Govt.Of U.P
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assignments which provide one ample scope for experiment and innovation. There is one such
initiative of administrative careerof Shri Ramesh Sharma which occurred exactly a decade ago
when he was serving in U .P. Agricultural Marketing Board as Deputy Director. As Deputy
Director in that organization with other responsibilities he was also looking after the work of
agricultural marketing. At that time his organization took a decision for facilitating potato export
from the state to some neighboring countries. This was a totally new area for his organization
and he had to start literally from scratch. This was a challenge and he accepted it. He had
the privilege of working as the member secretary of the Export Promotion Facilitation Society
which was formed specially for this purpose.
As for as U.P.is concerned it ranks first both in terms of area and production in India contributing more than 40% of the national potato production. In U.P. the average productivity is more
than 22 MT per hectare which is well above the national average. Here the bulk of potato crop
is grown in winter and is harvested from January to March. There are various exquisite varieties
of potato being cultivated in U.P. like KufriBahar,KufriSinduri,KufriBadsah and KufriSutluj of
which the first one is most popular.
Formation of Society
U.P. always faces problem of plenty on the potato production front and this prompted U.P.
Agriculture Marketing board to take initiative on the marketing issues which resulted in the
creation of a society under the name of ‘’U.P.Potato Export Facilitation Society ‘’ in 2005. The
society acted as facilitator and the producer members were encouraged to export directly to
the international market under the brand name ‘’Taj’’. The society got the ‘’Taj ‘’ brand name
registered to market potatoes of more than 55 mm size confirming to the internationalsanitary
phytosanitarystandardsafter undergoing strict quality control checks both at pre and post-harvest
levelwith specific packaging and grading standards. The society comprised of 14carefully selected potato producers of the state. The selectionhad been done on the basis of certain norms
and the producer members of the society had been trained in export procedures at special
workshop conducted at NIAM Jaipur and they had also been provided IEC code and APEDA
registration making them fully competent to export directly their produce to the international
market. Every producer member of the society was entitled to get assistance of 25 paise per
Kg. for brand promotion and in inland freight subsidy at the rate of Rs.1.00 per Kg. for this
purpose.
Strategy
UP Agriculture Marketing Board decided to take part in buyer-seller meet in Colombo (Sri
Lanka) and Dubai (U.A.E.) in this background and provided financial assistance to the tune
of 25% of entire expenditure to all the 14 producer members of the U.P.Potato Export Facilitation Society touring these destination as part of the Indian delegation. The main objectivesbehind
Sri Lanka and Dubai (U.A.E.) visits were as follows:
1.
To promote the “Taj” Brand potato.
2.
To establish direct contactwith the potential buyers.
3.
To study the markets and their practices.
4.
To search an outlet for the UP grown potato in these countries.
5.
To give international exposure to the potato producersof the state.
Buyer-Seller Meet
APEDA organized a buyer-seller meet at Hotel TajSamadura Colombo on 20th February, 2006
with the assistance of U.P. Agriculture Marketing Board and Indian High Commission in Sri
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Lanka to promote the export of Taj Brand potato. One significant part of this meet was the
presence of the fourteen grower-members of the U.P Potato Export Facilitation Society who
were also exporters of the Taj brand potatoes. There were four tables laid for the participants.
On each table specimens of these branded potatoes grown in Gangetic plains were displayed
especially brought for this occasion from India. Four groups were formed table wise and the
meet started with the exchange of views and information between the Indian exporters and Sri
Lankan importers.
MemorandumOf Understanding
The successful buyer-seller meet led to the signing of memorandum of understanding. The
elaborate deliberations and negotiations in the meet paved the way for the historic memorandum
of understanding between the producer members of the U.P. Potato Export Facilitation Society
and the potato importers of Sri Lanka. Accordingly on 21st Feb. 2006, in the premises of the
Indian High Commission, Colombo 14 producer members of the U.P. Potato Export Facilitation
Society and 7 Sri Lankan Importers entered into a M.O.U.
The details of demand, mode of transportation, method of payment specification of packing etc.
were minutely mentioned in the significant document. This memorandum of understanding.was
a good beginning for future tie-ups. Thus Taj brand potato got immediate response after its
formal launching and Importers posed theirtrust init by giving orders of 200MT of Taj Brand
potato of KufriBahar variety at an attractive price of 230 US Dollar per ton. As per terms and
conditions, potatoes had to be supplied in 25 Kg. gunny bags at Colombo port between 15th and
31st March, 2006. This memorendum of understanding proved a big morale booster for the
producer members of the society.
Logistic Arrangements
The signing of the memorandum of understanding necessitated the adequate and time-bound
logistic arrangements on the part of U.PAgriculture Marketing Board. The organization adopted
a pro-active role in supporting the producer members of the society in this stupendous task.First
of all a shipping company was roped in at Mumbai port and necessary storagearrangements
were also made nearthe port.An officer of the U.P Agriculture Marketing Board was stationed
at Mumbai to oversee the smooth handling of the export process. He had to finalize all the
custom related formalities as well.Meanwhile at the time of harvesting grading facilities were
provided at the farm level to pick required quality potato conforming to the size and other
parameters.For the packing standard quality gunny bags stamped with brand name were supplied with tags etc. The producer members graded and packed theTaj brand potato in these bags
which were later transported to Mumbai port from where ultimately exported to Colombo in ship
container.
Conclusion
The pioneering effort to export potato from U.P by directly involving the potatoproducers
showed the way how we may provide competitive price to the farmers by establishing right
market linkage.This a fact that the potato farmer gets only marginal profit and major share goes
to the intermediaries and traders.Moreover, the marketing is also highly unorganized dominated
by the commission agents,retailers and whole sellers.The state agencies like Agriculture Marketing Board may play a major role in the facilitating the better ways of marketing including the
export by tapping the potential markets.For this purpose market study and research must be
undertaken covering all aspects i.e. demand, quality preference, price structure, active suppliers
etc.Then an agent may be appointed in the targeted market to co-ordinate the process.The
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initiative undertaken by UP Agriculture Marketing Board opened new doors for U P potato
growers.However, a long term export policy must be farmed and the institutional mechanism
should be created to facilitate the process.
To sum up following steps should be taken by the UP Agriculture marketing board to
facilitate the potato export in future
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

To organize buyer seller meet in the targeted countries with the help of APEDA on
regular basis and provide financial assistance to
the potential exporters to take part in these meets.
To provide regular training to the potential exporters by specialized agencies on the
relevant topics like grading, packing,pre and post-harvestpractices.
Togive financial assistance to the potato growing farmers associated with the export
promotion society in the shape of freight subsidy and brand promotion as well as on the
expenditure incurred on air travel for taking part in the buyer seller meet.
To promote the earmarked potato brand ‘Taj’ with the help of appropriate methods and
establishing it as desirable high quality product in confirmation with the international
standards.
To help the exporters at the port level by deputing some official from board who may
guide them in finalizing the paper work,documentation etc. At the same time proper
storage facility near the port should also be taken care of.
To formulate a well thought out long term potato export promotion policy containing all
the relevant issues and giving attractive incentives to the potential exporters.
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A Strategic Approach of State Government of Gujarat to
tackle the Urbanization issues from the State Resources
J. K. Astik, IAS
Faster pace of Urbanization in Gujarat led the State Govt. to address the urban basic
issues from the State resources. The State Govt. launched Vajpayee Nagar Vikas Yojna
(Phase-I & Phase-II) in each municipality to strengthen basic civic amenities. The other
initiatives taken by the State Govt. include i) abolition of Octroi from all municipalities and
provision of compensatory grant in aid; ii) observance of the year 2005 as urban year
through a variety of citizen centric activities and clubbing together of all grants under a
single basket and allocating the same for infrastructural works; iii) recovery of old taxes
and removal of encroachments; iv) Nirmal Gujarat Scheme launched in mission mode;
door to door waste collection and their segregation and processing; v) establishing an
Vermi-compost plant and providing financial assistance of Rs.4500/- each for construction of toiles per family; vi) introduction of uniform Carpet Area Based Property Tax
System by fixing minimum and maximum Tax Rate for all municipalities; vii) Swarnim
Jayanti Mukhyamantri Shehri Vikas Yojana introduced for major infrastructural works.
All these stated programmes have been fully funded from State resources. For sustainable
progress additional initiatives are required towards making the ULBs more functional and
minimizing the role of State Goverment.

Introduction
Urbanization process in Gujarat is faster; the state has 8 Municipal corporations including
major cities like Ahmedabad and Surat and 159 Municipalities. As per 2001 census national
urban population was 27.7% against the Gujarat state urban population posted 37.3%, nearly
10% higher than the national urban population. Further as per 2011 census, national urban
population is 31.16% as against the Gujarat state urban population is 42.58%, again nearly 11%
higher than the national urban population. Graph under figure 1 plots the rising urbanization levels
every decade in Gujarat against the national figures. Perceiving the higher trend of urbanization
in the state, the state government timely started focusing on the urban basic issues from the state
resources. Though the local bodies’ acts viz. Gujarat Provincial Municipal Corporation Act, 1949
and Gujarat Municipalities Act, 1963 that mandate sanitation, drinking water, sewage, streetlight,
roads and parks as basic functions of the urban local bodies, the state government started
concerning from 1999-2000 in view of the above facts.

J. K. Astik, IAS, District Development Officer, Surendranagar,Gujarat
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Fig. 1 Urbanization levels in Gujarat and in India (Share of urban population in percentage)
(Source: Based on Respective Census Reports, Census of India)

STRATEGIC APPROACH OF STATE GOVERNMENT FROM STATE RESOURCES
2.1 Vajpayee Nagar Vikas yojna (VNVY)
In the year 1999-2000 Vajpayee Nagar Vikas yojna was launched to undertake basic amenities
works in each municipality area of the state by providing the fund to the tune of Rs. 180cr. in
the form of grant in aid and soft loan from state resources, subsequently from 2002-03 VNVY
phase II was launched with the total outlay of Rs. 262cr. for strengthening urban amenities in
each municipality area of the state. Table 1 shows the works undertaken under this scheme with
their respective expenditures.
Table 1: VNVY (Figures per data of 2012)
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Pictures under figure 2 show some of the development works under VNVY.

2.2
Octroi compensatory grant
During the year 2001-02 the state government took historical decision to abolish octroi from all
the municipalities of the state in order to remove the hindrances of the industries, trade and
commerce and thereby to create business-industry friendly atmosphere. As we all are aware
that octroi is the cardinal source of local body’s financial health, considering the facts the state
government decided to provide compensatory grant in aid in lieu of octroi, 10% annual increment
on basic eligible grant is also a part of the progressive coverage to each municipality. Chart
below is a year wise report of the octroi grant paid (amount in Cr.) to the municipalities.

Figure 3: Yearly Octroi grant paid (amount in Cr.) to municipalities

2.3 2005: “Urban development year” in Gujarat
Year 2005 was the most remarkable year in the history of not only Gujarat state but in the
history of the country, since the state government observed the year as urban year and celebrated the whole year as urban year through variety of activities, which were urban citizen
centric and urban local bodies’ efficiency centric. During the year the state government clubbed
all statutory and non-statutory grant under the single basket and allocated Rs. 429cr. to each
municipality by fixing certain criteria of allocation, which was meant for different infrastructural
works including ‘Gaurav path’.
Unique identity works like upgradation of historical value of town-city, deepening of tank and
beautification of parks – gardens.
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The focus was also given to old recovery of different taxes, removal of encroachments on
municipal land and government land was carried out in each ULB, table 2 given below reports
the number of encroachments eliminated with the respective cost of the land; variety of other
awareness activities to mobilize citizens’ support, to create civic sense in order to create hygienic
awareness so as to ensure environment friendly atmosphere and to improve quality of life in
urban area.
Table 2:- Encroachments removal, SWM activity and Tax recovery by
Municipal corporations and various Municipalities as of 2005 data

2.4 Nirmal Gujarat Scheme
A comprehensive program ‘Nirmal Gujarat’ is launched in mission mode. The programme has
different components viz. door to door waste collection, segregation of collected waste, its
processing and dumping of inert waste. Vermi-compost plant is established in each municipality.
Mechanical processing plant is also established in bigger ULBs including municipal corporation
area. Providing toilet facility to families without toilet is also a salient component though the GOI
has launched ILCS (Integrated Low Cost Sanitation scheme) but target under that programme
is very low and conditions set are very stringent, hence the state government supported financially under ‘Nirmal Gujarat’ with Rs. 4,500 assistance per family, almost 85% urban families
have toilet facility at their residential site, rest urban population is also covered under the pay
and use toilet mode; very nominal charges are fixed per family for families residing in slum area.
Massive IEC programme through different modes is also integral part of the ‘Nirmal Gujarat’;
to create awareness among people.
2.5 Uniform area based property tax system
Normally the property tax is being levied c 8 the basis of Annual Letting value (ALV) or
capitalized value of the property which is very subjective method and leads to discontent
amongst the citizens. Considering the reality of the crude method, the state government introduced uniform carpet area based property tax system by fixing minimum and maximum tax rate
for different class of municipalities linked with the use of the property.
2.6 Swarnim Jayanti Mukhyamatri Shehri Vikas Yojana
Swarnim Jayanti Mukhyamatri Shehri Vikas Yojana was launched to commemorate golden
jubilee year of creation of Gujarat state with provision of Rs. 1100 cr. for providing disinfected
140LPCD drinking water, sewerage facility in each municipality, construction of new municipal
building and major infrastructure works like fly over, ROB- RUB (Railway over bridge/under
bridge), theme base traffic circle, radial and ring road and unique identity works, housing for
urban poors. The Swarnim Jayanti Mukhyamantri Shehri Vikas yojna (SJMSVY) is further
extended for 12th plan period 2012-2017 with the total outlay of Rs.15,000 cr. for variety of
salient components viz. urban mobility, to upgrade basic civic facilities, affordable housing to
urban citizens in order to improve social infrastructural facilities like urban health centre, com57

munity hall, Angadwadi centre (‘Nand Ghar’), primary school building, slum development, etc.
Pictures in figure 10 show some of the development works under SJMSVY.

Fig. 10 Some of the infrastructural works accomplished by GOG

All the above mentioned programmes are fully funded from state resources in addition to GOI
urban programmes like JNNURM, UID, SSMT and UIG.
3. CONCLUSION
The state government initiatives by providing the fund from state resources to tackle the urban
issues are quite demonstrative on ground. Basic amenities in municipal area are remarkably
improved. New infrastructures like community hall, parks, ROB-RUB, sewerage projects are
also commissioned. However some more policy and administrative initiatives are required to
sustain the progress on the ground and to advance it further, lowering down the government’s
role and municipality to make more effectively functional by taking the following measures:3.1 It should be made obligatory on the part of municipality to contribute certain percentage of
project cost.
3.2 Project sanction and funding should be strictly on the basis of reforms carried out by the
municipality.
3.3 Water is always a dearth commodity in the state. However with the construction of the
Narmada dam and scaling up the height of the dam water position is fairly smoothen. Still there
is need to evolve some regulatory mechanism to control the lavish use of water by installing
water meter and commissioning 24 X 7 water supply project in identified wards of few municipalities on pilot basis and subsequently roll out to all ULBs.
3.4 Some administrative arrangement should be worked out to create maintenance fund at
municipality for proper O&M of the infrastructures.
3.5 Uniform building by-laws needs to be drafted for different class of municipalities for smoother
and effective implementation of development projects by private players.
3.6 In view of the pace of urbanization there is a need to constitute municipal staff selection
board at the state level. So as staff selection of all municipalities can be conducted centrally in
transparent manner. Further municipal staff should be intra district and intra municipality within
the district transferable.
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Sahyog Hariyali Mission - A Participative Approach in
Development of a Heritage Site in Dewas, Madhya Pradesh
Ashutosh Awasthi, IAS
Dewas city grew upon a historically and culturally significant hillock in Malwa plateau
of Madhya Pradesh. The author in this paper has described how Chamunda Hill in the
city of Dewas has been developed into a sustainable, environmentally green and ecofriendly heritage pilgrim site through a participative approach involving all the stakeholders in the State of Madhya Pradesh through “SahyogHariyali Mission” which encourages
local people to plant a tree in his name in the holy shrine by paying a sum of Rs. 2000/
- and the fund so raised in plantation and maintenance purpose. The hill before implementation of the project had been a public squalor littered with poly-packs, devoid of
vegetation, unwalled shrine premises with encroachment, open defecation, infestation by
stray animals, degraded drainage system
of bio diversity, poor rainwater harvesting
structures and poor public amenities including inadequate lighting. With coordinated
efforts of the State Departments and stakeholders, it has now turned into a walled shrine
complex with green plantation, drip irrigation and rain water harvesting facilities, resting
sheds with CCTV surveillance, lighting facilities, hawkers’ shed & kiosks, public toilets
and drinking water facilities.

Introduction
The city of New York witnessed a high urbanization rate on the booming world trade during
the 1820s to beginning of the American Civil war in 1860s. The population of the New York
increased by four times from 1820s to 1860s. These times were characterized by establishment
of one of the landmarks of the New York city, the Central Park. An urban park established in
1857 in about 750 acres of land. This park is now one of the most visited and popular landmarks
made in the modern history. The discussion of parks in urban planning can be notices in
Chanakya’sArthashashtra in 4th century BCE to the urban planning the medieval Mughal period
and further to the modern India with government schemes like AAYUSH, smart cities etc.
Urban parks are often called “lungs of the city” can be transformed into the “heart of the city”
with strong public support and participation. Such development can be at the core of the
sustainable economic development.
Dewas is a district in the Malwa Plateau. Dewas has a natural climate that supports dry
deciduous forests which makes it a natural habitat for many native Indian species including
tigers. The climate is dry for the major parts of the year which makes plantation of new trees
a bit more difficult process. Dewas is supported by rivers Shipra and Narmada as its drainage
system. Dewas is one of the leading Industrial areas owing to the closeness to Indore, favorable
Ashutosh Awasthi, I.A.S, Collector, Dewas, M.P.
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government policies, labor availability and geographical conditions
SahyogHariyali Mission
The project implementation philosophy is inspired by popular project implementation philosophy of DMADV; Define, Measure, Analyze, Design &Implement& Verify. The departments
and stakeholders participating in the project were as follows:
•
MaaChamunda Government Devsthan Managing Committee
•
Forest Department
•
Agricultural Technology Management Agency (ATMA)
•
District Industrial Center
•
Dewas Municipal Corporation
•
NGOs
•
Prominent Civil Society Members
•
Dewas district commerce association
•
Student Groups
Define
The multifaceted objectives of the project are defined. Public participation was facilitated
through “MaaChamundaGovernment DevsthanManaging Committee” which included the active
members of the civil society.A primary survey was undertaken and the Factors marked during
the primary survey of the site are, as follows:
a. The social conditions, available natural resources and the present extant problems;
b. Deforestation and theft of the wood in the area;
c. Encroachment of the huge base area of Tekri by the surrounding residents, disposal of
domestic solid and liquid waste, and open defecation;
d. Presence of pigs and stray animals;
e. Scattered polythene bags and rubbish;
f. Difficulty in approach path for the pilgrims and visitors and dearth of basic infrastructure;
g. Lack of ground water management, water saving, soil conservation, recharge zone; and
h. Soil erosion, land slide, need of dense plantation and constructing cost-effective water
structures on the hillock.
Measure
The result The results of the survey were as follows
•
Degraded forest cover
•
Open un-walled premises which encouraged encroachment.
•
Open defecation
•
Public squalor with infestation of stray animals like pigs
•
Degraded natural drainage systems and alarming soil erosion.
•
Lack of public amenities
•
Lack of employment generating infrastructure
•
Lack of refreshment and food centers
•
Lack of ATMs, CCTV surveillance, public announcement systems.
•
Lack of such security and crowd control systems are essential for peaceful law and
order situation.
•
Low levels of biodiversity were observed.
•
Low levels of rainwater harvesting.
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•

Inadequate night time lighting

Analysis
The scenario required constant and sustained effort. After the meeting of the public committee the decision of the raising the funds from the public was finalized and the mission was named
as “SahyogHariyaliYojna”; anyone who wants to plant a tree at the holy shrine has to pay a sum
of Rs.2000/-, this money would be utilized to plant a tree on the person’s name in the holy shrine.
Modern drip irrigation was to be employed for successful plantation.
The problems discussed in the previous section was dealt in various innovative ways. These
are discussed in the next section.
Sources of funding
•
SahyogHariyali Mission
•
Janbhagidari Scheme of Government of MP
•
Hawkers’ Zone
•
Devsthan Fund
•
Donations
•
Local Self Government Schemes
•
MP State UrjaVikas Nigam
•
Forest Department of Madhya Pradesh
•
CSRs
•
MPLAD
Design & Implementation
This section would be divided into further subsection focusing of the above mentioned decisions.
List of projects

Serial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sanctioned
Amount (in Lakh)

Description of the job
Construction of Sheds (9)
Retaining Walls
Signage
Railings
Fencing (GI wire, 3 Km)
Drinking water infrastructure
Irrigation Infrastructure Establishment
Construction of boundary wall surrounding the
hill(2.1 Km)
Solar LED lights (150)
LED Lights (250)
Toilets construction
Pump House and piping
Biodiversity Park
Fountains & Waterfall
Flood Lights
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Status

17
25
3
7
8
5.3
13.6

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

40
25
37.5
15
21.53
15
5
5.77

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

Serial
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Sanctioned
Amount (in Lakh)

Description of the job
Brass Stands for temples
Rest House construction for pilgrims
Drip irrigation system
Vermicomposting Unit
Plantation work (Plantation + Treegurad)
Artistic Painting work &sculpting
Check Dams, Gabion, Boulder Checks, Bamboo Dams
& Drum dams (60)
CCTV Camera(32)
PA System
Marble statues
Stone Paving near Dhuni Path
Parikrima path construction (2.4 Km)
Trekking Track (3.5 Km)
Kiosks (105)
Navdurga statues
100 Red Stone Benches
3 Large Display LED Panels
Total

Status

0.22
10.3
10.76
3.22
31
3

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

49
4
5.25
2.5
26.35
73.07
5
39.9
2.49
6
4
519.76

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
In Progress
In Progress
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

Public reach and popularization of the mission
Various video films were made and uploaded on social networking websites. Pamphlets with the
details of the mission were distributed block wise. Newspapers played a major role in the
popularization of the mission in the local civil society.
Intensive Plantation
Under “SahyogHariyali Mission” the person who donated the money was personally called and
plantation was made by their own hands. Five plants were planted instead of one which is five
times greater than the number of plants
Variety Of Tree
Native species
Boss
Boganvelia
Aesthetic Plants
Seetafal

Number Of Plants
12000
2000
2000
1000
2000

Water Conservation structures
Cost effective water conversation was to be achieved using frugal ways. Innovative means
using the salvage wastes were employed to make the damn structures.
Checking Encroachment and Development of “Parikrama-Marg”
A 2.5 Km long pathway circumventing the hill was made after walling the premises. Public
amenities and resting spots were provided on the track.
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A trekking track was developed in parallel with the pathway for the youth.
Development of bio diversity park and bird center
To encourage bio diversity 1000 different types of trees and plants were planted after the
approval from the state forest department and allotment of Rs.12.5 Lakh. This was undertaken
along the development of bird feeding center in the premises.
The organic waste of about 200 Kg on an average is generated in the temple. This waste is
converted into manure using vermicomposting method.
Tackling open defecation and encroachment
The encroachments were removed and 90 families were rehabilitated with a self employment
opportunity. This helped in reducing the open defecation. The walling of the premises further
stopped the open defecation. Active public involvement was sought to stop the practice of open
defecation. The dwellers were provided with assistance amount to construct the toilet at their
houses under various government schemes.
Seller’s Rehabilitation
The sellers were rehabilitated into kiosks with modern design. This highly boosted the business
as more items were kept in display.
Public Amenities
Toilets, resting places, benches clean RO drinking water, ATMs, Coin dispensing machines were
established. Overhead shades were constructed for the summer seasons. CCTVs and water
proof Public Announcement systems(PA) system were installed.
Beautification of the premises
A team of local artisans and members of the society were involved into the beautification work.
Various fountains, waterfalls, paintings, statues, etc. were established. The polythene ban was
helpful to maintain the cleanliness of the premises.
Verification &Comparison
With public cooperation and under the MP government schemes on public participation and
public fund raising, enough funds were raised for the project. The quality of work was achieved
by a constant effort of various departments with team playing spirit.

Figure 1Chamunda Hill Before the project

Figure 2Chamunda Hill After the project
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Hurdles &Challenges Faced During the Implementation
• The hill posed a difficult terrain to work in; the top soil in the hill has been severely depleted
over the years due to lack of vegetation.
• Un-walled premises posed the difficulty to deal with illegal encroachments and rehabilitation.
• Open defecation was a major hazard and an undesirable activity.
• Implementation on ban of polythene was not easy, as polythene is a cheaper packaging
material people tend to favor use of polythene. Public squalor discourages tourism which is a
big promoter of business in the area.
• Dislocation of stray animals like pigs, dogs were as important and a challenge.
Conclusion
As in words of former President of the United States of America F. D. Roosevelt “A nation
that destroys soils destroys itself, Forests are the lungs of our land, purifying air and giving fresh
strength to our people”. The project showed a way towards development with participative
democracy as envisioned by the founding members of India and the aspirational citizens of our
diverse democracy. The project shows the strength of the Indian civil society and the capability
of the state to carry our developmental works in tandem. SahyogHariyali Mission shows a new
path to raise funds for sustainable environmental development. The project indicates some new
innovative ways to get the project done with economic sustainability by utilizing modern technology and cutting the costs of implementation. The project stands as an inspirational model for
environmental development of cultural & heritage sites across the country that is economically
feasible and most of all welcomed and forged with the help of the civil society.
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Implementation of National Crops Insurance Scheme in
Alirajpur District of Madhya Pradesh
Shekhar Verma, IAS
In 2015-16 in kharif season Urad crop was damaged badly by yellow mosaic virus.
More than 80% crop was badly damaged. On crop cutting basis the actual yeild comes
to 210 Kgs. per Hectare. In spite of thresh hold yield 700 Kgs. per Hectare. District
administration actively involved to insure the affected Urad crop of farmers within a very
short period of time and completed the job successfully. For insurance coverage crop
cutting experiments undertaken seriously and necessary datas were collected and sent to
the government within time limit to get the claim amount to affected eligible farmers by
insurance company. Because of active involvement of district administration, more than 20
thousand loanees received crop compensation. This is success story of crop insurance
scheme.

Introduction
Alirajpur is fully Tribal District & established on 17th may 2008 seperated from Jhabua
District. Maximum Population of the District is of Tribal Communities included Bhil, Bhilala and
Pateliya. The Tribes are mainly depends on Agriculture and labour for their livelihood. Their life
is very easy and simple so their needs are also limited. Their houses are scattered in Faliyas.
The total population of Alirajpur is 7,28,999 consisting of 49.24% male and 50.67% females.
There is 89% population of Scheduled Tribes, 3.50% is of Scheduled Caste and rest 7.50%
population resides in Alirajpur.
Economic Facts: Population of the District mainly based on Agriculture as an Economic
resource in which 95% population is evolved. The main Kharif Crops are Urad, Maze, Soyabeen,
Cotton, Jowar, Millet and Groundnut. The main Rabi crops are Wheat and Gram. Mango, Tadi
and Mahua are produced from the forest which is commercial crops of this region.
Total Geographical area of this District is 3,18,225hect. and 1,80,000 is completely used for
agriculture purpose. Out of whichin 30% agricultural area Urad pulse is cultivated which is
54,000hect.
In the district there are 30,696 marginal farmers, 28,052 are small farmers and 31,471
are large farmers so thattotal 90,219 farmer who are cultivating urad pulse. So the livelihood
of maximum people of this area is mainlydepend on agriculture,specially Urad pulse which is also
also a part of their food.
In this tribal District maximum soil are shallow, sandy and sloppy which having less water
holding capacity. Due to this the capacity of production is limited. The soil of the rainy based
agricultural area of the district is light brown and yellow.
Shekhar Verma IAS, Collector & DM Dist. Alirajpur
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Average rainfall of the district is 879mm per year which is not sufficient for the good
agricultural production.Due to agro climatic conditions and climatic irregularities many times
farmers could not get the expected productivity from Urad pulse and faces the huge crop loss.
Most of the blocks of the district are affected with low rain fall, limited rainy days and land
circumstance by which farmer are getting only 700 kg per hectare which is very less than other
district. In previous years less Urad production are seen due to abnormal climate such as
irregular rainfall, pest attacks and infection from viruses. From last fewyears Kamliya insect
used to attack on Kharif crop due to shallow land. It is also one more reason for low production
of Urad pulse.
Urad crop is not notified in national crop insurance scheme due to that 90 percent marginal
and small farmer had to face the big economic loss. In the district there is sufficient area for
crop in all the Tehsils besides this Urad crop is not notified in NCIS.
NCIS is the best and effective means for providing compensation of unexpected crop loss
for the tribal farmer who are insured for Urad crop.
For this purpose District administration has started process to notified this crop in NCIS.
Primarily a complete proposal to notifedurad crop in NCIS following necessary documents are
submitted such as last ten years sown area, productivity datasof urad crop and the crop reaches
to Mandi for sell etc. was to be sent to government butsince this district is newly formed and
the data was not available.It became the most difficult challenge for us.
Facing all these challenges local administration has sent a complete proposal of urad crop to
the government by D.O. letter number/986/bhu-abhi/2015 Alirajpur, Dated 07.07.2015.
After sending urad crop proposal I’ve requested in the most of the meetings of APC to
notifiedUradcrop.At the same time CM also visited in my District and I’ve requested to notifiedUrad
crop. After that on 18.09.2015 in video confrence addressed by C.M. I again request him for
Urad cropto notified under NCIS.
On that proposal honourable C.M. and Ministry of agriculture had takesympatheticalaction
for notification of Urad crop only for district Alirajpur. After that government has been notified
to Urad crop by this notification no./B-11/03/2015/14-2 Dated 22.09.2015 for Alirajpur district.
Notification by the state government has been released on 22-09-2015 and received on
23.09.2015 to the district. In the above reference it was a great challenge for us to deposit 2.50
% premium amount of the sum insured for urad crop of the loanee farmers upto 30.09.2015.
For this purpose we have only 4 working days inspite of 7 days. And in very short time it
was essential the premium amout of loanee farmers should be deposited only within these 4
working days.
It is appropriate to say that the head office of the Cooperative Department is situated in
Jhabua District not in Alirajpur ,so the premium amount of the farmers who are registered in
the co operative societies was important, for this I have called an urgent meeting of
cooperative,agriculture, revenue department and officers of commercial banks on 24.09.2015.
Orders has been issued for deposition of premium amount to the insurance company upto
30.09.2015 for loanee farmers along with a well manageddaywiseprogramme has been fixed
to achieve the complete target upto 30.09.2015
By the successful attempt by district administration premium of rupees 55,64,093 was deposited for 20,881 Loanee farmers for their crop sown in 25,342 hectares of Urad crop of 26,45,39,738
of sum insured. If the Yield is less than threshold yield then the 20,881 insured farmers will get
80% insurance claim of about Rupees 14,81,42,253.
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National Crops Insurance Scheme
DISTRICT – ALIRAJPUR 2015-16
S.N.

CROP

1

URAD

AREA
(HECT.)

FARMERS
20881

25342

SUM
INSURED
264539738

PREMIUM
AMOUNT
5564093

Mango Notified under NCIS
The climate is fully suitable and supported for mango so that different varieties of mango are
grown in the district. Some of them major varieties are Noorjahan, Kesar, Rajapuri and Mallika
etc. Mango known as king of fruits is main crop in horticulture because of most favorable
climatic conditions of the district. Approximatly 5000 farmers are cultivating mango crop in about
3000-4000 Hec. area in the district.
Due to agro climatic conditions and climatic irregularity farmer could not get the expected
productivity and faces the crop loss. Due to this reason it was essential to include the mango
crop for notification under NCIS.
By Continuous efforts from time to time at every level by district administration the mango is
also included under NCIS. At present 185 mango farmers are insured under NCIS and sum
insured is about 50 Lacs.
Conclusion
By the Successful administrative attempt by district administration premium of rupees 55,64,093
was deposited for 20,881 Loanee farmers for their crop sown in 25,342 Hec. ofUrad crop of
26,45,39,738 of sum insured.
If the Yield less than threshold yield then the 20,881 insured farmers will get 80% insurance
claim of about Rupees 14,81,42,253.

Annexure 1
z

NATURE OF COVERAGE AND INDEMNITY
WIDE SPREAD CALAMITIES
z lndemnity' shall be calculated as per the following formula:
Shortfall in Yield X Sum Insured for the farmer
Threshold yield
(shortfall = 'Threshold Yield - Actual Yield' for the Defined Area)
Therefore the claim amount should be –
= 490 X 264539738
700
= 185177817 Lacs.
So the 80% Compensation amount Payable to affected farmers for the sum insured Rupees
18,51,77,817 will be Rupees 14,81,42,253.
(Threshold Yield = The average yield of a particular area of last 10 years)
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Decentralization and Local Governance in Nagaland
Village Councils, Village Development Board
and Communitization
Angau I Thou, IAS
Decentralization and local governance are increasingly recognized as basic components of democratic governance, (since they provide an enabling environment in which decision making and service
delivery can be brought closer to the people, especially to the rural people.) It involves shifting of fiscal,
political and administrative responsibilities from higher to lower tiers of government. (Throughout the
world, countries have been enthusiastically embracing different aspects of decentralization, particularly during the past decades.) Decentralized form of governance aims at a responsive economic and
political system quick in delivering services to the people according to their preferences and requirements. Decentralization is considered an important element of participatory democracy; along with
privatization and deregulation, its represents a substantial reduction in the authority of national
governments over economic policy making. Therefore, the present paper examines the institutional and
the organizational structures, execution of various developmental programmes and activities under the
decentralized form of local government of the Naga people residing in the Northeastern part of India,
where the execution of various administrative and developmental projects are carried out through three
institutional and organizational delivery mechanisms which are “Village Council?, “Village Development Board (VDB)? and through the “Communitisation? scheme.

Introduction
Mahatma Gandhi on Panchayati Raj (corresponding to the “Village Council? of Nagaland)
said, “Every village has to become a self-sufficient republic. This does not require brave resolutions. It requires brave, corporate, intelligent work…. I have not pictured a poverty-stricken
India containing ignorant millions. I have pictured to myself an India continually progressing
along the lines best suited to her genius. I do not, however, picture it as a third-class or even
a first-class copy of the dying is fulfilled, and every one of the seven lakhs of villages becomes
a well-living republic in which there are no illiterates, in which no one is idle for want of work,
in which everyone is usefully occupied and has nourishing food, well-ventilated dwellings, and
sufficient Khadi for covering the body, and in which all the villagers know and observe the laws
of hygiene and sanitation. There is nothing inherently impossible in the picture drawn here. To
model such a village may be the work of a lifetime. Any lover of true democracy and village
life can take up a village, treat it as his world and sole work, and he will find good results.
The State of Nagaland is situated in the extreme North-Eastern part of India, sharing an
international boundary with the adjacent country of Myanmar. It is pre-dominantly a tribal state,
inhabited by 16 major tribes under the umbrella term of the „Naga?, and along with a number
of sub-tribes. The Ao, Angami, Chang, Konyak, Lotha, Sumi, Chakhesang, Khiamniungam,
Kachari, Phom, Rengma, Sangtam, Yimchungrü, Kuki, Zeliang and Pochury are the major tribes.
Each tribe is distinct and unique in character from the others in terms of village administrations,
customs, languages and attires. Traditionally, every Naga village had their own form of adminAngau I Thou, I.A.S., Secretary, Deptt. of Tourism, Nagaland
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istrative system which differs from tribe to tribe and from village to village. And there is no
uniformity in the pattern of their administrative systems. However, in the past four decades there
has been remarkable extension of the administrative reach to the far-flung corners of Nagaland.
In many ways, the organization of the districts along with general tribe geographical boundaries
has provided continuity to traditional tribal practices and linguistic affiliations.
Each village in Nagaland today has a Village Council and a Village Development Board –
corresponding to a regulating and executive body. The traditional institution of the village council
was given a legal status in 1968. Subsequently, in 1978, the traditional Village Councils were
given powers to deal with development matters. As a result, a Village Development Board
(VDB) was created by the Village Council and Area Councils Act of 1978. Village Councils are
an important component of the modern governance system in Nagaland. While the District
Planning and Development Boards provide the needed flexibility to ensure a responsive and
holistic approach towards development for the district, linkages to the grassroots through the
Village Development Boards (VDB) have been established for delivering the rural developmental inputs. These linkages have become vital for decentralizing governance and decision-making
in the post-independence and Statehood eras. Quoting UNDP (1997) "Decentralizing government … enables people to participate more directly in governance processes and can help
empower people previously excluded from decision-making. In this way a country can create
and sustain equitable opportunities for its entire people. Closer contact between government
officials and local communities and organizations also encourages the exchange of information
that can be used to formulate development programmes that are tailored to local needs and
priorities, and thus are more effective and sustainable.
DECENTRALIZED LOCAL GOVERNANCE IN NAGALAND
The institutionalization of the traditional modes of local governance in Nagaland had been well
before the commencement of the Panchayati Raj Act through the Nagaland Village and Area
Council Act 1978. In the present context the Village Councils and their subsidiary Village
Development Boards (VDBs) are established modes of decentralized governance all over
Nagaland. These institutions have evolved from indigenous practices of the Naga tribes and later
regularized through legislation, facilitating their easy assimilation with existing village system.
Every recognized village in Nagaland has a Village Council and its development wing the Village
Development Board. Nagaland has 1,317 villages in its area of 16.579 sq. km. spread over 11
districts and 52 blocks. There is specific distribution of duties and power between the Village
Council and the VDB. The Council has administrative and judicial duties whereas the VDB has
financial and development functions. Communitisationrecognizes the social capital of its own
people, features of social organizations such as trust, norms, and networks that can improve the
efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated action.
VILLAGE COUNCIL
The Village Council is the principle organ of the Village. The Village Council under the head
of the Chairman assisted by the Gaonburas and the Councilors play the most prominent role in
running the administration of the village. The members of the Village Councils are elected
democratically for a period of five years. The Village Council is the overall authority for the
Gaonburas - They are the Ex-officio members in the Council and can exercise franchise in the
council election. They are the agent to the Government administration of justice within the
village. Under the Nagaland Village and Area Council Act, 1978, every recognized village in the
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State shall have a Village Council. The Village Council acts as an auxiliary to the administration
and has the full power to deal with internal administration of the village. It also acts as the court
of appeal and all the council members pronounce judgment on trial over the prevailing case. It
is the duty of the Village Council to frame rules and regulations regarding civil, criminal, and
tradition related cases, they also ensure that offenders are duly punished. Most of the disputes
are settled within the village by the Village Council based on their framed existing laws and
regulations. However some cases may also be appealed to the Court of District Magistrate or
to the Dhobashi Court. The Village Council also constitutes the Village Development Board
(VDB) and ensures that various development projects are implemented efficiently in the Village.
The council also has full powers to deal with the internal administration of the village, maintenance of law and order, enforce orders passed by competent authority, etc. This is why Village
Councils have been the crux of grassroots administration in Nagaland. Dobashis are Govt. agent
who deals with customary laws and legal advisor to the Deputy Commissioner of the District
Headquarter.
The Village Council is the overall authority for the administration of justice within the village.
It is the final Authority on all matters relating to the welfare and security of the village.
The Chairman and his Councilors are the legislators in the Village Assembly. They make
various necessary rules and regulations, and the same amendments were done from time to time
to suit with the prevailing situation and most importantly to meet the welfare of the people. The
legislative function of the Village Council is to execute the various existing laws framed by them,
government laws, and ensured that these laws are abided by the people of the village effectively.
Any breach of laws and taboos by any individuals were punished duly by the Village Council.
The Village Council from time to time decides disputes – public dispute, private dispute and
inter village dispute. Private dispute - involving two or more persons, public dispute are those
in which the whole village is involved, and inter village dispute – where two or more villages
are involved. It is the responsibilities of the Village Council to settle all the disputes within the
village jurisdiction and an effective execution of its laws and decisions. In case a person or a
party fails to abide by the rules and decisions of the Council, they take up necessary actions
against him or them, and see to it that all its laws and regulations are obeyed effectively. The
Council does not tolerate any defiance of its authority. Thus, to punish the wrong doer and to
ensure the strict observance of laws in the village is one of the primary functions of the Village
Council.
Judicial function is another one of the most important functions of the Village Council. The
Council members constitutes what is known as the “Village Court?, it is the highest court of
justice organ in the village, it deals with all kinds of crimes, disputes and breach of laws by the
people within their jurisdiction. The Village Chairman and his Councilors act as the judges and
dispense the judgment on the basis of existing laws.
VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT BOARD (VDB)
The VDB is a statutory body, functioning under the primary village authority known as Village
Council. The institution of the VDBs, which are synonymous with the concept of decentralized
grass root level planning in Nagaland, was first set up in 1976 in Ketsapomi village in Phek
District on an experimental basis. Nevertheless, on seeing the success of the Ketsapomi VDB,
a mass campaign was launched since 1980 to expand the coverage of this unique institution
throughout the State. VDBs were thereafter gradually constituted in the remaining parts of the
State and the concept institutionalized with the enactment of VDB Model Rules, 1980. The
Village Development Board is a mechanism for decentralization of planning and development at
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the grass root level at its best. It includes all the permanent residents of the village as its
members functioning under a management committee with a Secretary who is elected democratically for a period of three years. Besides women are to constitute 25% of the total of the
management committee. This is a novel scheme of development as the locals understand their
needs better and can effectively articulate and implement developmental activities better. The
Department of Rural Development has been involved in the developmental activities of the rural
areas of Nagaland through the implementation of various programmes and schemes with the
objective of improving the economic and social living standard of the rural poor through employment generation and infrastructural development programmes. All the activities of the Department are implemented through the grass root level organization “The Village Development
Boards (VDBs)” which has been active since its inception in 1980. Activities Implemented
through the Village Developmental Board (VDB) are the grassroots level Development Institutions in the state and are responsible for implementation of all programmes/schemes of both
under State Plan and Centrally Sponsored Schemes under Rural Development Department.
Duties of the Village Developmental Board (VDB)
VDB being a decentralization concept of achieving “Rural Development through Active
Participation of the Village Community” performs a vital role in ensuring the overall economic
growth and infrastructural development of a village. The following are the duties of the Village
Development Board:
Through VDB the State Government of Nagaland is implementing several welfare measures
for alleviating poverty and to bring about socio-economic change in the lives of the rural poor.
And also with a view to ensure grass root level participation of the people in the governance,
decentralized institutions have come to play crucial roles. Projects for construction of agri link
roads, approach roads, irrigational canals, rain water harvesting etc. has come to be implemented
for creating infrastructure facilities of the rural areas to bring about progress and development.
The primary responsibility for drawing up developmental projects and to prioritize areas for
development based on local knowledge falls on the Village Development Boards therefore that
makes them a very important institution of the rural villages. In this aspect the role of Village
Development Boards needs special attention.
COMMUNITISATION: THE CONCEPT
Citizens’ participation is the essence of democracy. People have the right to participate, a
right to be part of decision affecting their lives. They know more about where they live and what
they want and what is best for them than do people from outside. Further, equipping people with
right information and knowledge that is acceptable and compatible with the community will help
them make healthy choices. Therefore, the State Government of Nagaland has adopted openness and encouraged active participation of civil society, harnessing its rich social capital to
revitalize and improve public services through the concept of Communitisation.
The concept of Communitisation was introduced in 2002 under the “Nagaland Communitisation
of Public Institution and Services Act of 2002”, under the stewardship of the then Chief
Secretary of the State Shri. R.S Pandey. And after enactment of Nagaland Communitisation Act
on public institutions and services the same year, the government in phases handed over ownership and management of education, health care, water supply, electricity and bio-diversity
conservation to the communities.
Communitisation consist of a unique partnership between the government and the community
involving transfer of ownership of public resources and assets, control over service delivery
empowerment, decentralization, delegation and building capacities, all with the aim of improving
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the delivery of public utility systems. Communitisation therefore involves transfer of government
assets to the community, empowerment of community through the delegation of governmental
power of management and supervision of day to day functioning of employees to village committees to be managed by committees/boards under the aegis of the Village Council as prescribed by the Act. It also demand ensuring accountability to government employees posted at
the service delivery level to local committees and control of government assets by village
committees including the responsibilities for maintenance and augmentation of assets. As such
Communitisation is based on triple “T? approach viz:
Trust the user Committee,
Train them to discharge their new found responsibilities and,
Transfer governmental powers and resources in respect of management.
The venture paid off with the State Government of Nagaland conferred the United Nations
Public Service Awards for Communitisation programme in recognition of its innovative use of
rich social capital on June 23, 2008 at New York. Moreover, the Unicef's current International
issue on the State of the World's Children, has also devoted a full page on "Imagine Nagaland".
Nagaland is the only State, which has featured this way in the publication. And Nagaland is the
only award winner in Asia Pacific region in the category of fostering participation in policymaking decisions through innovative mechanism and one among the 12 awardees selected
globally in different areas of public services.
Salient Features of the Nagaland Communitisation Act 2002
Boards or committees constituted under the aegis of Village Councils to own and manage the
communitised institutions.
A representative Committee of the community: Members are from the user community who
are the actual stakeholders.
Assets, powers and management functions of the Government transferred to Committee
through MOU.
Responsibility of the Committee: Disbursal of salary, grant of casual leave, control of employees including power to exercise „no work no pay?, maintenance of buildings and assets, purchase of essentials e.g. textbooks, medicines.
Responsibility of the Government: Ensure deployment of health workers, provision of funds
for salaries and other grants, provision of technical guidance and support.
Government to be in assistive, monitoring and regulatory role.
Unlike other forms of decentralization or privatization, Communitisation develops partnership
between Government and the people through delegation of powers and responsibilities to the
community for the management of public institutions, so that the performances of the public
utilities improve. As for instance, the Communitisation of health/education sector means the
community takes over ownership and management of health/education institutions and services.
It also means active participation of community in preventive and promotive measures, contributing their share to make health a reality in their own community.
COMMUNITISATION
Nagaland Communitisationof Public Institution and Services Act of 2002, is establish partnership between Government and community with the aim of improving delivery of public utility
systems. Under this approach, the village has four Committees viz: Village Education Committee
(VEC), Village Health Committee (VHC), Water and Sanitation Committee (WATSAN) and
Village Electricity Management Board. These committees carry out their respective duties
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delivering the overall socioeconomic growth and higher living standard to the people of the
village.
TheVillage Education Committee (VEC)takes over the management of the government Primary and Middle school of the village; take care of the basic elementary education of children
in the village; they make sure that all the children of the village are admitted to the Village
Government Primary School; the Committee also disburses the salary of the teachers; they also
ensure the discipline and regularity of teachers, with power to enforce „no work, no pay?
principle; they enforced deduction of one day wages for the absentee?s teacher in the working
days; the VEC members also regularly visited the school and cross-checked the students and
faculties activities; they make sure that no proxy teachers are entertained in the village school;
purchase of textbooks, furniture, construction and repair of school buildings etc. are also taken
care by the VEC along with the school authority; the Committee members also took part in the
social activities and other co-curricular activities of the school; lastly, they are also empowered
with the selection, appointment and transfers of any teacher who is found of misconduct in
discharging his/her duties.
The Village Health Committee (VHC)ensures the proper management of the Village Primary
Health Centre; they acted as a vigilante on the working system of the Health Centre, staffs and
their effective delivery of services to the people; the committee along with the staffs gave more
emphasis to the health condition of pregnant woman, new born babies and children through their
supply of free of cost medicines and care; they make sure that pregnancy are registered before
the VHC; the committee also examines the health condition of the villagers; ensure all children
are immunized (Polio drops); the Health Committees along with the staff members carried out
preventive measures to any outbreak of epidemic and disease in the surrounding areas and it
is their task to announce the people about the outbreak of the disease and if necessary report
it to the nearest District Health Department; the Committee is also empowered with the power
to transfer any staff found guilty of misconduct in discharging their duties, and the same with
the recommendation of the new replacement staff; the village with the initiative from the
Committee and the staff members observed “Nutrition Day? once every month and medicines
are distributed free of cost to the pregnant women, lactating women and children on this day.
Water and Sanitation Committee (WATSAN)looks after the proper management and supervisions of water supply from the source to the common main distributing reservoir; assets and
equipment of water supply are also under the maintenance and custody of the Committee; they
appoint and control over the person connected with the management and maintenance of the
common water; they implement schemes/projects connected with development and improvement
of water shed for the sources of water supply and protection of water supply sources; they also
make sure that every household receives enough drinking water.
Village Electricity Management Board (VEMB) facilitates in reduction of (Transmission and
Distribution) and Commercial Losses (TC) in the rural areas. It works as a business partner to
the government in the management of electricity revenue. In case of Nagaland the village
community functioned as a “private sector” as against a “firm”. Village community worked as
watchdogs against power theft.
A single point meter is provided at the village, which is managed by the VC/VEMB and
jointly checked by the department and the board. Board then prepares bills for individual households based on their “useful points”.
Village Electricity Management Board comprises of 5-9 members for each Village Council,
including the chairman who would be a person nominated by the VC; secretary VDB; one
woman representative; one representative of all khels. Committee works for three years, where
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the secretary to be is selected by the board. Field staff of the department arenot members of
the board. Besides the functions cited above, it also monitor availability of power in the village
and requisition the assigned field staff of the Power Department as required. It coordinate and
assist in clearing hindrance in providing electricity such as tree fall etc. It acts as a Safe custody
of all equipment in the village, control theft, ensure recovery of losses and/or recommend
punitive action to the Village Council. VEMB maintains all details of power availability and
failure, of individual consumers, prepare bills and distribute, collect revenue, audit accounts and
present to the VC, audit will be done by the audit committee constituted by the VC. While the
department provides electricity at Rs.1.60, the consumers pay at the rate of Rs. 2.0 per unit.
The profit goes to the board.
CONCLUSION
Decentralization and local governance are increasingly recognized as basic components of
democratic governance, since they provide an enabling environment in which decision making
and service delivery can be brought closer to the people, especially to the poor. Decentralization
facilitates greater popular participation in governance. It brings government closer to people,
making it more accessible and knowledgeable about local conditions and more responsive to
peoples' demands. This facilitates the forging of a strong relationship between the governors and
the governed and identification of the people with their government, which helps to reduce
alienation from the political process. Decentralization of power from center to states, states to
districts and areas within districts and villages can be one of best ways of radically restructuring
an over centralized system of governance, which may be somewhat removable from people, and
have limited direct accountability to them. It also results in empowering people, promoting public
participation and increasing efficiency as it is evident in the State of Nagaland.
Successfull implementation of development programmes requires adequate funds, appropriate
policy framework and effective delivery machinery. However, without good governance and
programmed implementation, much of the vast quantum of resources being spent for development is wasted. Therefore, it should be so designed as to bring about improve transparency,
better accountability and streamlining of the structure of government.
Decentralization provides opportunities to marginalized sectors of the community, like women
in some countries, minorities etc., to participate at the local level, enabling a more sensitive
approach to policy formulation and implementation. It makes development projects more sustainable and cost effective because local people are more likely to be involved in their design,
execution, and monitoring. Decentralization also represents the most effective means of curbing
excessive concentration of power by the central government, which is a distinctive feature of
the existing governance model, and which is inimical to several basic tenets of good governance,
e.g. openness, transparency, fairness and probity.
Decentralization, manifested in a participatory style of local governance, fosters greater social
cohesion and stability, and encourages reconciliation between local interest groups and a convergence around common interests. This process of participation helps to create the conditions
for collaboration and working together. It broadens the potential for societal capacity building.
Weak capacity is one of the main constraints to national development and good governance. The
existing authoritarian, over-centralized model of governance is a major inhibitor to capacity
development, because it narrows the amount of people who are allowed any meaningful role in
the process. A decentralized, participatory model of governance dramatically increases the
opportunity for involvement, and provides space for persons to contribute at several different
levels.
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To conclude, because of a greater degree of accountability, responsiveness and participation,
effective decentralization can make a big difference by making the provision of local (social and
economic) services more efficient, equitable, sustainable and cost-effective. Through community
participation in decision making, planning, implementation and monitoring and backed by appropriate institutions and resources, it can go a long way in improving the quality of life, particularly
of the poorer and marginalized sectors of the population, thereby alleviating poverty. Thus,
decentralization from above must converge with decentralization from below.
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Export Promotion Bureau and U.P. Export Policy 2015-20
––An initiative to boost export
Arvind Kumar Singh, IAS

The Government of Uttar Pradesh is amongst the first few states which had established
a separate Government body, named, Export Promotion Bureau since 1999. The objective
of the Export Promotion Bureau is to take effective steps for export promotion of the state
in coordination with Government departments to provide favourable environment for the
exporters. Uttar Pradesh Export Policy- 2015-20 has been announced with the aim of
tapping export potential of the State optimally and to achieve excellence in the field of
exports with the cooperated approach of stakeholders. To achieve excellence through the
improvement of the quality of the products, so that to achieve the growth of exports by
doubling the exports share in countries' exports in every five year. To create congenial
environment and high-end infrastructure facilities for rapid and sustained growth of
export and to develop a simple, transparent and accountable regulatory atmosphere for
it. Export value in 2010 -11 was Rs. 38214.31 Crore whereas in 2014-15 it is Rs. 85034.43
Crore. It is due to clear objective to have progressive policy in the state and to have a
separate department to boost export.

Introduction
Growing organizations in any field must constantly evolve, accept or even seek new ideas,
new visions, and new enthusiasms.
-JRD Tata, Speech on ‘Completion of 25 years as chairman’
Uttar Pradesh,with an area of 2,43,290sqmtr and population of approx. 20 crore,is the 4th
largest state of the country.With better infrastructure,large number of skilled and semi
skilledworkforce,favourable working condition and initiative by the Government to boost up the
export,it has more attraction for private investors and entrpreurs. From the MSME point of view,
it is the 3rd largest state and is the biggest consumermarket.U.P. contributes 38% share in the
field of software & 13.4% share in electronic hardware of export at National level. Govt of U.P.
has just announced it’sExport Policy 2015-20.UP has a separate department to boost up export
from U.P.
Export Promotion Bureau, Uttar Pradesh
Export and its promotion is the index of standard of economic growth of a nation. It is bigger
in area and population in comparison to many countries of the world. The Uttar Pradesh
contribute to a very large share in India's export of products like handicrafts, handloom, ApparArvind Kumar Singh, IAS, Special secretary, MSME &Addl Commissioner, Export Promtion Bureau, U.P.
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els, Home Textiles, Faison Accessories, Carpets, Leather & Footwear's Products, Frozen Meat
etc.
The Government of Uttar Pradesh is amongst the first few states which had established a
separate Government body, named, Export Promotion Bureau since 1999.
The objective of the Export Promotion Bureau is to take effective steps for export promotion
of the state in coordination with Government departments to provide favourable environment for
the exporters.
Promotional Schemes & Activities undertaken by Export Promotion Bureau
The Government of Uttar Pradesh is making continuous efforts for promoting the export in
the state, therefore, various export promotion schemes are being implemented,which are continuously being modernised and made accessible to exporters.
z

Registration of Exporters
To get the benefits of the various incentive schemes, it is mandatory that exporters must be
registered with EPB. The registration is provided to both the Manufacturer and Merchant
Exporter .
z
Marketing Development Assistance (MDA)
Under the scheme the Exporters 0f U.P. are being provided subsidy in the following
categories:
z
Subsidy against expenditure occurred on participation in international Fare and Exhibitions
upto the limit of Rs. 1.5 lacs per fair and assistance is available for participating in three
fairs during a financial year.
z
Subsidy against expenditure occurred on sending free trade samples to foreign buyersupto
the limit of 75% of actual expenditure or Rs. 50,000 whichever is less.
z
Subsidy against expenditure occurred on publicity and preparing website upto the limit of
60% of actual expenditure or Rs. 60,000 whichever is less.
z
Subsidy against expenditure occurred on getting ISO, BIS etcupto the limit of 50% of
actual expenditure or Rs. 75,000 whichever is less.
z

Freight Rationalisation Scheme
Being a landlocked state, exports from the state remains costlier.Keeping it in view, financial
assistance for sending goods for exports, through ICD/CFS to the port, is being provided in
order to compensate the extra expenses incurred on freight charges up to the gate way port.
Under this scheme exporter of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises are provided subsidy of
25% or Rs. 6000/- per TEU (20 feet container) and Rs. 12000/- per TEU (40 feet container)
on expenditure made on carrying exporting goods up to the Sea Port.
z

Air Freight Rationalisation Scheme
The assistance for such exporters, who send their export consignment from the Air cargo
complexes of the state, the assistance would be limited to Rs 50.00 per kilogram or 20% of value
of the airway bill, (whichever is lower) up-to a maximum of Rs 2,00,000/- (Two Lacs Only) per
year/ per exporting unit.
z

On-line Application Filling and E-transfer of Assistance
To have the more transparency and better access to facilities, filling of application under
above schemes have been made online from 2013-14. The assistance is being provided to the
beneficiary's Bank account through electronically.
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z

Publication of E- Magazine
Export Promotion Bureau is regularly publishing monthly e-magazine comprising various
information articles associated with Export Promotion and as well as latest notifications, circulars,
International Trade Events.
Export Awardscheme has been introduced from 2007-08 to recognize and honour individual
exporters for outstanding achievement and export performance based on export turn over and
growth achieved in 25 categories. First and Second, in each 25 categories prizes are given to
Exporters. In addition exporters attaining first prize in their product category, for two consecutive
years are given award for Excellence and one Outstanding Export Award. The scheme is called
Sri Janeshwar Mishra State Export Award Scheme.
z

Geographical Indications Registry
There is also tremendous potential to introduce handicrafts from U.P. under brand name.
The state of Uttar Pradesh is endowed with variety of traditional art, process that is exclusive
to the states heritage and culture. This art and crafts can be patented in the form of intellectual
property rights on the basis of geographical indications registry, which will protect these geographical indicators under Intellectual Property Right and build the brand equity for handicrafts
of Uttar Pradesh. In due course with proper enforcement mechanism these GI can provide
business opportunity and wealth creation to the end users ie:, Artisans, weavers and craftsmen.
Last year GI Registration of ZariZardozi, Lucknow, Farrukhabad Textile Print, Agra Dari has
been granted. GI registration of Firozabad Glass, Kanpur Saddlery, Metal Artware Moradabad,
Woodcarving Craft of Saharanpur and KannaujPerfumary has already been notified b y G I
Registry.
z

ASIDE Scheme
This scheme has been framed to meet out critical gaps of export related infrastructure with
GOI assistance. In this scheme 75 projects have been executed and 27 projects are under
implementation. Besides technical and design inputs, project study on exports are also 'initiated'.
In UP the projects for development of export oriented infrastructure have been taken under
''Basket Approach'' in 12th 5-year plan and 16 Projects has been selected to create Export
related Infrastructure in Export Potential Districts
z

Mechanism for information dissemination
The following mechanism has been adopted by Export Promotion Bureau for information
dissemination to exporters?
•
Through monthly e-magazine.
•
Through an informative website www.epbupindia.com
•
By sending regular E-mails.
With the above efforts, schemes and programme the export form the Uttar Pradesh has been
increasedfrom 26204.07 Crore in 2009-10 to 85034.43 Crore in 2013-14 it clearly indicates that
there each three time growth within four years.
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Export Policy Uttar Pradesh 2015-2020
UP is one of the very few states and first among land-locked state to announce a
separate export policy
(Salient Features)
A View
Export Policy-Uttar Pradesh 2015-20 has been announced with the aim of tapping export
potential of the State optimally and to achieve excellence in the field of exports with the
cooperated approach of stakeholders,
Vision
To achieve excellence through the improvement of the quality of the products, so that to achieve
the growth of exports by doubling the exports share in countries' exports in every five year.
Objectives
To create congenial environment and high-end infrastructure facilities for rapid and sustained
growth of export and to develop a simple, transparent and accountable regulatory atmosphere
for it.
Strategy
•
To provide e-governance support to exporters, create a strong analytical database on
exports and exporters in the State and developing export portal.
•
To setup an institutional mechanism for promoting exports in the State.
•
To focus on catalysing competitive advantages, the State has in the global market, by
increasing its exports in Information Technology, Bio-Technology, Food Processing, Electronics & Communications, Garments, Machine Tools and Precision Engineering Goods
besides the traditional exports.
•
To organize extensive seminars / workshops and Buyer - seller meets at the places of
specific sectors of exports, Sectoral study tours in focus countries by delegation of
government officials and exporters of concerned sectors to be arranged on regular basis.
Action Plan
Infrastructure Support Measures
•
A Scheme for the development of infrastructure facilities will be introduced.
•
Civil amenities, uninterrupted power supply, upgradation of communication facilities will be
ensured for export oriented areas/ cities on priority basis.
•
Establishing 'NiryatBhawan' for boosting export from the State will be considered.
•
Setting up of Raw Material Banks in order to enable the craftspersons to source quality
raw materials at a low premium will be considered.
•
Establishing testing labs, agreeable to international norms, in the State.
Institutional Development
•
•

Setting up of Umbrella organisation under chairmanship of Industrial Infrastructure Development Commissioner(IIDC).
Constitution of an empowered committee and NiryatBandhu under headship of Chief
Secretary.
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•
•

Formation of UP Export Promotion Council for branding of UP as a major exporting state.
Development of Export Promotion Bureau as 'Centre of Excellence'.

Tax Reforms
•
Exemption on levying Commercial tax on raw as well as packing material used in export
production will be taken into consideration.
•
Rationalization of duty rates on marketing of agri products will be taken into consideration.
Labour reforms
•
Establishment of Labour welfare Fund for artisans and skilled workers.
•
Strategy will be prepared for the training of skilled workers under 'Skill Development
Mission' keeping in view the significant contribution of craftsmen and skilled labourers in
export oriented industries.
•
Introducing Food Safety Education at UG level will be considered.
Uttar Pradesh Export Promtion Council
UP has constituted a separate body named Uttar Pradesh Export Promotion Council (UPEPC)
to accelerate the export from U.P. and to identify new opportunities, markets and fulfil the
critical gaps in process to boost export. This council will have 15 panels related to 15 different
export centric products/services. These panels will focus on to give a thrust to the exports of
their respective products/services and prepare strategy for its growth. The council will also have
a management committee presided over by IIDC, UP. The Vice President of the committee will
be from among the exporters and 4 Export Promotion Councils will also have their representatives in the committee. The Council will be registered as a non profitorganisation under
Section 25 Companies Act 1956 as amended Section 8 Companies Act 2013. The Office of the
council will be in Lucknow. Govt. of UP has given Rs. 5.00 cr. as interest free loan for 10 years
for getting it constituted and operational.

RISING TREND OF EXPORTS
IN UTTAR PRADESH
(2010-11 To 2014-15)
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Graph depicting Sharing of Uttar Pradesh in Country’s Export in Major Sectors

Conclusion
It is very clear that state of UP has taken a major step by announcing it’s Export Policy with
a clear objective for export promotion,which will attract more and more investors and entrepreneurs. A separate department,export promotion bureau has played a major role.Export value Rs
38214.81 Crore in year 2010-11,now it has increased to Rs 85034.43Crore in 2014-15.Now it
is expected to be double in next two years.
“What do you need to start a business?Know your product better than anyone,Know
your customer and have a burning desire to succeed”
Dave Thomas,Founder of Wendy’s.
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Participatory & Transparent Development
In Agra Municipal Area
Dinesh Kumar Singh, IAS

This paper illustrates how the author in his capacity as Municipal Commissioner, Agra,
has successfully introduced a software system developed by a reputed organization named
CRISIL, of monitoring different development projects in Agra Municipal Corporation. The
system aims at public consultation during design and formulation of projects, giving all
details into the public domain including project name, site name, estimated cost, date of
sanction, date of tender, discussing DPR locally with technical details of awarding of
contract, contractor’s name and mobile no. and names and mobile numbers of the engineers involved so as to provide easy accessibility of development projects information to
the public as well as ensuring quality performance during implementation. The approach
adopted being participatory and transparent has resulted completion of projects as per
the peoples preference avoiding revision of projects, duplication of energy and wastage
of time. Both public and Urban Local Body can monitor the progress of project during
its implementation simply by pressing a button in their PCS. This model is worth replicable
in other ULBs of the country aspiring to give a participatory and transparent governance.

Introduction
In Urban areas high quality work can be done with the public participation and disclosing all
details of work to public. Public for which work is being done, has all right to know the details
of work proposed or undergoing in thier area. It can be done by putting all the details of work/
project on website and also by giving copy of project/estimates to the public before the start of
work so that during construction citizen of that area can keep close eyes on the quality and
standards of workbeing done and can see whether the work in progress is as per designed
project and standards. Project formulation should also involve citizens and public representative
for whom benefit project is being formulated. For this AreaEngineer must go on site and call
citizens and councilor to inspect every point of site minutely and consult all the stakeholders/
citizens of the area and note down each and every thing and also suggestions given by citizens
present and if then he formulates the project taking everything into account then it will be perfect
and will be in public satisfaction too because they are involved at large in the process of
formulation and their good advice has also been taken into account. Making a system transparent and involving public at large it will certainly improve the quality and also help in monitoring
the project check and no revisions will be required during construction. Putting all details of each
and every work in the ULB on the website and updating them regularly, will makesystem
transparent too, which improves the image of ULB in the eyes of citizens as ULB is not hiding
anything. It will also helpin corruption free development.
Dinesh Kumar Singh, I.A.S, Vice Chairman, Varanasi Development Authority, Varanasi, U.P.
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DESIGNING /FORMULATION OF PROJECT
Formulation of any project needs consultation of the different stakeholders. In case of
Urbandevelopment, main stakeholders are the citizens of the area and public representatives of
that area in which work is to be done. If areaEngineer visits site with citizens and councilorof
that area and consults them on site and takes citizens good advices then project so made
including all minor details with all technical specifications will be perfect and also during construction no revision will be required and citizens at large will be satisfied too as it is made of
visiting the site in detail and consulting them and all the other stakeholders too.
SANCTION & E-TENDERING OF PROJECT
When detailed project report/estimates and design of work is presented before sanctioning
authority, Sanctioning authority should scrutinize it minutely. After the sanction of the project and
detailed estimates, work should be awarded as per law to a contractor through a transparent
way through E-tendering process to avoid any corruption as the general complaint of public is
that tendering in ULBs being non transparent This transparent way will improve the image of
the ULB too. By E-tendering chances of favoritism become zero. No one can make a corruption
change in awarding the work
All details of project should be put on the website e.g. date of sanction of project/estimate/
cost/tender, tender value and whom work has been awarded at what amount and date of start
of work and proposed date of work to be completed, also a copy of details of project/ Estimates
with site plan and photograph before start of work be put on the website for information of
public to make system transparent.
PUBLIC MEETING & DISPLAY BOARD
After award of work, to start the work, citizens of that area and councilor of the area should
be informed prior the date of the start and time so they remain present at the timeof start.
Meeting on the day of start of work should be done with citizens a public representative of the
area. In this meeting area engineer should tell all citizens each and everything in detailed project
report and all technical specifications of contract awarded .They should also be told to keep eyes
on quality and standards of work. Display Board should also be put on the site displaying details
of work estimate amount, tender amount, proposed work completion date, Junior Engineer/Asst.
Engineer / E EName and their mobile numbers, and complaint cell No. At the time of start of
work in public meeting all details of work must be told to public present and copy of estimate/
design should also be given to the prominent citizens present and councilor present on work site,
So they can watch the work and keep eyes on quality/standards during construction. It will help
in public discloser and involve public at large and quality automatically will be controlled. Photographs of the meeting and display board should be put on the website for public.
PAYMENT TO A CONTRACTOR IN THE BANK ACCOUNT DIRECTLY
To make a system more efficient and transparent all payments to the contractors be done
to his bank account directly, not by issuing individual cheque to contractor, It will also check
corruption. The details of all the payments done to contractor can be put on websiteimmediately.
Account Department should also put the date on which bill was submitted and the date on
which payment made in his account and also amount so that public//citizen know that what
amount has been paid to contractor for the work which is going on or completed in his area.
It will help ULB to improve the image of ULB in eyes of citizen and will reduce the numbers
of complaints too. It will also be helpful in monitoring of finance and account department.
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FINAL PAYMENTS AFTER THIRD PARTY EVALUATION ABOUT QUALITY AND
STANDARD OF WORK
After completion of work, for final payment a third party evaluation about quality and
standards and measurements of work should be made compulsory .It will ensure the quality and
standards as contractor knows the third party evaluation will be done, so he will not compromise
in quality and area engineer will also not submit false bills for paymentsand false statements..
For this municipal commissioner has to issue clear and specific directions to all concerned.
TRANSPARENCY BY E-GOVERNANSE
For public discloser smart software must be developed which hasfollowing information’s.
Name of work.
Ward No.
Name of Mohalla
Councilor Name & Mobil No.
Date of Sanction of Project
Date of project/Estimate sanction
Tender Date
Tender Sanction date
Tender Amount
Name of Contractor and his mobile number.
Name of the J.E, A.E, E.E, of the area with their mobile Numbers.
Public meeting date.
Date of start of work
Proposed completion Date.
Photograph of site before start of work
Detail Project Report/Estimate
Site Plan
Payments Detail
Revisions if any
Revised Amount if revision done
If Completed, the Photograph and date of completion
Name of the Scheme under which project has been taken. Etc.
Putting all above details, citizen at any time from his home, by clicking a button on the
computer can know all the details of work going on in his ward or city. This will make the
development more transparent and will improvethe image of ULB and also reduce the chances
of corruption.
UPDATION OF WEBSITE REGULARLY
Website so developed for putting the all details of works should be updated regularly. It should
be specific who will update what information and at what time. Detailed guideline must be issued
in this regard to insure day to dayupdation.
EFFECTIVE MECHANISM FOR GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL
Since public and citizen are involved at large at every stage and they are keeping close eyes
on the work going on in their area, they are free to make a complain about quality and standard
of work if contractor is doing something wrong. So it needs effective grievance redressal
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mechanism. So clear guideline and mechanism must be prepared for grievance redressed. It can
be made J.E/A.E should visit the site within 24 hour to see the complaint and it should be
inquired in presence of complainant and citizens of that area .“OFFICIALS” should solve the
problem immediately to the satisfaction of citizen and complainant after inspecting and hearing
all the citizen and complainant on spot. Daily monitoring of complaints redressal must be done
by highest authority. It will not take much time. It will improve the quality. . Highest authority
should contact the complainant by telephone after getting report from officer concerned whether
problem has been solved or not.it will also put mental pressure on the subordinates that their
reports are being cross verified by higher authority by contacting complainant so they will not
give false report .It will also help in improving image of ULB.
In agree this system of participatory and transparent development was executed for civil
work in U.L.B it helped so lot. As participation of public at large was there and all information’s
were available to CRISIL about the work going on in the sites on website. Public was satisfied
and had all praise for U.L.B and quality of work improved a lot to the satisfaction of public.
CRISIL a renownedorganizationdeputed by Govt. of India evaluated this project and submitted a report to Govt. of India on 9th February’ 2013. The report is attached. CRISIL has
appreciated such system and recommended Govt. of India in the report Dt. 09/02/2013. The
pioneering concept can perhaps be replicated across U.L.B’s in the country.
MONITORING
System so developed, makes it easier and simple for the authority to monitor the work even
sitting in the office at any time using this software he can see and scrutinize the works going
in any municipal ward, in a J.E. area, in a A.E. area, in a Ex.En. area, those not started, those
started but delayed ,photographs, site plans, payment details,contractor wise, fund wise,amount
wise,disputed and cancelledetc.Authority can also scrutinize even a single work. Its needs not
to callclerks for bringing files as the every dataof every work/project is available on website.
Work Order, and different letters and notices can also be generatedand sent through mails from
the software as well. Different reports so generated helps in smooth and rapid monitoring.
I as municipal commissioner Agra did it.it is available on the www.nagarnigamagra .com
BENEFITS
This approach /system has large number of benefits. some of them are as follows:
1. It involves citizens at large so it is participatory.
2. As all the information is put on website and any one can get detailed information from
the website at any time making it open to citizen and transparent.
3. Makes monitoring very easy and simple.
4. Improves quality and standards of work as large no of citizens keep close eyes on the
work.
5. It satisfies public at large so reduces the chances of complaints.
6. Reduces corruption.
7. Image of ULB improves in the eyes of citizens.
8. Saves time too.
CONCLUSION
Above approach of participation of citizens /stakeholders and use of E-governance changes
the overall perception of the ULB among citizens. Credibility of ULB is also improvedand
development is also as desired by the citizens. Quality of work due to transparency automatically
increases as large no of citizens of area keep close eyes on the work during construction..Citizens
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need not to go to office of ULB for any information they need asall the information is available
on website. They can get itat any time they wish to get.This system also helps in monitoring
the works going on in city at any time just clicking a button of computer.Monitoring is very easier
and simple . .Municipal Commissioner and other authorities need not to call concerned officials/
clerk to bring files and the details of works as they are available at every moment . But it
needscontinuous updation of data. For that every data who will update is to be specified and
clear /specific guidelinesmust be issued.as I did it in Agra as municipalcommissioner Iwas
satisfied .Public took it in a very positive way and praised this system.CRISIL team vistedagra
and evaluated this system infeb2013 and submitted a report to Govt of india..This report says
“THIS IS PERHAPS ONE OF THE MOST PIONEERING WORKS WHICH EMBODIES
THE SPIRIT OF GOOD GOVERNANCE,TRANSPARENCYAS WELL AS PUBLIC
DISCOSER.THIS PIONEERING CONCEPT PERHAPS BE REPLICATED ACROSS ULBs
IN COUNTRY”..The above remarks itself gives satisfaction.
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Sugarcane Cultivation and Rural Prosperity
– A Study from Uttar Pradesh
Murli Manohar Lal, IAS
Sugarcane, the world’s largest crop is the most valuable commercial crop of India.
Sugar industry is the second largest agro-based industry in the country, next to cotton and
textile industry. Sucrose, the main constituent of sugarcane, is extracted and purified in
specialized sugar factories. Other important byproducts of sugarcane are molasses, ethanol, bagasse, press-mud etc. In Uttar Pradesh research activities are conducted towards
development of new sugarcane varieties for higher cane and sugar productivity. Use of
1) bio fertilizers 2) vermi-compost and 3) branded bio-chemicals for pest control are also
being encouraged.Production of breeder seed through tissue culture technique and distribution of plantlets to various sugar factories is being done on vary large scale. In Uttar
Pradesh there are over 22 lakh cane growers who supplied 745 lakh tonsin 2014-2015
to 118 sugar factories and an amount of Rs. 20,847 crore was paid to them as cane price.
Consequently the socio-economic condition of cane growers has remarkably improved.If
sugarcane cultivation is managed properly with ample milling capacities of the factories
and with a suitable sugarcane price payment policy, it can go a long way in rural
prosperity.
Introduction
Sugarcane is the most valuable commercial crop of India. It not only sustains sugar and
distillery industries but also holds a key position in the national economy by earning foreign
exchange. Besides conventional products like Gur and Khandsari, it also provides raw materials
of economic importance such as molasses, bagasse, wax etc to several other industries. Sugar
industry is the second largest agro-based industry in the country, next only to cotton and textile
industry.Sugarcane is the world's largest crop. Food Agricultural Organization (FAO) estimated
that it was cultivated on about 23.8 million hectares, in more than 90 countries, with a worldwide
harvest of 1.69 billion tonnes. Brazil is the largest producer of sugar cane in the world followed
by India, China, Thailand, Pakistan and Mexico in decreasing order of production.
Sugarcane Plant and it’s products
Sugarcane plant is a coarse grass, which is quite tall about 10-12 ft.It is a perennial plant with
thick, solid, aerial stems about 2-4 cm in diameter. The stem color is variable from white, yellow,
dark green, purple red or violet. It is jointed with internodes.On the nodes axial buds are present.
Stem contains colored tissues in which many fibro vascular bundles are present. Sugarcane is
mainly a tropical crop but it is also cultivated successfully in subtropical parts of the country.
A sugarcane crop is sensitive to the climate, soil type, irrigation, fertilizers, insects, disease
control, varieties, and the harvest period. The average yield of cane stalk is 60-70 tonnes per
Murli Manohar Lal, IAS, Director, LBS, Sugar Cane Institute & MD, UP State Sugar Corporation, Dalibagh,
Lucknow, UP
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hectare per year. However, this figure can vary between 30 and 180 tonnes per hectare
depending on knowledge and crop management approach used in sugarcane cultivation. Sugarcane is a cash crop, but it is also used as livestock fodder. All sugarcane species interbreed, and
the major commercial varieties are complex hybrids.
The main product of sugarcane is sucrose, which accumulates in the stalk internodes. Sucrose is extracted and purified in specialized mill factories and used as raw material in human
food industries or is fermented to produce ethanol. Ethanol is produced on a large scale by the
Brazilian sugarcane industry.
The world demand for sugar is the primary driver of sugarcane agriculture. Cane accounts
for 80% of sugar produced; rest is mostly made from sugar beets. Sugarcane predominantly
grows in the tropical and subtropical regions, and sugar beet predominantly grows in colder
temperate regions of the world. Other than sugar, products derived from sugarcane include
molasses,rum, bagasse and ethanol. In some regions, people use sugarcane reeds to make pens,
mats, screens, thatch etc.
Nutritional value of sugarcane
Sugar, derived from sugarcane, is the preferred sweetener because of its trace mineral
content. It is natural and has a number of benefits in the manufacturing of food products. One
teaspoonful of sugar contains 15 calories. Sugarcane adds a boost of flavor to food. In addition,
sugar acts as a preservative in foods, such as jams and jellies. It also feeds yeast to allow breads
to rise.
Economic Importance of Sugarcane
1.
2.
3.

Sugar is one of the most valuable products of the plant world obtained from it.
It is necessary food for man and it is a perfect food and produces energy.
A lot of Sugar is used in the manufacture of alcoholic beverages, soft drinks, ice-creams,
chocolates, canning industry, etc.
Molasses is an important byproduct of sugarcane industry which is used as a livestock
feed and for preparation of rum, industrial alcohol, vinegar, glycerol, lactic acid and
monosodium glutamate.
Thick noble canes which are soft and have high juice and sugar content and low fiber
are chewed throughout the tropics.
Bagasse is used as a fuel in sugar mills. It is also used for paper making and as an
ingredient of fiber board.
Press-mud is used as manure in the field.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Sugarcane Cultivation In Uttar Pradesh
Utter Pradesh ranks first in the country with regard to cane area and sugar production,
therefore the role of this state in national sugarcane productivity is obvious. Considering the
importance of sugarcane crop in the economy of the state, the Govt. of U.P. sanctioned several
scheme for conducting researches on various problems related to sugarcane cultivation. With the
enforcement of Sugar Tariff Act, the sugar industry developed rapidly and sugarcane became
a major cash crop of the state.
Recent
1.

Research Activities in the State

Concertedefforts were made for evolution of varieties suitable for different climatic
regions of the state and the technologies to boost up the cane and sugar productivity.
There is a hybridization garden at shahjahanpur which is supporting the varietal evolution
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2.

3.

4.

5.

programme with the help of National Hybridization Garden, Sugarcane Breeding Institute,
Coimbatore. A total of 212 varieties have been developed/accepted and released so far.
Various intercrops were introduced in spring and autumn canes to benefit the cane
growers. Recommendations regarding optimum plant production, late planting, ratoon
management and cultivation under adverse conditions were also made.
Red rot, smut, wilt, leaf scald and grassy shoot, have been the most common diseases
of sugarcane. However none of the diseases was found in epidemic condition. Outbreak
of red leaf spot and top rot were recorded in western and tarai regions of the state while
brown leaf spot and top rot were recorded in localized pockets.
Entomological researches have made significant contribution towards controlling insect
pest infestations through mechanical, chemical and/ or biological methods. The control
measures for top borer, stalk borer, shoot borer, termite, pyrilla, white fly, black bug and
mite through chemicals, plant by-products or natural parasites have been worked out.
The recent development made in the field of sugarcane research, includes plant tissue
culture, genetic transformation, molecular biology, biological control and biofertilizers.
With a view to improving existing elite sugarcane varieties through some variation and
rapid multiplication of newly released varieties, laboratories of Plant Tissue Culture have
been established. Seed multiplication progamme of newvarieties have also been taken.

Achievements and Current Trends in the Sugarcane field in the State
1.
A total of 212 elite varieties of sugarcane have been developed and released till date.
Presently 49 varieties are under cultivation.
2.
Twelve varieties have been released from All India Coordinated Research Project including new 6 varieties occupying 50-60% area.
3.
A cost effective “U.P. Method of Seedling Raising’ was developed that enabled seedling
raising in open field without a glass house.
4.
Distant Hybridization programme has been initiated by introgression of intergeneric and
interspecific hybrids.
5.
‘Modified Trench Method’ of planting was developed which increased the cane yield upto
20%.
6.
Sugar factory zones have been surveyed for soil testing and fertilizer recommendations
and fertility maps were given to the concerned.
7.
Production and supply of biofertilizers and Vermicompost on large scale.
8.
Production of Bio-chemical brands to control red rot disease.
9.
Production of Breeder seed through tissue culture technique and distribution of plantlets
to different sugar factories of UP.
10. Breeder seed are produced and distributed to raise foundation seed nurseries in different
sugar factory zones.
11. Organizing National/International seminars and Internal meeting of scientists to discuss
research programme and problem areas.
12. Organizing training programme for Cane Development Staff and sugar factory personals.
13. Demonstration trials on cane cultivation package of practices, intercropping, disease and
pest management etc.
14. Organizing farmers’ fairs and Goshthis from time to time. Extension through personal
contacts and audio-visual aids (Radio/TV talks) and also through literature (books/bulletins/
pamphlets/leaflets etc)
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Future Research Strategies
•
To develop new sugarcane varieties for higher cane and sugar productivity.
•
Inter-generic and inter-specific introgression of genes in commercial cultivation to break
the plateau of red rot and increase yield in plant and ratoon crops.
•
Increasing breeding efficiency through biotechnological interventions.
•
Production and distribution of biofertilizer and vermi-compost on commercial scale to
promote organic farming in sugarcane.
•
Fertilizer recommendations based on soil tests.
•
To evolve alternate agricultural practices such as conservation tillage, crop intensification, intercropping etc for increasing the cane and sugar productivity per unit area and
time.
•
Development and application of biological control measures.
•
To improve the productivity of ratoon cane.
•
Large scale production and distribution of branded bio-chemical to control the incidences of insects-pests through biological control.
Curent Status Of Sugarcane Scenario In U.P. and Rural Prosperity
Among the subtropical states Uttar Pradesh is a major sugarcane growing state. The total
area under sugarcane cultivation is about 22.28 lakh hectares with an average yield of about
62.2 tonnes per hectare. However, the average yield per hectare and sugar recovery are lower
than the national average. A total of 118 sugar factories, have crushed cane produced in 201415 for sugar production with an average recovery of 9.54 % in U.P. which is encouraging. On
an average, Uttar Pradesh shares about 46 per cent of the cane acreage and 40 per cent of
national sugarcane production. With concerted efforts average yield of Uttar Pradesh has gone
up from 40 tonnes/ha (1950-51) to 62 tonnes/ha (2014-15).
Over 22 lakh cane growers and their families are actively engaged in sugarcane cultivation
in U.P. In 2014-15, a total of 118 sugar factories crushed about 745 lakh tonnes of sugarcane
for production of white sugar and paid an amount of Rs 20,847 crore to the cane growers
against the cane prices. Consequently, the socio-economic condition of cane growers has remarkably improved. This will enable cane growers to bear various expenses on commodities of
daily needs, daughters marriage etc.
Conclusion
Sugarcane production offers continuing challenge to the development of high yielding, high
sugared and disease resistant clonesto meet the increasing demand for sugar. Attempts to evolve
productive varieties of sugarcane are being made by conventional breeding methods.The conventional breeding programmes are being run successfully to develop new hybrid varieties with
high yielding potential and high sugar contents. Some of varieties developed and released have
crossed the state boundaries due to their performance over a wide range of agroclimate on
which sugar industry of north India is surviving.It is estimated that in the forthcoming time, India
will require about 520 million tonnes of sugarcane. To meet this emerging challenge, a proper
planning and sustained efforts are needed to achieve the target. With an average sugar recovery
of 10.75 per cent, about 520 million tonnes of sugarcane will have to be produced and this will
entail an increase in sugarcane productivity to the tune of 100 to 110 tonnes/ha. State cane
management machinery is committed to develop high potential varieties and improved technologies to enhance the productivity . The overall cane management activities will improve the rural
prosperity by motivating more farmers for adopting sugarcane cultivation using new improved
varieties and technologies.
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Initiatives in Improvement of
Road Network in Uttar Pradesh
Sita Ram Yadav, IAS

Uttar Pradesh is the largest state of the country in terms of the population and has
extensive network of roads and highways. Growth of vehicles has gone manifold in recent
years. The expansion and strengthening of road network to meet the demand of growing
traffic and connectivity of settlements by all weather roads are challenges before the
government of UP. The Govt. of UP has taken series of steps to mitigate the challenges.
UP Expressways and Industrial Development Authority (UPEIDA) has completed Yamuna
Expressway under Public Private Partnership (PPP) and taken up 302 kms long AgraLucknow Expressway. UP state Highways Authority has been entrusted with the responsibility to develop major roads and highways. Widening and Strengthening of other major
roads is underway through various schemes. The flagship scheme to connect all 75 districts with 4 lane highways has been launched by govt. of UP. UP State Bridge Corporation is constructing Railway Over Bridge, Flyovers and major bridges since 1972.
Unconnected habitations are being connected with all weather roads under Sri Ram
Saran Das Gram SadakYojna and Dr. Ram ManoharLohiaSamagra Gram VikasYojna. A
new policy of maintenance of rural roads has been put in place in the year 2013.

1. Introduction
Uttar Pradesh is one of the largest states in India occupying about 2,40,928 sqm.km. of area.
It’s 7.3% of Indian land area. It is bounded by the state of Uttarakhand, Haryana, Delhi,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Bihar. It shares international border
with Nepal. Requirement of good road and rail transport network is inevitable as the state is land
locked and faraway from sea ports.
It is the largest state in terms of population having total population of 19.95 crore. (16% of
country’s population) with a density of 828 persons/sq.km.The state is having 75 districts and
312tehsils.
U.P. is essentially a rural economy with a bulk of its population (80%) living in villages. The
connectivity of habitations has been a major issue before the Govt. Agriculture accounts for
about 28.7% of GDP of the state as compared to all India 17.8%. 65% of its total workforce
depends upon agriculture and contributes about 20% of India’s total food production. Providing
efficient transport of agriculture produce is another challenge to be mitigated.
U.P. has a large base of Small Scale Industries and contributes 20% to the state Income.
Development of infrastructure including Roads and Highways has been identified as one of the
key factors to trigger off the exponential industrial growth inthe last decade.
U.P. has been a top tourist destination in India with about 20% of all Indian domestic tourists
Sita Ram Yadav, IAS, Spl. Secy, P.W.D. Deptt., Lucknow, U.P.
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and 11% of foreign tourists visiting the state. Development of Highways and Expressways
leading to various tourist destinations has been on top priority of the Govt.
2.Road Network of Uttar Pradesh
According to the latest data UP State has about 3.90 lakh km ofroad network. PWD (Table
-1) maintains about 2.26 lakh km (62.7%) and the balance 1.63 lakh km (37.3%) is constructed
and maintained by other departments of the StateGovernment... Other departments involved in
construction and maintenance are;
- Irrigation Department
- Mandi Parishad
- Forest Department
- Rural Engineering Department
- Zilla Panchayat
- Urban Local Bodies
- DevelopmentAuthorities etc.
Table-1
Category

Km

National Highways (NH)
State Highways (SH)
Major District Roads (MDR)
Other District Roads (ODR)
Rural Roads
Total PWD
Other Departments( including their rural roads)
Total

7550
7543.63
7282
44669
159642
2.26 lakh km
1.63 lakh km
3.90 Lakh Km.

(%)
1.93
1.93
1.87
11.45
40.93
57.94
41.79
100

Though state has extensive road network, it has some deficiencies like inadequateRoBs&
Flyovers and inadequate maintenance due to resource crunch.
3. Connectivity Status of Settlements
UP is a rural-oriented economy with nearly 80 per cent of the population in its 2,16,562habitations. Of these, 40050are unconnected (i.e.18%). This gives an idea of the enormityof the
problem of giving road connectivity. It is accepted that giving road connectivity is thebasic
requirement for development of agriculture and industry and improvement in socialindicators like
health and education and eradication of poverty.
The Core Network for Rural Roads has been established under the PMGSY. This will beused
in assessing the connectivity status of settlements.
4. DENSITY OF ROADS IN INDIAN STATES: Up ranks 23rd in density of roads per lac
population among all other states and ranks 4th in terms of area.
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Table-2
DENSITY OF ROADS IN INDIAN STATES: 2010-11

5. Growth of Roads in UP
The growth of roads in UP has seen a phenomenaljump. The village roads have doubled in last
one decade. MDR distribution and length isalmost stagnant. ODR have reached a length of
45000 km by 2014 from 25,000 in 2001.There are about 7550 km of NH in the State; about 3550
km is with State PWD. Most of the SH are running withcapacity overburden and will need
specific attention.
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6. UP’s Expressway Plan
It is commendable that UP have formulated a plan for the construction of the
followingExpressways:
i.
Yamuna Expressway (Around-165km)– Completed
ii. Agra- Lucknow Expressway-302 km, cost about Rs.15000 crore
iii. Lucknow – Ballia Express Way–
iv. Expressway on the right bank of the Upper Ganga Canal from Sanauta Bridge to
nearPurkazi–Length 148 Km
v. Agra–Kanpur Expressway
vi. Bijnor-Moradabad-Fatehgarh Expressway on the bank of the river Ramganga
vii. Narora–Uttarakhand Boundary Expressway
viii. Jhansi-Kanpur-Lucknow–Gorakhpur–Kushinagar Expressway
ix. Lucknow–Barabanki–Nanpara Link Expressway
An autonomous body, Uttar Pradesh Expressways Industrial Development Authority
(UPEIDA), has been set up to implement the projects. The PPP model/EPC mode, is being
adopted for Implementation.
7.Development of Strategic Core Road Network in UP
• Strategic Core Road Network
To meet the developmental objectives of the State a "Comprehensive Road Network Master
Plan" is required. This master plan is to be a comprehensive document to identify future needs,
ways to meet these needs in a cost effective and environmentally friendly manner .
The UP Govt. has prepared a Core Road Network with the above objectives in mind.
As per this "Road core road network" the identified length of various categories of roads is :National Highways
State Highways
Major District Roads
Other District Roads

7550
7530
5761
3254

Km
Km
Km
Km

24095

Km

The above network is targeted to be improved according to the requirements of day by day
increasing traffic, by the end of 2031.
The development of State Highways according to the priorities assigned in the core road
network is already underway with the State Budget as well as with the support of World Bank.
Similarly the improvement of Major District Roads is also underway from State Budget as
well as with the support of Asian Development Bank.Govt. is expecting about Rs. 4200.00 cr.
loan from World Bank and Asian Development Bank.The improvement of Other District Roads
is underway with State Budget as well as from the support of NABARD.
8.Key Endeavors and Strides taken Ahead•
The Development of State Highways on PPP mode-Govt. of UP had established UP State
Highways Authority (UPSHA) long back in the year 2004. The authority has been entrusted with the responsibility to develop 6341.94 km of major roads of the State alongwith
28 bypasses of major cities. 4 major State Highways Development Projects are under
implementation namely Delhi-Yamunotri Road (SH-57)-206 km, Varansi-Shaktinagar road
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•

•

•

•

•

•

(SH-5A)-117.65 km, Bareilly-Almoda Road (SH-37) -54 Km and Muzaffarnagar-Saharanpur
road (SH-59) - 52.70 km. Several other projects are also in the process under PPP mode.
Govt. of UP has put-in place an efficient mechanism of land acquisition and environment
clearances. It has also evolved a responsive system to address the issues of Private Sector
Developers under UPSHA, UPIEDA and Yamuna Expressway Authority.
Development of Expressways–Success of Yamuna Expressway (NOIDA to AGRA) on
PPP mode is the first of its kind in the country.UPEIDA has taken up the development of
Agra-Lucknow expressway (302km) by state fund on EPC mode which intends to provide
seamless connectivity of the state capital with Delhi. The Development of this expressway
up to Ballia is also under consideration.
Connectivity of District Headquarters with 4 lane-Connectivity of all 75 district head
quarters by 3512.35 km of 4lane roads is on board under this flagship programme on
priority, 42districts have been connected by 4 lane highways ans all districts headquarters
are expected to be connected by the year 2016-17.
The development of other State highways and major district roads is also underway with
the support of World Bank and Asian Development Bank respectively with a loan of Rs.
4200 Crores. The network of ODRs and VRs including the development of new village
roads is being strengthened with the support of NABARD in addition to funds availed
through state budget.
In order to have a hassle free transport system, the State of UP has specifically emphasized the construction of Bridges, Flyovers and ROBs. UPPWD and UP Bridge Corporation have completed 360 bridges, ROBs and Flyovers in last three years and are in the
process of completing around 349 in next two years.
Village/habitation connectivity is another area where state has special emphasis. All habitations having population more than 500(as per 2001 census) have been connected with
all weather blacktop, so far under PMGSY and ‘Shri Ram SarandasYojna.’Habitation
having population above 250 are in the process of connectivity under flagship scheme –‘Dr.
Ram ManoharLohiaSamagra Gram VikasYojna’ which envisages the overall development
of village/habitations. Around 2100 revenue villages are taken up every year under the
above scheme.
UP Govt. has formulated and implemented "Uttar Pradesh Rural Road Maintenance Policy2013". According to this policy the integrated approach for maintaining rural roads constructed by various departments has been prepared. Regular monitoring of maintenance of
rural roads at district level and State level has been implemented.

Conclusion
Although Uttar Pradesh has got large network of roads having length of around 3.9 lac kms,
it has got many challenges like strengthening and modernizing the existing network, development
of highways for promotion of tourism industry and agriculture, development of fast speed
expressways, to meet the exponential growth of vehicles plying on roads of the state. Connectivity of all settlements is also need of the hour. Govt. of UP has taken steps to address these
issues and has started the development of expressways, expansion of existing road network and
connectivity of unconnected settlements with all weather roads through various schemes. Requirement of resources for these interventions is huge and therefore the Govt. has tried to exploit
the other means to meet the resource crunch, by initiating development of infrastructure through
Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode and with the assistance of World Bank and Asian
Development Bank. The road sector of UP is improving itself with a reasonable pace to satisfy
the growing demand of public at large.
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AIDS control programme in ASSAMPerspective and Challenges
Purobi Sonowal, IAS

Assam is categorized as a low HIV prevalent state with an estimated prevalence of
0.07% as compared to the National Prevalence of 0.27% (in 2007),but showing a rising
trend. The state policy aims at giving right to privacy, no discrimination, safe blood
transfusion and survey of HIV/ AIDS. The Components are - CST, ICTC, Suraksha
Clinics, PPTCT, TI, IEC, Blood safety and Finance. The Challengesare :(1) Lack of clearcut policy directives,(2) Top down approach hampering local implementation,(3) No
direction to address Hepatitis transmission, disposal of Plasma or conversion into derivatives and (4) Lack of convergence of the programme with other welfare scheme including
NRHM. Through The Silchar Medical College & Hospitalwere accredited to the NABL in
order to achieve national/international recognition and credibility. Assam AIDS Control
Society (ASACS) was granted exemption u/s10(23) and was also registered u/s 12A of the
Income Tax Act, 1961- this was done in order to use unspent money more prudently by
the society. The author shares her enriching experience in working with the HRGs in
running a Health related project sensitive to social ethos and not discussed in normal
family gatherings but which can tear families apart.

Introduction
The experience of running a health related project that is very sensitive to social ethos and
not talked in normal family gatherings but which can tear families apart was extra-ordinary
.With hindsight I can say that it taught me a lot-about the society but mostly about myself. It
forced me to take a good look at my own prejudices and unlearn many things. Working with
the HRGs has forced me to be sensitive to the vibe they send out,and deal with issues that they
feel are not addressed by the established institutions and help them combat that fate has dealt
them a hand that is stacked against them. Reading the desperation in the eyes and their tendency
to hit out at any one at the slightest provocation- imaginary or otherwise was something that
really needed adjusting to.The period of working in the project was exhausting emotionally and
psychologically, but fulfilling at some personal level.
On the more mundane note of implementation of the project it is very difficult in the sense
that the target group is not clearly defined and is almost invisible, locatingthem is a challenge
in itself. So far as the project goes it’s a top driven project .The challenges are many and one
weak link jeopardises the whole programme. Posting a full-fledged Project Director would help
immensely, but for reasons known to the authorities this not considered as a deputation and
hence ownership of the project is lessened.Encouraging the state societies to work in isolation
Smt. Purobi Sonowal. (I.A.S), Secretary to Government of Assam, Urban Development Department.
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away from the Government machinery has resulted in non-convergence of the programme with
other welfare oriented schemes, including those under the NRHM.
Some of the personal initiative taken are:
1.NABL(National Accreditation Board For Testing & Calibration). The Assam Medical
College& Hospital at Dibrugarh and The Silchar Medical College & Hospital at Silchar were
accredited to the NABL in order to achieve national/international recognition and credibility.
2. Assam AIDS Control Society (ASACS) was granted exemption u/s10 (23) and was
alsoregistered u/s 12A of the Income Tax Act 1961- this was done in order to use unspent
money more prudently by the society.
POLICY INITIATIVE OF THE STATE AND ORGANISATIONAL SET-UP OF ASACS
Assam is categorised as a low HIV prevalent state with an estimated prevalence of 0.07%
as compared to the National Prevalence of 0.27% (in 2007) ,but there has been a steady
increase in patient s in the various testing centres, and is showing a rising trend. This isa
alarmingsituation for the state which is the gateway to the other Northern-Eastern states and
surrounded by high prevalent States like Nagaland ,Mizoram and Manipur.The problem is
compounded bymigration from and to the state by High Risk Group(HRGS) having high risk
behaviour/activities.
The first AIDS case reported inthe State was inSeptember of1990 .with thisthe AIDS cell
was set up in the office of the Director of Health Services in1992, and was responsible for
implementation of the Phase-1 of the National AIDS control Programme(NACP). However due
to the increase in the incidences of AIDS /HIV in the state the AIDS control programme was
entrusted to the Assam AIDS Control Society,registered under the Assam Registration of Firms
and Societies Act,1860.The Apex body of the Society is the Governing Body under the chairmanship of the State Health Minister,and the Executive Council headed by the Head of Department of Health and Family Welfare.The State adopted The Assam AIDS Control Policy in 2006
in order to address the increase of HIVPrevalence and AIDS. THE policy aims to halt the AIDS
epidemic in the State to zero,transmission rate and to reduce the impact of the epidemic al all
levels of the general population. The policy also envisages: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure right to privacy and confidentiality of AIDS patients and PLHIVs(people living
with AIDS),
Ensure an environment free of discrimination,
Ensure right of access to health care both in Government and private hospitals,
Ensure prevention of hospital acquired infections,
Ensure strengthening ofsafe blood transfusion,
Generate awareness for the prevention of the disease,
To promote strategies for risk reduction from drug addiction and unsafe sex,
To take up mapping and survey of AIDS andPLHIVs.

DEFINITIONS
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV):-This the virus after has been transmitted into a
person, if untreated can lead to the disease AIDS(Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome).Unlike
other virus the human body do not have the capacity to completely rid of the HIV. Scientists
areof the view that the virus came from a type of Chimpanzee in Central Africa. Its believed
that the monkey version of the virus( called Simian immunodeficiency virus or SIV) was mostly
transmitted to humans and it mutated into HIV when humans came in contact when hunting
the animal for meat and came into contact with the infected blood .
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AcquiredImmuno-Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS):- AIDS is the final stage of HIV infection
and the patient becomes vulnerable to opportunistic infections.When the number of CD4 falls
below 200cells/cubic millimetre of blood (200 cell/mm3) the infection is considered to have
progressed to AIDS.
Opportunistic Infection(OI):-As the virus attacks the lymphocytes the natural immune system of the person weakens and becomes vulnerable to infections caused by other viruses and
pathogens. Some of such OIs are-Candidiasis ,a type of fungal growth,Kaposi’s sarcoma
caused by Herpes virus,Pneumonia,Tuberculosis, HepatitisA,B,C etc.
CD4 Count:-These are a type of cells called CD4T Lymphocytes which the immune system
employs to identify and target infective agents like HIV .In course of an HIV infection the virus
preferentially attacks these cells and use them to make copies of itself, and in doing so depletes
a player in the immune system. A CD4 count is a lab test that measures the number of CD4T
Lymphocytes in a sample of blood. A low count of CD4 is one way to determine whether a
person has progressed to stage 3 which is the disease stage.
Antiretroviral Therapycentres:-these are the centres set up in the Medical Colleges and
Hospitals of the State where the persons are tested for AIDS by CD4 Count test and where
they ate treated.
Antiretro Viral Drugs:-the drugs are a combination of HIV medicines (called HIV regimen)
which have to be taken daily for a life time. It prevents the virus from multiplying and destroying
the immune system .ART cannot cure HIV but help reduce the risk of the virus transmission.
National AIDS Control Organization: (NACO)- the apex body at the national level headed
by the Director General an officer in the rank of Secretary GOI.
COMPONENTS OF THE PROGRAMME
1. Care,Support and Treatment (CST):- The most important component of the programme
as supervision of ART centres is being done by CST.
Challengesi .Installation of CD4 machines in the ART centres by NACO in time,
ii. Timely supply of ARV drugs and their distribution to the peripheral units
iii. Rigidity in fixing rates of the OI medicines at the project level
iv, No cost marked for referral.
v. Non-convergence with NRHM.
vi .Late supply drugs results in increase of the LFUs(loss to follow up)
2. Integrated, Counselling and Testing Centres:-these centres are the first point of testing
by colour coded kits supplied by NACO .Prior to the testing a person have to be counselled in
respect of the tests to be carried out and the ramifications if tested positive. Referral to the ART
centres is from this point.
Challenges
i. Late supply of kits is the main problem
ii. Frequent turnover of counsellors due to low remunerations as compared to other Govt.
Programmes,
iii. Long distances to the ART centres.
3. SurakshaClinics;- these are set up in the hospitals to address the incidences of STI and
RTI as these infections make a person vulnerable to HIV infection too.
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4. Prevention of Parent To Child Transmission(PPTCT):- This is a specific programme
that provide a comprehensive, family-cantered spectrum of support and clinical services to
prevent transmission of the virus.
5. Targeted Intervention:- as of NACP III the HRGs like FSW(female sex worker)
IDUs(injecting drug users) MSM (homosexuals) are susceptible to HIV infection and are targeted through interventions of NGOs, CBOs. The OST( opioid substitution therapy) centres are
set up to combat the drug menace.
Challenges:
i. Lack of serious and dedicated interventions providers
ii. Low remuneration for highly qualified medical professionals,
iii.High prevalence of HepatitisA B C not addressed.
6. Information Education and Communications:- for bringing awareness among the general
population campaigns are made .the Red Ribbon Club are set up in schools and colleges through
the NSS (National Service Scheme) as a comprehensive package for promotion, preventive
intervention and to enhance voluntary blood donation.
7. Blood Safety:-the blood safety programme aims in the reduction of transfusion associated
with AIDS/HIV. Voluntary blood donation is encouraged. It is also an endeavour of this to
encourage the rational use of blood by the medical practioners.
Challenges
i. Lack of coordination between thelicensing authority of Blood Banks and the project
Implementers
ii, Absence of a plasma policy
iii Central of blood bags of various dimensions and the protocol to be followed in
Procurement from the open market.
8. Finance:- the accounting is through the computerised programme& finance management
system (CPMS) which is transparent.
Challenges
i. As stated in the above paras the project is bottom down and this is more apparent in the
interferences by NACO to make expenditures deemed to be necessary without any regard
to the approved AOP .
ii. Lack of training for a smooth transition from the donor concept to the budgetary way.
iii. Lack convergence with other welfare programmes of the Government.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion the experience of working in such a project was enriching as well as challenging at times to say the least. It was a learning process and has taught me to be more humane
and to appreciate safe behaviour and the bounds of social proprieties. I hope I have come out
more compassionate and less judgemental, learned to sympathise and empathize with situations
and conditions which are out of the ordinary.
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Rejuvenating And Boosting
Industrial Growth In Kachchh
M. S. Patel, IAS

Kutch, the largest district in India, is highly industrialized belt and is a well-known tourist
destination. However, the industrial activities in the district suffered severe setback due to devastating
earthquake in 2001. Fortunately, the new policy of economic rejuvenation of this earthquake ravaged
district announced by the then PM and declaration of excise and sales tax incentives by the Central
and State Govt. has helped advent of many industries to Kutch. The existing industries in the district
were facing land related problems due to loss of various official records including revenue and land
records because of earthquake. The effective leadership of the Collector of Kutch district through
planned interventions and coordination had helped overcoming the hurdles and the economic turnaround of the district. These interventions included : i) improving English proficiency of the revenue
staff , ii) delegation of district collectors’ power towards empowerment of Taluka, iii) creation of Whatsapp group of Team-Kutch and Sankalan-Kachchh, iv) strengthening and modernizing revenue offices
and imparting training on Revenue Laws and e-Dhara, v) organizing Chintan Shivir and dispatch of
Land Law Amendment proposals. Creation of huge employment opportunities and increase in tax
revenue contribution from the district and participation of new industrial units in Swatch Bharat
Mission are the positive outcomes.

Introduction
Since more than 5000 years, Kutch District is known as sea port district across the globe,
by virtue of its long coast line and huge sea ports. The eco- diversities, the geological richness,
flamingo bird sanctuary, wonderful embroidery work, philanthropic activities, rich marine sanctuary, religious and natural tourist places and unique folk music hardly spare anyone from its
mesmerism. The legendary freedom fighter Late Shri Shyamji Krishna Verma was a proud son
of this soil.Some export based industries, mining activities for bantonite and lignite, fertilizer
plants by government, marine chemical industries, cement industries, sea port development
activities and ancillary road transport and service industries were slowly coming up in the district
till year 2001.
The devastating earthquake of year 2001 shattered the upcoming industrial activities in the
District and posed a question mark on Industrial Development of the District. Fortunately,
visionary leader and then Prime Minister of India, Shri Atal Behari Vajpayee framed a policy
for economical rejuvenation of the earth quake ravaged district. With the efforts of then Hon’ble
CM, Shree Narendrabhai Modi, the excise and sales tax incentives declared by Central and state
government proved a game changer and today, Kutch has a functional investment of INR
1,00,000 (one lac) crore and many more is in pipeline !! Shri Narendbhai Modi also unveiled the
potential of Kutch as a tourist destination and propelled the growth of economical development
M. S. Patel, I.A.S, Collector & DM, Bhuj (Kachchh), Gujarat
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of Kutch. The present Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Smt. Anandiben Patel is ensuring that
fruits of the industrial and service sectors growth reach to the economically downtrodden section
of the society.
M.S.Patel has resumed his duty as Collector and DM, Kachchh in July 2014. Because of
2001 earthquakes, most of the revenue records were destroyed and as a result, the existing
industries were facing lots of problems related to land and inter-departmental coordinating
issues. Because of many reasons, the district administration was having some protective orthodox approach. As a result, new industries have stopped coming to kutch, existing industries have
dropped their plan of expansion and few have been closed as well. Collector immediately
realized the problem of red-tape and decided to overcome the same, and started following
actions.
ACTIONS
English proficiency of the revenue staff
First of all, as Kachchh is now a highly industrialized district, all most all industries do
correspondence in English, Collector made the arrangements to impart four months rigorous
training to the selected 85 revenue officers mainly Dy Mamlatdars and Clerks. By expert faculty
of SCOPE, Cambridge module of 96 hours was taught and all were trained, so that they can
apprehend the English letters and can act effectively.
Empowering Taluka and district administration
Collector has identified 50 different areas where the powers of Collector were delegated to
different class- 1, class-2 and even class-3 officers. So, that for many things, industrialists are
not required to come to collector office at all. For example, powers like stamp refund, correcting
minor mistakes in computerized revenue records, certificate for being the farmer, etc. Collector
also created Whatsapp group of Team-Kachchh and Sankalan-Kachchh, where all revenue
officers and all other department officers of the district were included for constant touch and
speedy communications. Because of this, Taluka staff became more empowered and pending
works started moving very fast and positively.
Showing Leadership and strengthening “Team-Kutch” concept
In addition, Collector himself set an example of an ideal leadership, shown down to earth
egoless approach, showing sympathy and generosity for all; easy to be approached by all, and
in all major issues, taking DDO and DSP together, thereby motivating the whole district staff.
As a result, moral of the employees was boosted, they were motivated and as a result many
coordination issues were resolved. For every success, collector has started giving the credit to
all team members and so he succeeded in making all to realize that it’s a team effort(i.e. TeamKachchh) and not an individual effort.
Strengthening and modernizing revenue offices
During Collector’s extensive touring in the district, he has felt that many improvements are
needed in revenue offices. So, with his vigorous efforts and strong support from state administration, new office buildings have been approved / constructed, new furniture, computers, fax,
printers and laptops, were sanctioned. RO plant and water cooler has been installed in all
revenue offices of the district. Through SPIPA and NIC, training for revenue laws and e-dhara
was imparted to the revenue staff. Long pending issues of allotting Govt land to the Revenue
staff was also solved and chintan shibir was also held at each tehsil to further motivate the staff
and to make them the “True Karmayogis”.
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Proposals to change Revenue laws/Rules
During his tenure, he has felt that because of certain revenue laws, rules and Government
GR, industries are facing genuine problems. So, they identified such 45 problems, where rectification is required, and accordingly submitted curative proposals and fortunately, Government
has also approved many of those. Certain provisions in the law were amended and new GRs
were issued. Because of this, the collectorate could solve many crucial problems of Industry.
AFTER TAKING ABOVE STEPS, COLLECTOR HAS STARTED FOLLWING “INDUSTRY SPECIFIC” FOCUSED STEPS.
Industrial promotion Cell
It has come to Collector’s knowledge that during nascent stage, the new projects in kutch
are facing teething problems mainly in land revenue and other procedural matters. This slows
down the project implementation process considerably. It was felt that the existing and upcoming
huge industrial investment should be provided single window mechanism at district level to solve
their problems. To provide necessary information and guidance to upcoming industrial projects
in the district, an idea of Industrial promotion cell has been conceptualized under the Kutch
Collectorate.
Mission
a. To provide single window mechanism to existing and new industrial projects in the
district to address their issues in given time frame
b. To market the industrial potential of the district to the entrepreneurs across the globe
c. To create authentic database of the industrial activities of the district
d. To channelize the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) activities in proper manner to
create a sustainable impact on society
e. Special emphasis will be given on addressing the issues of SME units and educate them
about the opportunities available to them
Vision
a. To bridge the gap between industry and government through regular interaction for
timely implementation of industrial projects, thus providing the district an edge over other
part of country, world for industrial investment.
b. To facilitate the percolation of industrial development to the last man of the district,
achieving 360 degree development of the district
c. This body will disseminate information regarding resource availability and entry procedures. The Industrial Promotion Cell will provide prospective investors the necessary
information such as required scrutiny of documents, Checklists etc, while purchasing land
for the project. The cell will also educate the entrepreneur the minute aspects of the
industrial policies, amendments in the policies and its impact on their projects. Thus, the
entire process of setting up a new project in Kutch will be made efficient, effective, and
investor friendly.
d. The Kutch Collectorate has set up IPC at First floor, District Industries Center, Bhuj,
with an approx. area of 1000 sq ft. The cell is having an ultra modern conference room
for twenty persons. The cell also has visitor room, administrative room and pantry to
serve the industrial fraternity of the district. The cell is having wi-fi facility for internet
connectivity. The General Manager of the District Industries Center is the nodal officer
for the cell. To ensure the professional and effective functioning of the cell, the collectorate
has partnered with Federation Of Kutch Industries Associations (FOKIA) as knowledge
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partner. The functioning of the cell will be as per the ISO-2008 certified management
system.
COFFEE TABLE BOOK
IPC has taken initiative and released Coffee Table Book on "Kutch-Runn of Opportunity",
highlighting Kutch Industrial activities, to attract more industrial investment in the region. This
will provide handily, all the information and authenticate data about Kutch to new Entrepreneurs.
This book also contains information about the Govt land available in Kachchh and different land
laws to be kept in mind and a checklist to purchase the land. It also provide an important contact
details of all important officers in a district.
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat state, Smt. Anandiben Patel had inaugurated the IPC and
unveils the Coffee table book at Gandhinagar on 5th Jan, 2015.
Kachchh Industrial Stall at Vibrant Gujarat theme pavilion, 2015
For the first time, in the state level global function, in the industrial theme pavilion, with the
help of FOKIA and Index-B, an exclusive space was allotted to Kachchh to showcase the
industrial growth of Kachchh and its further potential to attract many more industries.
Benefits / Results / outcome of actions
1.
Since the centuries, people from this economically backward region were compelled to
migrate to other regions of the country for livelihood. Today, people across the country have
come here for their jobs and business ventures’, creating a huge reverse migration, world
has ever witnessed. Industrialization has created more than one lac direct and over 3 lacs
indirect jobs in the region.
2. Tax revenue contribution to state and central government from the district is around INR
25,000 Crores.
3. The investment prior to the earthquake was merely INR 2,500 crores, whereas today,
investment of over 1,00,000 crores is functional in the district, and more than double this
figure now is in the pipeline.
4. Through IPC and the efforts of Team-Kutch, Collector could resolve many inter-departmental issues of the existing Industries, including withdrawal of the notification of the
revision of rate for water charges with retrospective effect by GWIL, amendments made
in Land laws, revenue reforms by the Government of Gujarat, etc.
5. Since pending problems of industries have been resolved, a terrific positive impact was
created on the entire existing industrial units. And a positive environment at the Collectorate
as well, new projects started coming to Kutch, closed united were reopened, and 371
existing industrial units have entered into further MOU’s for crores of rupees either for
their expansion or for new projects. We are sure that with the same continued efforts,
many more new industries will come to Kutch, in future too.
6. With the introduction of new companies act, the provision of mandatory Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) spending came in to force. And so, the Collectorate collected the
necessary data through Federation Of Kutch Industries Associations (FOKIA) to gauge the
quantum of the total mandatory spending towards CSR in the district. Collectorate has
asked the industrial units to construct 70,000 toilets in 900 villages of Kutch by 2017, under
Honb’le Prime Minister’s “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan”. The industries are also doing CSR
activities in the field of education, health and for preserving ethnic culture of the district.
Thus, creating excellent harmonious bonding between industry and society.
7. Kachchh has overcome the adversities of Drought, Disaster and Desert through the posi103

tive efforts of Team-Kachchh, and today it has transformed itself into one of the fastest
growing region of the world. The economic turnaround of the district brought wide spectrum of the industrial and service sector activities. Economic rejuvenation and social upliftment
has already begun with a bang!
CONCLUSION
By setting an ideal example of an excellent leadership and with positive team efforts,
a truly positive, sensitive, effective, trustworthy, harmonious, motivated and cheerful
environment can be created, which gives an outstanding result for sure.
At this juncture,
I can only say that by following above well planned strategic approach, we can really solve
any problems. And that will really gives us an immense joy and satisfaction of “doing”and am
sure that
with positive team efforts, we can do wonders.
Isn’t it ?
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Rural Livelihood Schemes:
Two stories from Gujarat
R. J. Mankadia, IAS

Rural Livelihood Schemes are aimed at providing gainful self-employment and skilled wage employment opportunities for the poor rural households especially the rural women for bringing about
appreciable improvement in their livelihood on a sustainable basis through formation of grass-root
level institutions for the poor. This paper illustrates two success stories of livelihood improvement of
poor rural women in Jamnagar. MahilaDudhUtpadakSahkariMandali (MDUSM)were formed in 4
villages of Jamnagar district. Collector, Jamnagar allotted Govt. land for building Dudhghar (building
/ collection center of milk). Subsidy to the tune of Rs. 5.0 Lakhs was provided to each MDUSM in 4
installments. This led to increased milk collection through hygienic methods which benefitted the
women milk producers and milk consumers as well. Another innovative business opportunity to provide
livelihood to poor rural women in Jamnagar district was distribution of Wick Making Machine (Divet
Making Machine) in contrast to the traditional manually homemade Divet which is not a profitable
employment. Divet making machines are helpful in producing large number of Divets in a day providing
a daily wage of Rs. 120/- and after skill improvement, it can provide daily wage to the tune of Rs. 240
/- per day to each women beneficiaries.

Introduction
Usually Rural Livelihood is a poverty eradication mission which emphasizes on enhancing and
expanding existing livelihoods options of the poor in rural areas through social and financial
inclusion and providing them sustainable livelihood options.
So that they come out of the various cycle of poverty, capacity building of the suchsocial
fabric in the proper social order themselves.
Rural livelihood mandate is also to reach out all the poor families, link them to sustainable
livelihood opportunities and nurture them till they come out of poverty and improve the quality
of life.
What is the main Idea?
Especially, the key role of the poor and their institutions in all stages e.g
•
Ecological, eco-sociological baseline survey for the needs of local area at the block level
and village level in the district.
•
Planning,
•
Implementation,
•
Monitoring
•
Poor have a strong desire to come out of poverty, and they have innate capabilities
•
Social mobilization and building strong institutions of the poor is critical for unleashing the
innate capabilities of the poor.
R. J. Mankadia, IAS, Collector, Jamnagar, Gujarat
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•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.

An external dedicated and sensitive support structure is required to induce the social
mobilization, institution building and empowerment process.
Facilitating knowledge dissemination, skill building, access to credit, access to marketing,
and access to other livelihoods services underpins this upward mobility.
Transparency and accountability of all processes and institutions
Community self-reliance and self-dependence
Ownership
Facilitating knowledge dissemination, skill building, access to credit, access to marketing,
and access to other livelihoods services underpins this upward mobility at the level of
district/block and rural area as such holistically.

ESTABLISMENT OF DUDH GHAR BY MDUSM
(MAHILA DUDH-UTPADAK SAHKARI MANDALI)
•

•
•

Jamnagar District is situated on the North –west corner of the peninsular region of
Gujarat state which is known as Kathiawar or Saurashtra. Formerly the District was
called ‘Halar’
It lies between the parallels of latitude 21.41 and 22.58. North and the meridians of
longitude 68.56 and 70.39 East.
It is bounded in the North by the Gulf of Kutch, in the east by Rajkot district and it
the south by Porbandar district and in the West by the Arabian Sea
Livestock of KalavdTaluka
Sr. No
1
2
3

Animal Name
Cow/ Buffao
Sheep
Goat
Total

2003

2007

21209
36337
22134
79680

21921
31775
20002
73698

Livestock of Jamnagar Taluka
Sr. No
1
2
3

z
z

z

Animal Name
Cow/ Buffao
Sheep
Goat
Total

2003
37532
39653
34538
111723

2007
42102
33204
26368
101674

Livestock rearing as an economic activity is pursued by certain section of the community who have made grazing and breeding of livestock as their traditional occupation.
Moreover Kalavad and Jamnagar talukas possesses handsome amount of livestock i.e.
about 153378 and 213397 respectively as per latest record. This may lead to greater
generation of milk. In turn it will contribute to “SWEATKRANTI”. It reveals that
proper management of livestock can allot handsome reward.
Despite of handsome volume of milky animal there is lack of proper organized milk
collection center and dairy industry there is great opportunity for milk production centers
exists.
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z
z
z
z

1.
2.
3.
4.

With this motto we have encourage Female Co-operative groups to start such activity
and uptake their livelihoods.
District authority has made effort towards to avail land facility.
Milk Co-operative Group which is run by women at village level shoulget the benefit
such scheme.
The following MDUSM has made application

Jamvanthali MDUSM, Ta.Jamnagar Dt. 16/11/2014
Kalavad MDUSM, Ta.Kalavad Dt. 5/11/2014
Kumbhanathpara MDUSM, Ta. KalavadDt. 19/11/2014
Makhakarod MDUSM, Ta. KalavadDt. 15/12/2014
z

z

Received four application of DudhGhar from different villages of Jamnagar by Dy.Dir
of Agriculture Husbandary Jamnagar
50% Subsidy on total construction of DudhGhar
Maximum Subsidy Rs.5,00,000/Collector, Jamnagar Allocated the land for construction of DudhGhar to concerned
applicant on Dt.7/1/2015
Dy. Director of A.H., Jamnagar informed to concerned MDUSM
(MahilaDoodhUtpadakSahakariMandali) for construction of DudhGhar according layout
plan of GCMMF (Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation)
Subsidy for construction of DudhGhar is to be paid in four installments

1)
2)
3)
4)

PLEANTH LEVEL
LANTER LEVEL
SLAB LEVEL
TOTAL COMPLETION

z
z

The above application of the MDUSM is approved and sanctioned by Dy.Dir. A.H.
This scheme originated by First female Chief minister Smt. Anandiben Patel of Gujarat
State helps abundantly to women empowerment
In 4 blocks of DevbhoomiDwarka district namelyKhambhalia,Bhanvad, Dwarka and
Kalyanpur blocks, Total 168 Dudhghars were alloted total 42000 Sq. metre land at 250
Sq. Mt. to Each DoodhGhar

z
z
z
z

z

–
–
–
–

25%
25%
25%
25%

(Rs.1,25,000/-)
(Rs.1,25,000/-)
(Rs.1,25,000/-)
(Rs.1,25,000/-)

Block Kalyanpur:(District DevbhumiDwaraka)
Kalyanpur being one of the most backward talukas as notified by the Cowlgi Committee. This
shares the borders of Gulf of Kutch Arabian Sea which are cause high salinity area. This being
a rain fed area salinity is high so the farmers can take single crop. Local industries are not set
up therefore the income level of people found very low. Hence Kalyanpur has been adopted to
implement NRLM in the year 2013-14.
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WickMaking Machine
(DivetMaking Machine)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lamp of Oil and Ghee(Clarified Butter) is symbol of ‘Aastha’in Hindu religion and Indian
Culture
Every Indian women make wick for household purpose
Uptill now this work was specifically done by old age person of family in spare time
But in now a days there are narrow family and life has become fast so nobody has time
to do such work. Today people prefer to purchase readymade wick from market
In this era of technology ‘Deep Vijay’ enterprise of Ahmedabad has made wick production machine after great research ah honorable President of India has appreciated and
awarded this project
We take initiative to generate employment to Rural women through wick machine.
We introduced wick machine and alloted to member of self help groups (SHG)`
A single wick (Divet) machine can produce 1 to 2 k.g. wick per day.
One can earn Rs.120 per k.g. wick
After 15 days practice, production can be increased to 2 kg. per day and similarly earning
will be Rs. 240 per day
After 2 months training & practice production goes to 3 k.g. per day and income of Rs.
360 can be easily earned per day
This way Rs. 9K to 10K income can be generated per month
This company has made such arrangement that raw material received as per their production capacity
They have not to worry about selling of finished product. As per production per k.g. Rs.
120/- credited in his/her bank account by company who has provided this machine
This is well organised and systematic system developed by company regarding raw
material and finished goods. Cost of one Wick machine is Rs.15000/Beneficiary has to pay only 50% in advance for purchase of machine & remaining amount
to be paid after getting delivery
Technology of this machine is very easy,Anybody can repair it.
A training has been given to 155 women to operate the wick machine.In Devbhoomi
Dwarka district 30 units of wick machine has been allotted
In Jamnagar district more than 159 women has provided training In Kalawad taluka of
Jamnagar District under Mission Mangalam 5 unit of wick Machines are provided.
Wick Machinesare provided free of cost to Mahila Sakhi Mandals
under CSR by variouscompanies of Jamnagar and Devbhoomi Dwarka districts.
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Conclusion
In above all, it leads to the conclusion as below:
• Poor have a strong desire to come out of poverty, and they have innate capabilities
• Social mobilization and building strong institutions of the poor is critical for unleashing the innate
capabilities of the poor.
• An external dedicated and sensitive support structure is required to induce the social mobilization, institution building and empowerment process.
Rural Livelihoods look at the entire livelihood of each household for the activities at the individual/household or in a collective or at the both levels.
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Rurban Project in Arvalli, Gujarat
Sudhir B. Patel, IAS

In Rurbanization, the Development of Big villages is done in such a way that Villagers live with
all Urban facilities along with Rural Soul. Gujrat Government, for First phase of the Project, selected
villages with more than 10000 population and for Non tribal & 7000 population for Tribal Village.
In Arvalli District, four Taluka Headquarter Gram Panchayat were selected. First Phase -Dhansura,
Meghraj, Bhiloda & Malpur. The District Development Officer of Arvalli District Panchayat is a
Rurban Officer. The Projects were executed by Executive Engineer, irrigation Division, District Panchayat.
The project covered: Underground Drainage, Water Supply - Tap water facility, Transportation, Up
gradation of health facilities, Street Light, Internal Roads, Up gradation of higher education facility,
Community center, Employment generation programmers. This paper examines how the project was
implemented in Aravalli District in Gujarat.

Rurban Project Requirement
In the era of 21st century, the globalization effect seems not even metropolitan cities or urban
areas but it people who live in villages are also get benefitted. The lifestyle & living standard
of village people are also changed.
To provide Urban Amenities in to Rural area becomes very main concern for administration
authority to reduce the gap between Rural & Urban Areas.
Gujarat Government takes this initiative first in the nation & started Rurban Project. Government positioned this work at very high priority basis with seeing long term benefits.
Rurbanization – The Development of Big villages will be done in such a way that Villagers
live with all Urban facilities along with Rural Soul.
Rurban Project Objective
Bridge the rural –urban divide and achieve balanced socio-economic development.
Reduce migration from rural to urban areas due to lack of basic services
Improve standard of living in the Rurban areas
Sudhir B.Patel, IAS, DDO, Arvalli, Gujarat.
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Create livelihood/employment opportunities in Rurban areas Improve the quality of services such
as basic infrastructure, amenities and facilities Reduce pressure on existing urban areas Efficient
mass transportation system to improve connectivity between urban & rural areas which can
reduce commuting time & help in reducing migration Improve Physical & Electronic Connectivity (Roads, Transport & Telecommunication. Gujarat – A Pioneer step forward Sustainable
Development The State Government is keen to give urban like facilities in rural areas. Department has decided to include village having population more than 7000 and 82 taluka centers.
In the 1st phase, planning for providing underground drainage system to 82 talukas head quarter
and 3 pilot project villages amongest 255 rurban village is prepared.
Total 81 drainage project work has been given administrative approval. Works are under process. For First phase of Rurban Project, State government selected villages with more than
10000 for population non tribal & 7000 population for Tribal Village.
In Arvalli District, four Taluka Headquarter Gram Panchayat were selected. First Phase Dhansura, Meghraj, Bhiloda & Malpur
The District Development Officer of Arvalli District Panchayat is a Rurban Officer. The
Projects were executed by Executive Engineer, irrigation Division, District Panchayat.
The main aim for this underground drainage project is to regulate liquid waste, sewage waste
and the waste of every household, waste carried through Oxidation pond & through that keeps
the village without liquid waste.
Rurban Project covers
Underground Drainage Project
Water Supply - Tap water facility
Transportation
Up gradation of health facilities
Street Light
Internal Roads
Up gradation of higher education facility
Community center
Employment generation programmers
Underground Drainage Project function :
In this system, waste water is first collected in the collection chamber. Thereafter, waste
water goes to pumping station by pumping, waste water is sent to inlet chambers. From inlet
chambers waste water goes to Oxidation Pond. Waste water gets purified by Sun light.
This purified water is delivered into nearby lake Water Supply - Tap water facility :
The government has also set a vision to provide tap water facility to every house hold in
Rurban Centers. The Gujarat water supply & Sewerage board (Gujarat Government) started to
make Detail Project Reports to establishment of the Tap water facility.
Transportation & Internal Roads Facility
The government has vision to easy connect all villages (clusters) to Rurban Centers. Hence
to providing the better connectivity, administration will set up pick stands & construct Road for
better Transportation.
The Gujarat government gives direction to all districts to build pick up stands in Rurban
Centers in OTACA fund.
Up Gradation of Health Facilities
To reduce gap in health sector for Rural & Urban areas, A Rurban Center needs a better
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medical facility. To provide high tech equipments for Operation Theater or to set up laboratory
with modern amenities in Primary Health Centers.
The Gujarat government informed all districts to create such facilities in Rurban Centers by
using OTACA fund.
Street Light
The Rurban Center also require a better night vision facilities for villagers hence to provide
street light with LED bulb & using Solar Light to reduce the carbon emission in the area is a
provision in scheme.
People especially working women can move safe in nights in Center.
Up gradation of higher education facility
The Rurban center requires a better educational institutes or Classes to reduce the student’s
migration moving to Cities. It is also have a great effect later on to create such institutes. The
villagers will also develop a business like coaching classes, professional examinations classes.
Community center
The administration believes social gathering is good for villagers where they all spend their
valuable time under a roof to enjoy movies-dramas, cultural or spiritual activities. The social
bonding creates healthy environment in society.
The Gujarat government is committed to provide such Community centers in Rurban Centers.
Employment generation programmers
The government puts great efforts on Entrepreneurships. It is very necessary to stop migration to urban areas. The employment generation programs will strengthen the local economy
of Rurban Center.
The Make in India & Start up campaign will give great outcomes in the Centers.
RURBAN U/G DRAINAGE PROJECT
The main aim for this underground Drainage project is to regulate the waste of every
household carried through Oxidation pond & through that keep the village without solid waste.
In this system, waste water is first collected in the collection chamber. Thereafter, waste
water goes to pumping station
By pumping, waste water is sent to Inlet chambers. From inlet chambers waste water goes
to Oxidation Pond.Waste water gets purified by Sun light.
This purified water is delivered into nearby lake or natural drain. This treated water can be
used for irrigation also.
Rurban Village:-DHANSURA
Salient Features of Project
Implementation Done by

:-

D.P.R.(Detail Project Report) Agency
:P.M.C. (Project Management Consultancy)
Agency
:Contractor Agency
:Date of Starting
:-

Rurban Officer & District Development Of
ficer, Arvalli District Panchayat, Modasa
Deesha Civil Engineering Design, Ahmedabad.
Dhaval Engineer, Gandhinagar
Ankita Construction, Ahmadabad.
31/05/2012
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Date of Completion
Tender Amount
Excess-Saving Amount
Remarks

::::-

20/11/2013
Rs.1082.88 Lacks
Rs.46.00 Lacks
The top notch I.A.S. officers of Rajastan Govt.
including Principal Secretary visited the
Dhansura U/G Drainage project as a part of
study tour.

Name of the work
Collecting System (Meter)
Rising main (Meter)
Construction of pumping station
Installation of machinery for pumping station
Stage of Oxidation pond
Stage of Electric connection
Any problem related to the project

Total Quantity
18712 RMT
3500 RMT
2 Nos
6 Nos
1 No
2 Nos

Executed Quantity
18724 RMT
2186.90 RMT
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

As undertaking for M&R of the same is
awaited from E.E Panchyat Irrigation
Division, Himatnagar

Functioning of the Under Ground Rurban Drainage Project
In this system, waste water is first collected in the collection chamber. Thereafter, waste water
goes to pumping station.
By pumping, waste water is sent to Inlet chambers. From inlet chambers waste water goes to
Oxidation Pond
Waste water gets purified by Sun light.
This purified water is delivered into nearby lake or natural drain. This treated water can be used
for irrigation also.
The main aim for this underground Drainage project is to regulate the waste of every household
carried through Oxidation pond & through that keep the village without solid waste.
Challenges of Dhansura Project
The gram Panchayat changed the locations of Pumping Stations; we had applied for excess
work to state government & got approvals. The project was completed after 6 months of its
date of completion. It was happen to get approvals from various authorities.
It was very challenging task to do Pushing & Laying pipes at crossing on S.H. We got
approvals after raising the problems at state level.
The work of C.C Road cutting for very complicated in congested area.
Challenges of Malpur Project
It was very complicated to execute work of Oxidation pond; because of land availability issue.
We got land in the survey no where there was already an issue margins between Survey nos.
We involve D.I.R.L. to fixing the boundary of both survey nos. & conclude the Oxidation Pond
work.
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It was very challenging task to do Pushing & Laying of Collecting Sewer line parallel on
Shamdaji – Godhra toll road. The Authority was not ready to allow us at initial stage; we raised
the problems at higher authority & got approval.
The geography of Malpur gram is rocky formation. It was very tough excavation work and
laying pipeline work in hard rock.
Shyama Prasad Mukharji Rurban Mission: A Road map to drive economic, social &
infrastructure development in Rural areas
In an ambitious bid to transform rural areas to economically, socially and physically sustainable
spaces, the union cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi approved the Shayama
Prasad Mukharji Rurban Mission (SPMRM) with an outlay of 5142.08 crores.
The Mission aims at development of rural growth clusters which have latent potential for growth,
in all states and UTs, which would trigger overall development skills & Local entrepreneurship
and providing infrastructure amenities. The Rurban Mission will thus develop a cluster of smart
villages.
The state government would identify the clusters in accordance with the frame work for
Implementation prepared by the Ministry of Rural Development. The clusters will be geographically contiguous Gram Panchayats with a population of about 25000 to 5000 in plain and coastal
areas and a population of 5000 to 15000 in desert, hilly or tribal areas. There would be a
separate approach for selection of clusters in Tribal and Non-Tribal Districts. As far as practicable, clusters of village would follow administrative convergence units of Gram Panchayats.
For the selection of clusters, the Ministry of Rural Development is adopting a scientific
process of cluster selection which involves an objective analysis at the District. Sub District and
Village level, of the demography, economy, tourism and pilgrimage significance and transportation corridor impact. While the Ministry, following this analysis, would provided a suggestive list
of sub districts to the state, the state Governments would then select the clusters following a
set of indicated principal included in the Framework for Implementation.
To ensure an optimum level of development, fourteen components have been suggested as
desirable for the cluster, which would include ; Skill development training linked to economic
activities, Agro Processing/Agri Services/Strong and Warehousing, Digital Literacy, Sanitation,
Provision of piped water supply, Solid and liquid waste management, Village streets and drains,
Street lights, Fully equipped mobile health unit, Upgrading school/higher education facilities,
Inter-village road connectivity, Citizen Service Centers- for electronic delivery of citizen centric
services/e-gram connectivity, Public transport., LPG gas connections.
The States would prepare Integrated Cluster Action Plans for Rurban Clusters, which would
be comprehensive plan documents detailing out the strategy for the cluster, desired outcome for
the cluster under the mission, along with the resources to be converged under various Central
Sector, Centrally Sponsored and State Sector schemes and the Critical Gap Funding (CGF)
required for the cluster.
The Mission envisages institutional arrangements both at the State and Center to ensure
smooth implementation of the Mission. The Mission also has an Innovation budget towards
facilitating research, development and capacity building,
The scheme through development of rurban growth clusters aimed at catalyzing overall
regional growth, would thus simultaneously benefit the rural as well as urban areas of the count
y, by achieving twin objectives of strengthening rural areas and de burdening the urban areas
hence leading to balanced regional development and growth of the county.
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Implementation of Tribal Development
Projects in Chhota Udepur, Gujarat
Sunil M. Patel, IAS
The implementation and service delivery of government projects has always been a complex task in
tribal areas because of various inhibiting factors like a) negligible livelihood opportunities, b) low
literacy rate, 3) inadequate infrastructure and 4) very low social inclusion. Gujarat too has a sizeable
tribal population of 89 lac. With a view to ensuring high quality Social and Civil infrastructure along
with sustainable livelihood opportunities in tribal areas the Govt. of Gujarat introduced Vanbandhu
Kalyan Yojana (VKY). The scheme aimed at convergence of resources and development of project for
integrated and inclusive development of Tribal Communities. Performance of private partners in implementation of projects through PPP Model was given due weightage. An autonomous body called
Development Support Agency of Gujarat (D-SAG) was formed under Tribal Development Department
(TDD) for planning and coordination. There were provisions of monitoring and evaluation of the
Scheme at all Administrative Levels. The implemented projects under the scheme included - Sunshine,
Integrated Dairy Development Program, School up-gradation & maintenance and Employment oriented
skill training programs which led to achievement of qualitative and quantitative results over a period
of time showing the difference that improved service delivery might indeed make.

Introduction
Gujarat has a sizeable tribal population living along the eastern part of the state. Of the 6.04
crore population of the state tribals account for 89 lac at around 14.8 % of the total.Literacy
rate is 62% as against the state rate of 78%.As is the case everywhere,living for generations
in geographical isolation , inaccessible terrain,exclusion from social mainstream have left the
tribals largely backward and in utter deprivation.The major issues identified in the area are
negligible livelihood opportunities leading to distress migration; low literacy rate and inadequate
infrastructure such as schools, hospitals, roads etc. Leading to poor living standards; and very
low social inclusion leading to inequality and creating a hurdle in inclusive growth. These
problems exist in varying degrees in every tribal district of the state.
In order to bridge the gaps and ensure very high quality social and civil infrastructure and
sustainable employment in tribal areas, Government of Gujarat had introduced the Vanbandhu
Kalyan Yojana (VKY) also known as Chief Minister’s 10 Points Program. VKY introduced in
the budget session of State Assembly in 2007 was a convergence of funds from various GOI,
GoG and Private Participation. Previously lot of fund went to the tribal areas without commensurate results on the ground. Under the program the state government re-engineered its approach with clear focus on outcomes . The focus areas identified were:
1.
Qualitative & sustainable employment for tribal families, increasing the income of tribal
families
Sunil M. Patel, I.A.S, Collector, Morbi, Gujarat
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2.
3.
4.

Bridging infrastructure gaps with focus on quality.
Improving the quality of education.
Improving quality of life on tribal areas.

Mechanism developed for VKY
Approach
The scheme was launched with clear-cut guiding principles of convergence of resources and
development of projects for integrated and inclusive development of Tribal Communities. There
was emphasis on outcomes as against outlays , participation by private sector in implementation
through PPP model , accountability of private partners with clear deliverables.An autonomous
body was formed under the wings of Tribal Development Department (TDD) called Development Support Agency of Gujarat (D-SAG). A well defined Public Private Partnership (PPP)
policy was developed with D-SAG for working with Private Partners. The projects developed
under different areas of intervention were livelihood related such as agriculture diversification
Monitoring & Evaluation:Besides the state and district level monitoring committees there was
also a taluka level monitoring committee, for the better monitoring of the scheme. The structures
of the District and Taluka level committees are as follows:
District Level
1. District Collector, as the Chairman
2. Project Administrator, as member Secretary
3. Other members included the District Development Officer; District Forest Officer;
District Education Officer; Executive Engineer, R & B; District Agriculture Officer; Director,
District Rural Development Agency; Assistant Commissioner, Tribal Development; Executive
Engineer, R & B (Panchayat); Executive Engineer, Irrigation; Deputy Collector; District Supply
Officer; Mamlatdar.
Taluka Level
1. Project Administrator, as the Chairman
2. Chitnis/Assistant Commissioner as member Secretary
3. The other members included MLA of the block; President of Taluka Panchayat; Chairman of Social Justice Committee; Elected member of STs in District Panchayat; Specialist in
Education Research; Officer from forest department; 2 Women of Tribal Community; Taluka
Development Officer and Mamlatdar.
The Project Administrator acted as the nodal officer between the State, District and Taluka
level committees with clear-cut defined roles.. The convergence model here provided a confidence among the functionaries, the political elements, the social elements and target groups in
the schemes implemented.
Livelihood & Capacity building
1. Project Sunshine – The projects was initiated for the integrated development of Agriculture in the tribal areas for BPL Farmers. Under the project the provision of agriculture inputs
such as seeds and fertilizers were facilitated by the government at a very subsidized rate.
Project Sunshine dealt with crops (such as maize and pulses) for dry areas. The project was
initiated in 2007 with a beneficiary target of 30000 which later improved to a larger scale in 2009
by covering 1, 40,000 beneficiaries. Large private stakeholders were involved in the project in
the year 2010 and 2011. The project was finally graduated into Krushi Vaividhyakaran Project
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or Agricultural Diversification Project (ADP) in the year 2012-13. The physical achievements
of the project in Chhotaudepur area are as follows:
Sunshine – I
Year
2009
2010
2010
2011
2012

Crop
Maize
Maize
Maize
Maize
Maize

Sunshine – II
Targets (Farmers) Year
17500
2010
1500
2011
20400
2011
25000
…
48000

Crop
Cotton
Cotton
Tuar
…

Targets (Farmers)
1000
2000
1000
…

Due to the project intervention of total package of kit, techniques and training had increased
averagely 166% increase in the income of the benefited farmers during project period. This
satisfied the project objective of doubling of the income of tribal farmer.
2. Integrated Dairy Development Program (IDDP) –The project was started in the year
2007-08 with a target coverage of 20000. The total cost of the project was Rs. 150.07 Cr. (out
of which Government share: Rs. 90.31 Cr.; Loan: Rs.42.96 Cr.; Dairy: Rs. 16.83 Cr.) The aim
of this project was the doubling of income of the beneficiaries by the distribution of atleast 2
units of cattle with insurance cover with the provisions of casualty reserves and repeat reserves.
The beneficiaries were helped in the forward and backward linkages of milk production. They
were also provided cattle health and support services through veterinary heath camps , vaccination and medicine, infertility treatments, veterinary health support & extension services, animal
care visit by experts and fodder plot development, chaff cutter etc. For assistance in clean milk
production the beneficiaries were also provided with utensils, SS can, animal shed with pucca
flooring etc.Orientation training, Scientific training, Satcom based training, Study tour, Managerial
training, AI training, were all provided..Achievement and impact of the project in Chhotaudepur
was as follows;
Year
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

Milk Increase
in liters
23508473
25332083
27372854
27372854
-

Percentage
11%
20%
23%
-

Beneficiary
getting 1st cattle
1646
1768
1446
1791

Beneficiary getting
2nd cattle
60
252
417
195

Education and Skill development
1. Schools – Witha motivation to improve literacy among the tribal communities various
types of schools were developed and run on full government facilities or PPP mode. The Project
area started schools for tribals under Model school scheme and low literacy pocket girls’
residential schools with total enrolment of 800+1108 respectively .
2. Employment Oriented Skill training Programs – Theaim of the project was to provide
sustainable livelihood to landless, poor tribal youth through enhancement of skills. One of the
basic provisions under the project was the handholding of beneficiaries for a period of one year.
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The courses were imparted by selected training providers (generally at local level) by hiring
accommodation, in most cases no permanent structures were established for such courses.
Some of the areas in which training provided were:; CNC machine operations with foundation
certificate course in Mechanist; PC maintenance & troubleshooting; Accounting with TALLY;
Motor driving training; Sales & Retail Management; Financial Accountancy; and Food &Beverages Services/Food Production/House keeping.
3478 youths were trained in various skills and placement ratio of 80% and above.
All the livelihood related projects led to substantial income enhancement for the tribal families
in agriculture and dairy sector projects along with some spin offs such as introduction of more
scientific farming and dairying practices , knowledge and training to the tribals in livelihood
related fields . The PPP route led to targets being achieved ,almost negligible leakage and
efficient delivery of services to tribal beneficiaries.Likewise skill training projects led to skilling
of tribal youths for the jobs that growing industry and economy was throwing up.Private sector
partners with proven track record and linkages with employers did lead to skill enhancement
along with job market placement.However some issues too cropped up which needs to be
mentioned.
Beneficiary inertia in tribal area is a major challenge which no amount of IEC , private sector
participation or NGO involvement could dent to our satisfaction. Most of the Agriculture and
Dairy sector schemes were accepted by the tribals because of the subsidy component and slight
reduction in subsidy met with resistance. In skill development projects job placement after
training and subsequent handholding mandated by PPP agreement was difficult to execute as
tribal youths after skill training refused to be placed because it involved leaving their familiar
natural surroundings and green forests and moving to industrial areas, cut off from families..
Likewise skill training partners enthused with their experience in other areas joined the project
with high commitments of placements etc.failed to grasp that results achieved in non tribal areas
could not be replicated in these areas because of cultural –social development and attitudes. The
tribal youth did not have the same socio cultural skill sets and attitudes. To add to that funding
by government led to lack of ownership and lack of parental pressures which resulted in less
than expected outcomes.
In conclusion we can mention above achievements along with some of the issues that were
thrown up during the course of the implementation.Social sector interventions require lot of
patience because results may take decades to fructify but improvements in delivery of government services does make some difference.
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Welfare of Minorities: Challenges and Opportunities
A Study from Uttar Pradesh
Md. Shafqat Kamal
India is a country of all sorts of diversity including religions and languages. As a welfare State the
Constitution of India guarantees socio-political and economic justice to all including minorities and
envisages special provisions for the religious, cultural and linguistic rights to minorities. Due to
inherent nature of Minority group i.e., lesser in number, there are always in their minds some apprehensions regarding protection of their rights. Some other visible problems relating to minorities are
low poverty, low employment, educational backwardness and poor security. The Sachar Committee
constituted by the Central Government in 2005 outlined that Muslim minorities are the most backward
in almost every respect compared to other minority communities. The Central Government as well as
the State Government of U.P. framed many Socio-economic Development schemes such as scholarship
schemes and free coaching scheme, ‘SeekhoAurKamao’ scheme and Multi Sectoral Development
Programme(MSDP) aimed at creating better infrastructure base in minority concentrated districts. In
spite of the development initiatives taken by the Govt. to address the issues of the minorities, the
interventions introduced seemed inadequate compared to requirement and there is a need to look into
the minority issues holistically so that they don’t feel left out from the mainstream of the Society.

Introduction
It is sure that the chosen title is dear to all who believe in social, economic and political justice
as enshrined in the preamble of the Indian constitution .India is a multi-religious and a multilingual country.Since a very long time people belonging to various religious communities have
been living together in this country.
Though the majority of the people living in this land are Hindus(80.5%) people belonging to
other religious communities such as Muslims(13.4%), Christians(2.3%),
Sikhs(1.9%),Buddhists(0.8%),Jains(0.4%) are also living along withtheir Hindu brethren by enjoying on par similar rights and opportunities.By virtue of their numerical strength, the Hindus
constitute the majority while the rest of the religious communities come under what is known
as “Religious Minorities”.
Definition of the term Minority
The term ‘Minority’ has not been properly defined anywhere in the Indian constitution.The
constitution of india uses the word minority or its plural form in Articles 29 to 30 and 350 A to
350 B. Article 29 has the word ‘minorities’ in its marginal heading but speaks of ‘any section
of citizen …..having a distinct language, script or culture’. This may be a whole community
generally seem as a minority community or a group whithin a majority community.
The members of the constituent assembly made no attempts to define the termand left it to
Md. Shafqat Kamal, Special Secretary, Ministry Of Minority Affair, Govt. of U.P
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the wisdom of the courts to supply the omission.The initial courtroom attempt to define the term
minority was made in re Education Bill where the Supreme Court through S.R Das CJ suggesting the techniques of arithmetic tabulation,held that the minority means a community less that
50% of the total population. And when the talk ‘welfare’ goes round it simply means about
welfare of a single individual whether he or she belong to either minority or majority group in
that parlance.The access of resources of socio- economic, ,educational,health,housing etc. be
judiciously available to all section of the society intoto for a healthy society to prosper long.
The preamble of the constitution itself declares that all people irrespective of their
caste,class,sex,region or religion will be provided with equal rights and opportunities. Art 15 (1)
and 15 (2) prohibits discrimination on ground of religion. Article 25 promises the right to
profess,propagate and practice religion.
According to the article 29 of the constitution any group living within the jurisdiction of India
is entitled to preserve and promote its own language,script or literature and culture.
Article 30 states that a minority group “whether based on religion or language shall have the
right to establish and administer educational institution of their choice”.
Some of the Problem of Minorities In India
In spite of the provisions of the constitutional equality,religious minorities in India,often experience some problems among which the following may be noted.
1.Problem of providing protection
Need for security and protection is very often felt by the minorities especially in the times
of communal violence,Caste conflicts,observance of festival and religious functions on a mass
scale, minority group often seek police protection.State governments which fail to provide such
protection are always criticized.
For example (i) The Rajiv Gandhi Govt.was severely criticized for its failure to give protection to the Sikh community of Delhi in 1984.
(ii)The Gujarat Govt. was criticized for its inability to provide protection to the Muslim
minorities in 2002 communal violence that burst out.
(iii) Similarly Govt. of J&K’s inefficiency in providing adequate security to the Kashmiri
Pandit (Hindus) and Sikh minority in that state against the atrocities of Muslim extremists is also
widely condemned.
2. Educational Backwardness
Though the constitution provides for equality and equal opportunities to all its citizens including
the religious minority, the largest minority community that is Muslim in particular have not availed
themselves of these facilities. However such a feeling does not seems to exist among the other
religious minority communities such as the Christians,Sikhs,Jains and Buddhists for they seem
to be economically and educationally better or at par with the majority community.
The Govt. Of India constituted a committee on 9th March 2005 under the chairmanship of
justiceRajenderSachar to enquire and analyze the problems faced by minorities in general and
Muslims in particular.According to theSachar Committee’s finding 25% of Muslim children in the
age group of 6-14 either were not enrolled in the school or dropped out at various stages of
school education.
Education, particularly higher education is an essential tool for empowerment of any community in the 21st century.At the under graduate level only 1 out of 25 and at post graduate level
1 out of 50 happen to be Muslim students.
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The result of this low ratio in higher education is the cause of low representation of Indian
Muslims in civil serviceswhich is not more than 3 percent,State service commission 2.1 percent,
Judiciary7.8 percent, teaching (in higher education) 2.9 percent and banking 3.8 percent. In the
Railway where in the largest single state employer, the Muslim representation is mere 4.5
percent.
In the field of employment the Committee’s finding revealed almost 58 percent Muslim men
in the age group of 25-45 were self-employed and only 18 percent were in regular employment.
3. Economic Problems
The percentage of population of minorities is around 20% of the country.The SacharCommittee
studied the socio-economic conditions of Muslim community in comparison with other communities of India.The committee confirmed that the economic condition of the Muslim is worse than
Dalits in India.
An Overview of the specific development schemes for Minorities
The Prime Minister’s 15 point programme for the welfare of minorities was 1st approved by
the Govt. Of India in 2006.According to this programme wherever possible Ministries/Departments concerned had to earmark 15% of the physical target and financial outlays for Minorities.
The steps taken to improve socio-economic and educational status of minorities are as under
In The Field of Education
For the educational empowerment of the minority,the Ministry of Minority Affairs is implementing free scholarship scheme namely,pre-metric,post-matric and merit-cum means covering
students class 1 to Ph.D. In addition, the Ministry Is implementingMulana Azad National Fellowship Scheme for students of M.Phil. and Ph.D. Also free coaching and allied scheme support
for students clearing preliminary exams of Civil services.Ministry of HRD has taken several
significant initiatives as under
1. Scheme for Providing Quality Education in Madrasas.(SPQEM)
2. Scheme for Infrastructure Development of Private Aided/Unaided Minority Institution (IDMI).
3. SarvaShikshaAbhiyan
4. Establishment of the National Commission for Minority Education Institution(NCMEI).
Skill Develpoment
For improving employability and economic empowerment of minorities,various initiatives have
been taken for the skill development of the minority communities.Ministry of Minority Affairs
Govt. of India is implementing ‘seekhoaurkamao’-scheme for skill development.National Minority Development and Finance Corporation runs various loaning schemes with the help of state
channel partner.
Multi-Sectoral Development Programme (MsDP)
This programme was designed to address the development deficits identified by a baseline
survey in the minority concentrated districts. The programme aimed at improved provision of
amenities so as to enhance the quality of life of the people.Accordingly identified ‘development
deficits’ were to be made up through a district specific plan for the provision of better infrastructure for schools,sanitation,pakka housing,drinking water and electricity supply.
Minority Development schemes in the State of Uttar Pradesh
All the schemes floated by the central Govt. execution on fields remain with State Govt.U.P
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Govt has launched various schemes for the welfare of the Minority in the state.Out of these
shemes,there are few important schemes are as under.
Madarsa Mini I.T.I Vocation Training Scheme
Technical skills will be developed along with spiritual education of Madarsa’s student under
the scheme. The students who are studying in Madarsa will be able to get employment or selfemployment.The state Govt provide funds for the salary of inspector, One Lab assistant,one
peon.
Creation Of Educational Hub
Under this scheme,20 Districts having highest Minority concentration were selected.In each
Districts two model school one for the boys and one for the girls will be established.The salient
features of these model schools will be
z The model school scheme aims to provide quality education
z To be a model in infrastructure, curriculum, evalution and school governance.
z The scheme also envisages setting up of model school under public-private-partnership
mode.
z Apart from their regular stuidies students will also take some kind of skill development
training.
z There will be Hostel facility too for the students who come from distant areas.

A start has been made in a addressing,the development deficit of the minorities by Central
Govt. and State Govt. and yet some serious bottlenecks remain to be considered:
a. The scale of Govt. intervention have not been big enough to make a dent due to the large
number of the marginalized,the depth of their economic social and educational deprivation.
b. The design and implementation structures of the programme have often not targeted the
minority settlement and people directly.
c. The institutional structure designed to implement this initiatives have not been adequate and
strong in terms of personnel,training and support;
d. Not much attention has been given for strengthening community institutions particularly of
women,youth working for poor minority communities to enable then to reach out to Govt.
programme.

of
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Suggestion and conclusions
There are some suggestions for the improvement of socio-economic and educational status
the Minority communities which are as follows.
High quality Govt. schools should be set up in all areas of Muslim concentration.
Exclusive schools for girls should be set up,particularly for the 9-12 standards.This would
facilitate higher participation of Muslim girls in school education.
Availability of primary education is one’s mother tongue is constitutionally provided for.There
is an urgent need to undertake appropriate mapping of Urdu speaking population and provide
primary education in Urdu in those areas.
The pre-entry qualification of admission to ITI should be reduced to class VIII.
Skill development initiatives of the ITI’s and polytechnics should focus on sectors which
have high growth potential and in which the Muslim population is concentrated.
The UGC should be encouraged to evolve a system where part of the allocation to colleges
and universities is linked to the diversity in the student’s population.
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7.

Madarsashould not be the looked upon as alternatives to the regular school but a complement. Madarsa can be linked with a higher secondary school board so that students wanting
to shift to a regular/mainstream education can do so.
8. Recognition of the degree from Madarsa’sfor eligibility in competitive examination such as
civil services,Banks,Defence service and other such examinations.
9. It is also recommended to give advances inpriority sector to Minorities.
10. It is imperative to increase the employment share of Muslim, particularly in context,where
there is a great deal of public dealing. Their public visibility will endow the larger Muslim
community with a sense of confidence and involvement.To achieve this effort should be
made to increase the employment share of Muslims amongst the teaching community,health
workers,police personnel,bank employee and so on.
11. Muslim women have minimal participation in Govt. micro-finance programmes such as selfhelp groups (SHG’s) and Panchayat raj. Efforts to increase their participation are necessary.
12. Manufacturing sectors which are important for Muslims, Wearing apparel,auto repair and
electrical machinery seem to be segments where policy focus can bring in employment
related dividends for the Muslim worker.
Thus, in conclusion it would be fair to say that keeping in view the constitutional provision
for affirmative actions for the minorities,the State should do more in working toward their
development.One can still be hopeful that with appropriate pressure from civil society along with
proper policy formation and implementation, the development deficit faced by the minorities can
soon be overcome.
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Reducing Under nutrition through a Mission Approach
An Initiative by Uttar Pradesh Government
Anand Kumar Singh, IAS
Uttar Pradesh, the largest state in India population wise is home to one fourth of country’s burden
of stunted children. The government of Uttar Pradesh launched a State Nutrition Mission in 2014 for
tackling high burden of under nutrition. The Mission was set up as an advocacy and coordinating body
which could work with departments and make recommendations for reducing high prevalence of
maternal and child under nutrition. In the first year of its operationalization, the Mission has succeeded
in 1) pooling resources from Health and ICDS and equipped 2.5 lacs ANM, AWW and ASHA (triple
A) with knowledge and skills on health and nutrition 2) strengthening delivery of comprehensive
maternal and child health services through improved village health nutrition days, 3) creating pockets
of excellence and replication “adopt a village” strategy by senior officials in districts. Special weighing
drive has been undertaken across the state resulting in improved identification of undernourished
children, 4) organizing mass awareness camp making districts accountable through a strong monitoring and feedback mechanism. Efforts are also ongoing for mobilizing resources from Departments of
Panchayati Raj and ICDS in improving physical infrastructure of AnganwadiCentres. Political leadership, strong advocacy, guidance and handholding support have played a critical role towards
effective implementation of the Mission.

Introduction
The Lancet series (2013) indicates maternal and child undernutrition as the underlying cause
of almost half of all the under five child deaths, many of which are preventable through effective
health, nutrition, water and sanitation interventions. Strategies for preventing and managing
undernutrition, therefore, need to be at the centre of all child survival interventions. Besides,
investment in nutrition also has an economic logic, because of its very high and damaging direct
and indirect costs to individuals, families, communities and the country. While undernutrition
directly impacts on production capacity and productivity, its indirect cost include loss in cognitive
potential and resources due to loss of opportunities and increased health costs. Therefore,
addressing undernutrition is central to economic and social development of a country.
Uttar Pradesh, the largest state with a population of 20 crore is home to 2.1 crore children
under five. 50% children in the state are stunted, 10% wasted and 34% underweight (Rapid
Survey on Children 2013-14). Almost one third of women in the reproductive age group (1549yrs) are chronically undernourished and half of the pregnant mothers are anemic. A comparison of national survey data between 2005-06 shows that while state has shown an improvement in coverage of select nutrition indicators the coverage of most nutrition interventions
continue to remain low.
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The persistent high levels of undernutrition can be attributed to following cause
a) Interventions to address undernutrition are not implemented at scale
b) The quality of the interventions is not to the optimal standards
c) The appropriate target group is not reached
d) Low priority to high impact nutrition interventions
There is enough programmatic evidence at both national and global level, which indicates that
child undernutrition rates can be reduced in the short term by focusing human and financial
resources on ten high impact essential nutrition-specific interventions focusing on the first 1000
days window of opportunity.
There are two broad categories of nutrition interventions—Nutrition-specific and Nutritionsensitive.
Nutrition-specific interventions are actions that have a direct impact on the preventionand
treatment of undernutrition, in particular during the 1,000 days covering pregnancy and the
child’s first two years.The nutrition specific interventions fall broadly into the following categories:
• Early initiation of breastfeeding (within one hour) — reduce neonatal mortality,improve immunity and prevent infections
• Exclusive breastfeeding (for six months) — increase immunity and prevent onsetof early
infections, thus improves child survival and development
• Timely introduction of complementary feeding (after six months) — contributesto growth and
development, reduces stunting
• Age-appropriate complementary feeding, adequate in terms of quality, quantity,and frequency
for children in the age group 6–24 months- contributes to growthand development, reduces
stunting
• Adequate feeding during and after illness — prevents wasting
• Safe handling of complementary foods and hygienic complementary feedingpractices— reduces infections and stunting
• Micronutrient supplementation (Vitamin A, Iron and Zinc) — improved immunity,better child
survival
• Adequate feeding for severely undernourished — addresses wasting andreduces child mortality
• Adequate nutrition for adolescent girls — reduces stunting by improvingmaternal nutrition
• Adequate nutrition for women (pregnant and lactating) — reduces stunting byimproving
maternal nutrition
Nutrition-sensitiveinterventions involve policies and programming in agriculture, education,
social protection and poverty reduction which are important for realizing nutrition goals. Achieving nutritionsensitivedevelopment requires multi-sectoral coordination and cooperation with
manystakeholders, which has been historically a challenging area.
Effective scaling up of the high impact and cost effective interventions requires the collective will and efforts of the government departments, development partners and members of the
civic society. Collective efforts are required for greater synergy to converge delivery of health
and nutrition care messages, services and supplies for the same children and communities and
at the same time.
The state government is directing considerable resources towards strengthened planning and
budgeting for improving the health, nutritional and social status of women and childrenin the
state. Different departments like ICDS, Health, Panchayat Raj and Rural Development etc. are
running different programs which have direct or indirect bearing on nutrition. But a single
scheme, programme or department alone cannot address this issue. This can be addressed by
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proper and effective implementation of various programmes and schemes of government jointly
along with active involvement of the communities. Hence there is a strong need for convergence
of activities and programs of different departments along with active involvement of the communities.
Recognizing the need for a Mission approach for tackling high levels of undernutrition, the
state of Uttar Pradesh launched a State nutrition Mission in 2014. The Mission, housed in the
department of Women and Child Development was set up as a advocacy, coordinating body
which could holistically review and monitor nutrition schemes/interventions being implemented
for the mothers and under-threes; identify implementation gaps, suggest innovations, coordinate
actions and efforts across departments and make recommendations for achieving results in the
area of nutrition.
Missions’ Framework of action
The State Nutrition Mission has been set up as a society for a period of 10 years. For
bringing objectivity and focus the period of ten years has been divided into three phases of three,
two and five years respectively. Targets focusing on reduction in stunting, wasting, underweight
and anemia in women of reproductive age group along with improvement in breastfeeding rates
have been defined for the Mission.
A reporting and accountability framework has been created by establishing committees at the
level of Chief Minister (Governing body), Chief Secretary (Executive Committee) and Principal
Secretary, Women and Child Development (Monitoring Committee).
The Mission is headed by Director General, a senior administrative officer from the government who in turn is aided by his team of technical and administrative officers. The Director
General himself chairs the Implementation Committee.
The Mission is guided by the following scope of work
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Act as an advisory body for ICDS and Medical Health and Family Welfare/National Health
Mission for effective and quality scaling up of high impact nutrition interventions linked to
their ongoing schemes/programmes.
Act as a coordinating body engaged in facilitating inter-sectoral collaboration for nutrition
action among convergent departments like ICDS, Medical Health and Family Welfare/
National Health Mission, Rural Development, Basic Education, Food and Civil Supplies,
Panchayati Raj and others.
Perform the role of a monitoring body for nutrition schemes/interventions, bring errors and
omissions during monitoring to the notice of concerned departments and suggest steps for
making the departments more accountable.
Strengthen data management, monitoring and reporting systems of departments linked to
their existing MIS for tracking progress and achievements in the area of nutrition.
Use data and evidence to advocate and guide the departments in developing new policies
in the area of nutrition.
Support departments in developing monitoring and evaluation plans as part of their annual
programme implementation plans (APIP) and undertaking monitoringand evaluation activities with a view to track progress on nutrition schemes and plans.
Mission will monitor progress on essential nutrition interventions based on targets developed
as part of annual plans of flagship schemes.
Provide technical support to departments in optimal utilization of funds allocated for nutrition programmes.
Support departments in developing capacities of its human resource on nutritioninterventions/
schemes with the objective of enhancing programme performance andimproving service
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

delivery. Mission can also leverage funds from departments fororganizing need based
trainings.
Provide guidance to identify research areas for evidence-based innovations whichin turn
will help the departments to plan for the innovations in their annual plans. State Nutrition
Mission – Progress till now
Village Adoption- Mission has asked district administrative officials and
otherdepartmentalofficials to adopt 2 Gram Sabha, the lowest administrative units and
monitor them regularly to ensure delivery of quality nutrition and health services. Till now
7000 gram sabhas have been adopted across the state by different officials. These adopted
villages are serving as centresof excellence so that the learnings can be replicated/scaled
up in other areas of district as well.
Leveraging funds for AanganwadiCentres- Mission has taken initiative of leveraging funds
from Panchayat Raj, Rural development & ICDS for improving the physical infrastructure
of AWC in selected pockets. Many of these improved centers are in the adopted villages
and are setting a good example of convergence
Demand generation- No behavior change is possible without mobilizing districts. The
Mission has mobilized field functionaries including gram pradhans and organized block level
sensitization meetings for influencers with a view to generate awareness on nutrition
related activities and events. One round of sensitization has been completed across all 820
blocks of the state. As a result of sensitization drives, the capacities of functionaries have
been enhanced considerably.
Weighing drive- Correct enumeration of beneficiaries is the first step to a successful
nutrition programme. State Nutrition mission jointly with the ICDS Directorate organized a
two day drive across the state to enumerate and correctly weigh children under five years.
The entire administrative machinery was mobilized to plan, monitor and report on the drive.
As a result of this initiative almost 14 lacs severely underweight children were identified
by the ICDS machinery. This was almost six times improvement in identification. A spot
feeding scheme for reaching these children is planned in next financial year.
Strengthening service delivery by creating capacities of AAA and through Village Health
and Nutrition day-State Nutrition Mission jointly with Health and ICDS recognized monthly
Village Health and Nutrition Day as the platform for delivering comprehensive health and
nutrition services to the community. The health and nutrition services are delivered from
AWC at the community level. To bring quality in the delivery of these services, the State
Nutrition Mission recognized that it was important to build capacities of AAA (Aanganwadi
worker, ASHA and ANM). Convergent trainings using cascade approach were organised
for Aanganwadi, ASHA and ANMs with a view to improve their skills and knowledge.
Support was provided in planning, implementing and ensuring that the trainings were delivered in time and with quality. A total of 249640 AWW and ASHA and 20,899 ANM
were trained as a result of these efforts.
Mission continues to monitor the quality of service delivery through a dedicated website.
As a result of Mission’s intervention, VHND has emerged as a powerful convergent
platform at the village level. The state has made a good transition in organizing sessions
which deliver many more services in addition to routine immunization, the latter being the
key focus in earlier sessions
Strengthening monitoring, review and tracking system- Mission has developed a dedicated
website for collecting information pertaining to district review, monitoring, trainings, reporting. This helps to regularly track districts which are performing poorly and allows for midcourse corrections.
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Conclusion
State Nutrition Mission in its 1.5 years of functioning has ably brought about the convergence
of different departments. It has shown that if leadership, guidance, support and handholding is
provided the systems can be mobilized to deliver. Bringing about reduction in prevalence levels
in Uttar Pradesh may require some years, but the efforts of the departments under the Mission
certainly indicate that state is moving in the right direction.
Reducing undernutrition is entirely feasible. We need to standup to the challenge of nutrition
by scaling up with quality globally and nationally proven evidence based solutions and interventions. The journey is challenging but certainly a rewarding one. Together we can !!
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Role of Banksin Government Sponsored
Schemes in Rural Areas in Uttar Pradesh
Chandra Kant, IAS

In almost all government sponsored schemes banks have an important role to play. Earlier banks
did not have adequate presence in rural areas and lacked rural orientation. Recognising this need RBI
introduced Lead Bank Scheme in 1969. In this scheme different forums like BLBC, DLRC, DLCC and
SLBC were created at different levels where representatives of RBI, NABARD, Commercial Banks, RRB,
Public Representatives and Government Officials could get feedback on pace and quality of implementation of various schemes and for coordinating the efforts of credit institutions and Government. The
expansion of bank branches in unbanked rural areas has benefitted people and reduced the influence
of moneylenders. It increased credit to deposit ratio and increased lending to Priority areas. Several
studies have confirmed that the Lead Bank Scheme has been giving useful results in branch expansion,
deposit mobilisation and lending to the priority sectors especially in rural/ semi urban areas. Still has
been found that there has been lower than expected performance by the banks in Government Sponsored Schemes and lending in Priority Sector. Many reasons have been cited for this and stakeholders
try to identify and set them right.

RaghuramRajan, the Governor RBI came down heavily on the practice of government using
public sector banks as convenient channel to roll out political agenda. He said if the government
gives a mandate to public sector banks to further its social sector agenda it should fund it to
ensure financial viability of the banks. He pointed out that all public sector banks also have
private shareholdings and are not any longer an extension of the government.
But stillBankshaveto play a very important and central role in the progress of country and the
progress of our country. It is not possible without balanced growth in rural India because a
majority of population(65% as per Census 2011) ofour country resides in rural or semi urban
areas. The economic development of rural areas is pivotal to the growth of the nation.And the
economic development of rural areas is possible only if the polices/schemes designed by the
central and state governments are effectively implemented on the ground.
Area Approach
The Lead Bank Scheme (LBS) can be traced to the Study Group headed by Prof. D. R.
Gadgil (Gadgil Study Group) on the organizational framework for implementation of the social
objectives. It submitted its report in October 1969. The Study Grouppointed that the commercial
banks did not have adequate presence in rural areas and also lacked the required rural orientation. The Study Group recommended the adoption of an 'Area Approach' to evolve plans and
programmes for the development of an adequate banking and credit structure in the rural areas.
A Committee of Bankers on Branch Expansion Programme of public sector banks appointed
by Reserve Bank of India under the Chairmanship of Shri F. K. F. Nariman (Nariman Committee) endorsed the idea of area approach in its report (November 1969) recommending that
in order to enable the public sector banks to discharge their social responsibilities, each bank
Chandra Kant, IAS, Commissioner, Aligarh Divison, U.P.
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should concentrate on certain districts where it should act as a 'Lead Bank'.
Thus the Lead Bank Scheme(LBS) was introduced by Reserve Bank of India in December 1969. The Scheme aimed at coordinating the activities of banks and other developmental
agencies through various fora in order to achieve the objective of enhancing the bank finance
to priority and other sectors and to promote banks' role in overall development of the rural
sector. For coordinating the activities in the district, a particular bank is assigned the lead bank
responsibility of the district. The lead bank is expected to assume leadership role for coordinating
the efforts of the credit institutions and Government.
The Lead Bank Scheme was reviewed by the High Level Committee of the Reserve
Bank of India in 2009 (Chairperson: Smt. UshaThorat).The Committee held discussions with
various stakeholders viz. State Governments, banks, development institutions, academicians,
NGOs, etc. and found that the Scheme had been useful in achieving its objectives of improvement in branch expansion, deposit mobilisation and lending to the priority sectors, especially in
rural/semi urban areas. There was near consensus that the Scheme should be continued. On the
recommendations of the Committee, guidelines were issued to SLBC Convenor banks and lead
banks for implementation.
There are several committees to facilitate the working of LBS:
Block Level Bankers Committee(BLBC) is a forum for achieving coordination between credit
institutions and block level development agencies. The forum prepares and reviews the implementation of Block Credit Plan and resolves problems in implementation of the credit programmes
of banks. Lead District Manager of the district is the Chairman of the Block Level Bankers’
Committee. All the banks of the block including the district central co-operative banks and RRB,
Block Development Officer, technical officers in the block are members of the Committee. The
LDO of RBI and the DDM of NABARD selectively attend the meetings of the BLBCs. The
representatives of Panchayat Samitis are also invited to attend the meetings at half yearly
intervals so as to share their knowledge and experience on rural development in the credit
planning exercise.
District Level Consultative Committees (DCCs) were constituted in the seventies as a forum
at district level for bankers as well as Government agencies/departments for coordination of
activities in implementing various developmental activities under the Lead Bank Scheme. The
District Collector is the Chairman of the DCC meetings. Reserve Bank of India, NABARD, all
commercial banks in the district, co-operative banks including District Central Cooperative Bank
(DCCB), RRBs, various State Government departments and allied agencies are the members
of the DCC. The Lead District Officer (LDO) represents the Reserve Bank as a member of
the DCC. The Lead District Manager convenes the DCC meetings.
District Level Review Committee (DLRC) meetings are Chaired by the District Collector and
attended by members of the District Consultative Committee(DCC). Besides, public representatives i.e. Local MPs/MLAs/ Zilla Panchayat Chiefs are also invited to these meetings. The
DLRC meetings should be convened by the lead banks atleast once in a quarter. In DLRC
meetings review of the programmes under Lead Bank Scheme is carried out by getting feedback to know the pace and quality of the implementation of various programmes in the district.
State Level Bankers’ Committee (SLBC) was constituted in April 1977, as an apex interinstitutional forum to create coordination machinery in all States, on a uniform basis for development of the State. SLBC is chaired by the Chairman & Managing Director (CMD) of the
Convenor bank/Executive Director of the Convenor bank. It comprises of representatives of
commercial banks, RRBs, State Cooperative Banks, RBI, NABARD, heads of Government
departments.
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In case of Government Sponsored Schemes poverty alleviation and encouraging entrepreneurship in first generation entrepreneurs needs more encouraging results. Experts are trying to
identify gaps/possibilities in respect of lower than expected performance in government sponsored schemes.
The central and state government have launched various schemes for the upliftment of poor
through banks like MNREGA, NRLM, NULM, PMEGP, Jan Dhan, DBTL, CMGRY, etc. All
these schemes are connected and related to banks in one way or the other and many of these
involve subsidy amount either from central government or from state government.
But it is often seen that delay in sanctioning and disbursing the loan amount under government
sponsored schemes decreases the efficiency of the concerned scheme. Many reasons are there
for this delay. Some are summarized below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Shortage of staff in banks, especially in rural areas.
Unsatisfactory infrastructure in banks in rural areas.
Lack of awareness in bank staff about government sponsored schemes.
Poor recovery in already disbursed loan under government sponsored schemes.
Frequent transfers of bank employees there by breaking the continuity in the loan processing, sanctioning and disbursal processes.

But rural credit has its own problems. Often farmers divert credit sanctioned for agricultural purpose to unproductive purposes like house construction etc, thereby diluting the very
purpose of such loans. Credit needs of small, marginal and landless farmers are often not meted
by credit agencies as compared to well-to-do farmers due to a variety of reasons like lack of
proper documentation etc. Due to vagaries of weather, the losses in agriculture are increasing
and as a result of this over dues in agriculture credit is continuously increasing and is a cause
of concern for the credit agencies.
Now the question arises how the solution to these problems can be found?
1) Generate more interest and willingness among the bank staff about government sponsored
schemes.
2)Synchronize Government Orders about government sponsored schemes with circulars of
the banks to ensure better understanding about the schemes and their features.
3)Assist in recovery of loans of government sponsored schemes.
4)Is there any way /method that government sponsored schemes can be included in annual
credit plans of bank so as to ensure the targets of government sponsored schemes come from
top to bottom i.e. from corporate office of banks to the branches?
Inspite of these difficulties the analysis of data obtained from RBI, NABARD and Lead
District Offices shows that with expansion of bank branches network into the rural areas, the
credit outstanding as well as credit to deposit ratios are continuously increasing. As the lending
by scheduled commercial banks has increased steadily, the lending by moneylenders has decreased constantly over the years.
The credit outstanding also constantly increased from Rs 115 crores in 1969 to Rs 175816
crores in 2008. In the same period the credit to deposit ratio for rural lending increased from
37.6% to 56.3% , clearly indicating that an increased penetration of banks in rural India has
worked well for rural lending.
Burgess and Pande conducted a study during the period 1970-2002 to analyse the economic
impact of growth in rural banking as a result of expansion of bank branches in rural areas.
Economic Development Impact
A study of 85 randomly selected districts by Binswanger et al (1993) shows that bank branch
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accelerated the pace in private investment in agriculture in 1970s. A 10% increase in bank
branches raised investments in animals and pumpsets by 4-8%. Demand for fertilizers was also
found highly correlated with bank expansion. Burgess and Pande 2002 devised a sophisticated
econometric model to study the economic impact of this explosive growth in rural banking during
the period 1970-1992. They found that bank branch expansion in both banked and unbanked
areas had a significant positive impact on the growth of nonagricultural output. They also found
that expansion of bank into unbanked locations contributed to the growth of the small business
sector. This led to an increase in share of non-agricultural labor in the total work force as also
a rise in real wages of agricultural labor. Most significantly they found that expansion of banks
into unbanked areas reduces aggregate poverty and the rural-urban poverty difference. It was
also found to reduce aggregate inequality in the economy. Burgess and Pande concluded that
these results were due precisely to the "Social Coercive" elements of India's banking experiment
-- "namely expansion into unbanked locations and priority sector lending"( Burgess and Pande,
2002, p.17)
Priority Sector Lending
Other than directing credit to unbanked geographical regions, the RBI also sought to influence
the sectoral orientation of bank lending. In 1972 the definition of certain priority sectors was
formalized. These included agriculture and allied activities and small scale and cottage industries.
A target of 33% lending to the priority sector was set in 1975 (to be achieved by march 1979).
In 1979 the target was raised to 40% (to be achieved by 1985). In 1980 the sub targets was
set: 16% of lending was to go to agriculture and 10% had to be targeted to "weaker sections".
The share of priority sector advances in total credit of scheduled commercial banks went up
from 14% in 1969 to around 40% by the end of the 1980s the share of agriculture had reached
19% by 1985 and remained around that figure until 1990 (Chavan, 2005, p118). the number of
agricultural loan accounts increased from around 1 million in the early 1970s to nearby 30 million
by the early 1990s (Narayana, 2000, p10) Within agriculture, 42% of the credit went to small
and marginal farmers (Burgess and Pande, 2002, p.2)
In GautamBudh Nagar district of Uttar Pradesh analysis of data from Lead Bank shows that
the total outstanding under priority sector has increased from 12% in December 2011 to 21.17%
in December 2015. This in spite of fact that agricultural land as well as agriculture lending in
crop loans has decreased due to rapid urbanization in the district, especially in Noida and Greater
Noida areas. Thus it may be said that inspite of many problems and constraints the bank are
trying to achieve their targets in government sponsored schemes but they require more conducive atmosphere and support to deliver their best.
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Role of Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan in
Secondary Education in Uttar Pradesh
Chandra Prakash Tripathi, IAS
Uttar Pradesh is the biggest state of India population wise. Nearly 2.25 Crores of children are
enrolled in Primary Stage (Class I to VIII) and about 1.98 Crore are enrolled in Secodary Stage (Class
– IX to XII). The fresh initiatives taken by the State School Education Department under
RashtriyaMadhyamikShikshaAbhiyanof the Govt. of India, have aimed at arresting the drop-out of
students from the primary stage as well as imparting quality education and vocational skills to the
students. The several schemes being implemented under this umbrella include: i) Construction of New
School Buildings, ii) Training of Principals and Teachers, iii) Construction of Girls’ Hostels, iv)
Vocational Education at Higher Secondary Level, v) Information Communication & Technology at
Schools, vi) Inclusive Education for Disabled at Secondary Stage.The author shares his experience as
Project Director of RashtriyaMadhyamikShikshaAbhiyan, U.P. towardscompletion of training of more
than 15,000 Principals and Science, Mathematics and Social Science Teachers, towards introduction
of a new concept of ZIIEI (Zero Investment Innovations In Education Initiatives) with the support of
Aurobindo Society which provides for training, accommodation and food facilities free of costs.

Introduction
After taking charge as State Project Director in the month of August, 2015, I started and
gave momentum to all the projects which the Govt. of India has sanctioned. The Teachers
Training Programme, Constructionof The Girls Hostels, The Vocational Education Training
Programme, Inclusive Education for Disabled at Secondary Stage, Judo, Karate training for girls,
Laptop Distribution (State Fund), KanyaVidyadan distribution (State Fund) and Clean School
Green School Project (State Fund) were also started. As a result lot of development activities
took place as a result of my leader like contribution to the Secondary Education in Uttar
Pradesh. The new concept of ZIIEI (Zero Investment Innovations In Education Initiatives) with
the support of Sri Aurobindo Society was transformed into reality when more than 300 Primary
and Secondary Education Officers were trained without any financial burden on the State
Treasury.
The Body
The Secondary Education is a link between Primary and Higher Education. It is the Stage
at which a child decides about his future carrier. It plays a very important role in the overall
development of child. The Secondary Education Scenario in Uttar Pradesh is as follows–

Chandra Prakash Tripathi, IAS, Spl. Secretory, Secondary Education, Govt. of UP. & State Project Director,
U. P. Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan, U.P.
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Schools
Boys
Girls
Co-ed
Total

Government
64
328
1192
1584

Private Aided
389
477
3908
4774

Private Unaided
267
1007
15739
17013

Total
720
1812
20839
23371

The vision for Secondary Education after the introduction of RashtriyaMadhaymikShikshaAbhiyan
in Uttar Pradesh is to make good quality education accessible and affordable to all young
persons in the age group of 12-16 years. It includes z
z
z

To provide a secondary school within a reasonable distance of any habitation, which should
be 5 KM. for secondary schools.
Ensure universal access of secondary education by 2017 (GER of 100%).
Universal retention by 2020.

The major activities of RashtriyaMadhaymikShikshaAbhiyan in Uttar Pradesh are carried out in
the following manner –
z
z

Opening of New High Schools in un-served areas.
Strengthening of existing Govt. Schools with construction of additional classrooms, Science

Labs, Library and Toilet Blocks etc.
z
z
z

Training of Teachers.
Community Mobilization through Schools Management and Development Committees.
Other interventions of quality enhancement.

The Progress of RashtriyaMadhaymikShikshaAbhiyan in Uttar Pradesh till date is as follows –
Opening of New High Schools–
Year
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2013-14
Total

No. of Schools
254
318
449
225
1246

Strengthening of Schools Construction of 726 Additional Classrooms, 78 Labs & Lab equipment, 132 Computer rooms,
267 Libraries, 106 Toilets, 313 Art/Craft room, 50 Drinking Water completed in existing Govt.
High Schools/Inter Colleges.
The most important impact of my tenure was witnessed in the Teachers Training Programme
where –
z
Training of more than 15,000 principals, Science, Mathematics and Social Science teachers
has been completed.
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z
z

Training Module for Science and Mathematics training has been prepared by State Council
for Educational Research and Training.
MOU has been signed with Sri Aurobindo Society for Quality Improvement in schools.

A new concept of ZIIEI (Zero Investment Innovations In Education Initiatives) was introduced
in Uttar Pradesh with my personnel effort of negotiation with the Directors of Sri Aurobindo
Society. The main features of ZIIEI is as follows –
z
z
z

z

z

Z.I.I.E.I. (Zero Investment Innovation In Education Initiatives) is the first ever platform that
facilitates wide scale systematic implementation of Education Innovation.
The most important part of this programme is that it requires zero investment. Uttar
Pradesh is the first State to implement this programme.
This has been done with the support of Sri Aurobindo Society, which not only provided
excellent management trainers but also extended free stay and food facilities in their
Nainital Ashram Campus.
More than 300 Secondary and Primary education officers have undergone intensive residential training to equip them with leadership and management skills for leading ZIIEI in
their regions.
The feedback from the officers and teachers, best practices adopted by them, and suggestions for improvements to be made, will help in making new strategies for future.
In order to reduce the girls drop-out the construction of 104 girl’s hostel was started. The
main objective of the Scheme is to retain the girl child in secondary school so that girl
students are not denied the opportunity to continue their study due to distance to school,
parents’ financial affordability and other connected social factors. Another objective of the
Scheme is to make Secondary and Senior Secondary education accessible to a larger
number of girl students.
Vocational Education Training in Uttar Pradesh was also started in my tenure with the
following motive –

z

z
z
z
z

The specific objectives of the scheme are to enhance the employability of youth through
demand driven competency based, modular vocational courses; to maintain their competitiveness through provisions of multi-entry multi-exit learning opportunities and vertical mobility/
interchangeability in qualifications; to fill the gap between educated and employable; and to
reduce the dropout rate at the secondary level and decrease the pressure on academic
higher education.
In 2012-13 GOI sanctioned vocational education in 100 Government Secondary Schools.
Approved trades are Automobiles, Retail, Security and IT.
Scheme is being implemented.
Principals and volunteer instructors have been trained by P.S.S.S. Govt. Institute, Bhopal.
Similarly Inclusive Education for Disabled at Secondary Stage Training was also started in
my tenure with the following objectives –

z

The scheme covers all children studying at the secondary stage in Government, local body
and Government-aided schools, with one or more disabilities as defined under the Persons
with Disabilities Act (1995) and the National Trust Act (1999) in the class IX to XII, namely
blindness, low vision, leprosy cured, hearing impairment, locomotory disabilities, mental
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z
z
z
z
z
z

retardation, mental illness, autism, and cerebral palsy and may eventually cover speech
impairment, learning disabilities, etc. Girls with the disabilities receive special focus to help
them gain access to secondary schools, as also to information and guidance for developing
their potential. Setting up of Model inclusive schools in every State is envisaged under the
scheme.
500 Special teachers have been selected and are being posted in the schools. School wise
details are being shared with GOI.
Following other interventions under IEDSS Scheme have been initiated:Textbooks, Uniforms for identified CWSN(Children With Special Need).
Stipend for identified CWSN Girls.
Medical assessment camp organized in co-ordination with SSA.
Enrolment drive in co-ordination with SSA for CWSN passing out class 8.

The most important programme of Laptop Distribution to meritorious students of Uttar Pradesh
was designed and implemented by my team of Education Officers.
Another very important scheme of KanyaVidyadhanYojnawas implemented an amount of Rs.
30,000/- was directly transferred to their accounts under direct benefit scheme.
Yet another very important scheme of Clean School Green Schoolis being implemented in which
Rs. 50 lac each is being spent on the renovation of 100 Old Govt. School Buildings in which
their heritage character is retained and facilities like Library, Laboratory and Furniture is being
strengthened.
Conclusion
My first attempt, after joining as State Project Director, RashtriyaMadhaymikShikshaAbhiyanwas
to boost the morale of my officers so that all of them start working like a team. Having friendly
discussions with them, encouraging them to give their suggestion without fear orfavour, gave
them lot of energy and motivation to start the delayed projects. The quick sanctions given by
me on their recommendations in files resulted in release of orders from the government and
ultimately in the start of work. The continuous pursuance in the Govt. of India and timely
despatch of their required information also helped in the release of funds.
The pursuance in the Govt. of India also resulted in release of money for 225 new school
building at the latest Schedule Of Rates.
The success coming out of, any individual’s contribution to a project gives him real happiness
and pleasure. So was the case with me also.
Realisation of feeling of positive change in the environment of office of
RashtriyaMadhaymikShikshaAbhiyanimproved my confidence. With the start of all the sanctioned project of Govt. of India and Govt. of U.P. , I got appreciation from my Cabinet Minister
and Principle Secretary which gave me highest degree of satisfaction and happiness.
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Cooperative Movement in Uttar Pradesh and the role of
Primary Agricultural Socities
H S Tiwari, IAS
The objectives of the cooperative movement are (i) to make all the cooperative societies in the state
financially strong, democratically autonomous, and member driven so as to achieve the basic objectives
of promotion of social and economic interest of the individual in accordance with the cooperative
principles; (ii) Removal of bottlenecks in credit disbursement and increasing the credit level by three
times: (iii) Strengthening the cooperative societies, so as to achieve active members’ participation and
enlarging the cooperative base; (iv) generating member wise demand list for credit, credit utilisation,
and repayment status; (v) to advance fixed limit of credit at a nominal rate of interest to the farmers
and opportunity for repayment of loan twice a year ( April and Oct). The monitoring is done through
regular feedback reports received from PACS at the Nyay Panchayat level through usual information
flow network. The 7479 PACS are the lifelines through which the members /farmers get fertilizers, seeds.
Marketing of agricultural produce is done by Pradeshik Cooperative Federation through PACS;
financially weak societies are given assistance. Regular election in the PACS is held through the
founded Election Commission of Cooperative. Department envisages inter connectivity from State HQ.
to Divisional HQ, District, Block, and Nyay Panchayat level.

Introduction
Even before formal cooperative structures came into being through the passing of a law, the
practice of the concept of cooperation and cooperative activities were prevalent in several parts
of India. Village communities collectively creating permanent assets like village tanks or village
forests called Devarai was fairly common. Similarly, instances of pooling of resources by groups,
like foodgrains after harvest to lend to needy members of the group before the next harvest,
or collecting small contributions in cash at regular intervals to lend to members of the group viz.,
Chit Funds, in the erstwhile Madras Presidency, “Kuries” in Travancore, “Bhishies” in Kolhapur
etc. were to be found. The “Phads” of Kolhapur where farmers impounded water by putting
up bunds and agreed to ensure equitable distribution of water, as well as harvesting and transporting of produce of members to the market, and the “Lanas” which were yearly partnerships
of peasants to cultivate jointly, and distribute the harvested produce in proportion to the labour
and bullock power contributed by their partners, were similar instances of cooperation.
The agricultural conditions and absence of institutional arrangements to provide finance to
agriculturists during the latter part of the nineteenth century led to mounting distress and discontent. The Famine Commission of 1880 and 20 years later, the Famine Commission 1901 both
highlighted the deep indebtedness of the Indian farmer, resulting in many cases in his land
passing into the possession of the money lending classes. The Deccan Riots and the prevailing
environment of discontent resulted in the government taking various initiatives but the legislative
measures did not substantially improve the situation.
H S Tiwari, IAS, Spl. Secy, Co-operative Deptt., Uttar Pradesh.
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The proposal for agricultural banks was first mooted in 1858 and again in 1881 by
Mr.WilliamWedderburn the District Judge of Ahmednagar, in consultation with Justice M.G.
Ranade, but was not accepted. In March 1892, Mr. Frederick Nicholson was placed by the
Governor of Madras Presi¬dency (for enquiring into the possibility) of introducing in this Presidency, a system of agricultural or other land banks and submitted his report in two volumes in
1895 and 1897.
Two centuries ago when the Cooperative movement emerged, markets were dominant and
unmindful of the well being of consumers..
In the Indian context, it is pertinent to mention that a large segment of the population (65%)
continues to depend on agriculture and agriculture-related sectors of the economy. As such
cooperatives are today all the more relevant in the current contexts. However, we need to build
clarity in terms of objectives of the cooperative movement.
Cooperatives in India came into being as a result of the Government taking cognizance of
the agricultural conditions that prevailed during the latter part of the nineteenth century and the
absence of institutional arrangements for finance to agriculturists, which had resulted in mounting
distress and discontent. Small, local, locally worked institutions, cooperative in form, which would
satisfy the postulates of proximity, security and facility for providing credit, were seen as the
answer to this situation. However, subsequent events during both pre and post Independence
period have led to a vast growth of cooperatives covering various sectors of the Indian economy.
COOPERATIVES IN U.P.
Cooperatives in India came into being as a result of the Government taking cognizance of
the agricultural conditions that prevailed during the latter part of the nineteenth century and the
absence of institutional arrangements for finance to agriculturists, which had resulted in mounting
distress and discontent. Small, local, locally worked institutions, cooperative in form, which would
satisfy the postulates of proximity, security and facility for provid¬ing credit, were seen as the
answer to this situation. However, subsequent events during both pre and post Independence
period have led to a vast growth of cooperatives covering various sectors of the Indian economy.
In rural India,in order to free the small and marginal farmers from the clutches of exploitation
by the money lenders,a new Act in the form of Cooperative Credit Society Act,1904 came into
force.Looking at the few drawbacks of the said Act,a new Legislation in the form of Cooperative Act,1912 came into force.
In due course,looking into the multifaceted extension of cooperative movement,Cooperative
Societies Act,1965 came into existence.Presently under this Act all Cooperative Societies are
performing their activities.
The purpose of setting up of Cooperative department is not only providingeasyagriculutural
credit to the farmers but also has a dual role to make communities self dependent as well as
to enhance their economic and social level.In order to achieve the above goals,the department
has various schemes which are being implemented :Cooperative Schemes
1-Cooperative Credit and Banking Scheme
The Short Term Cooperative Credit(Crop Loaning) and banking scheme is being implemented
as a three tier system of Agri/Cooperative sructure.The Three Tier Cooperative Credit Sructure
consists of (i) Uttar Pradesh Cooperative Bank(UPCB),Lucknow, an an apex or State level
institution (ii)50 District Cooperaive Banks(DCBs) having their 1326 branches running across
the State and (iii) 7479 Primary Agriculture Cooperative Societies(PACS) set up at the Nyay
Panchayat Level.
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The UPCB was establishedas State Level Apex Cooperative Bank in 1944.Under the
Banking Regulation Act,1949 it has a distinction of being a Scheduled Cooperative Bank.All 50
District Cooperative Banks,other 11 State level Apex Cooperative Instituitions are its members
along with the State Government.It has 28 branches,33 pay-offices,17 regional offices operating
across the State along with a coopertaive training institute in Lucknow.
AIM/OBJECTIVES-The main aim/objectives of the UPCB is :(a) To maintain the flow of agri credit.
(b) To facilitate co-ordination between the District Cooperative Banks(DCBs)
(c) To maintain financial control.
(d) As a control/balance centre in agri credit facilities.
(e) As advisor to its members.
Short Term Credit Distribution
Under this system,the farmers are provided crop loan at low/susidised interest rates.This crop
loan is distributed through PACS situated at the Nyay Panchayat level.On one side where PACS
are providing short term credit facilities to the farmers on the other hand the PACS/branches
of DCBs are providing banking facilities at the grass root level/ remote areas of the country.To
enhance agriculture production,the non-defaulter farmers are getting crop loan at the nominal
interest rate of 3%.The reimbursement of the differnce in interest is provided by the State
Government in the form of InerestGrants.In financial year 2015-16,a provision of Rs.190 crore
was made.
Distribution Of Sort Term Crop Loan
In the FY 2015-16 having a distribution target of Rs.8771.00 Cr. the State achieved distrbution
of Rs.6502.75 Cr. achieving 74.14 % of the target.
2-COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURE INPUTS SCHEME
Cooperative Societies/Institutions play an important role agriculture production.Various agriculture inputs,viz Chemical Ferilizers,HYV seeds,Plant protection chemicals, Biofertilizers, Milizers,
Micronutrients,Organic Manure etc are being distributed through these institutions.Presently,9578
centres of the cooperatives societies have ensured the timely distribution of the above agricultaral
inputs at fair prices making the farmers economically self reliant and enhancing their contribution
in national development.
(a) Fertilizer Distribution-Pradeshik Cooperative Federation Ltd.(PCF)is an State level Apex
Institution in the field of marketing.It supplies/stores various agricultural inputs and distribute
them to the farmers through PACS and their Farmers Service Centres(FSS)/KrishakSeva Kendra
and also procures wheat and paddy at MSP(minimum support price) through PACand FSS/.
Presently PCF has 18 regional 75 district offices along with 10 marketing branches and 560
FSS.PCF also has a distinction of being a designated nodal agency for Coal.Underthis,the PCF
supplies coal to brick kilns and other industries.
In FY 2015-16,the State Government has provided subsidy support to the PCF in transportation head for timely supply ofagri inputs etc.to the PACS and FSS. During Kharif 2015,with
the target of 18.47 lakh Mt.of fertilizer ,the target 9.81 lakh MT of Urea and 2.63 lakh MT
of Phosphatic fertilizeri.e.total12.44 MTof the target was achieved.In 2015-16 Rabi,having a
target of 22.28 lakh MT ,there was a distribution of 7.43 lakh MT of urea and 7.60 lakh MT
of phosphaticfertilizertotal of about 15 MT. was distributed.
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(b) Marketing Scheme
In order to provide a remunarative price of agri produce to the farmers,free them from
middleman and to protect them from market price fluctuations,the government procures agriculture produce from the farmers by giving them Minimum Support Price(MSP) Of their
produce.Under this scheme,the PCF works as an State level apex society along with 18 District
Cooerative Federations(DCFs)at the district level and 258 marketing cooperative societies at the
Tehsil level.These Societies/institutions purchase agri produce from the farmers.
Also there is a scheme wherein the farmers keep their produce vizWheat,Chana,Arhar,Mataretc
with the marketing societies in the form of pledge.Inreturn,they get 70% of the value of the the
produce as advance.During the peak season,when there is a rise in prices farmers sell their
produce in market.Then freeing its produce from the society.The society takes some amount
from the farmers for the storage of his produce.In this manner,there is a business running for
both,the farmers as well as the society.
3-COOPERATIVE CONSUMER SCHEME
Daily consumer items are provided at fair prices through cooperative societies/institutions.This
business is being done by the PACS,Central Consumer Stores(CCS) and Primary Consumer
Cooperative Societies(PCCS).The societies purchase consumer goods on their own resources
at wholesale prices and sell them at fairprices.There has been a disntict role of Womens’
Consumer Cooperative Societies to ensure paricipation of women in development.
Uttar Pradesh UpbhoktaSahkariSangh Ltd.(Uttar Pradesh Consumer Cooperative Federation
Ltd./UPSS)is a State level apex institution for Cooperative Consumer Business.It purchases
various consumer items as per the demands of its member societies and supplies to them at fare
prices.It is also a designated State agency for foodgrainprocurement.Presently,it has 15 branches,16
depots,6 cooperative LPG services and 01 processing unit.
In FY 2015-16 the fixed business target was Rs.35258.00 Lakh corresponding to which,business
of Rs.29,350.00 Lakh was done by the consumer societies.
4-LONG TERM AGRICULTURE CREDIT LOAN
The Uttar Pradesh Land Development Bank(LDB)cater the long term agriculture credit
needs of the farmers.The bank has 323 branches at block/Tehsil level.
5-STORAGE
The scientific storage of agriculture produce,seeds,fertilizers,agricultureequipments and other
notified articles and their transportation is an important aspect of agriculture development.With
regard to this aspect,the State Warehousing Corporation(SWC) plays a significant role.It acts as
an agent of goverment and Central Warehousing Corporation(CWC) regarding the storage and
transportation of the above articles.
The State Warehousing Corporation(SWC)was established under the national storage policy
for which the Agricultural Produce(Development and Warehousing)Corporation Act,1956 was
enacted.Later this Act was repealed and replaced by the Warehousing Corporation Act,1962.
COOPERATIVES IN U.P.-IN NUTSHELL
No. of Cooperative Societies registered with RCS U.P. :No of PACS - 7479
No of DCBs - 50
No of Apex
- 10
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These constitute the main point of interface between the farmers and the Cooperative Banks
for disbursement of :1-Short term agricultural loans,
2-Provide HYV seeds,
3-Fertilizers,
4-Pesticides and improved agricultural implements etc.
Short term credit :- Three tier structure
• 7479 Primary agricultural cooperative societies (PACS)
• 50 District/Central Cooperative Banks with 1308 branches at district level
• UP cooperative Bank at state level
Long term credit :- Unitary system
•

U.P.Sahkari Gram Vikas Bank Ltd. with its 323 branches operating all over
the State.

CONCLUSION
Under the circumstances, there is a need for resurgence of cooperatives as important play¬ers.
Cooperatives have a tremendous opportunity precisely because :POTENTIAL OF COOPERATIVES
1-Membership coverage.
2-Credit facility to all members.
3-To increase present level of crop loan
4-To increase contribution of cooperatives in fertilizer distribution.
5-To increase contribution of cooperative in purchasing wheat and paddy under price
support scheme.
6-To increase the present level of storage capacity.
RELEVANCE OF COOPERATIVES
1-Purity of fertilizers and other agriculture inputs.
2-Act as buffer to control market prices of fertilizer and other agricultural
3-Easy availability of crop loan.
4-Management of cooperatives by its members
5-Facility of price support scheme.
6-Easy accessibility of cooperative institutions.

inputs.

In terms of the decent work paradigm ... cooperatives could lead the way by demonstrating
what we really mean by freedom, equity, security and human dignity. ... Thus cooperatives by
being true to their basic principles provide locally-based answers to globalization”.
Therefore, contrary to the belief that globalization impedes the growth of cooperatives,
coopera¬tives are the vital agencies to face the challenges posed by globalization.
Cooperatives in India have mostly played the role of an agent of the government. Coop¬eratives
are seen to be the institutions that carry the State programmes to people, and in turn get State
support. However, the very policies that have made the conventional role of cooperatives
redundant have also created new space for cooperatives to function.
The new role of
cooperatives emerges from this background.
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Audit and inspectionof the cooperative institution so as to make them strong and accountable
towards members. (b)monitor controlled credit recovery record(c)To generate member wise list
for credit utilization,repaymentstatus.,to reach out to the remotest area of the state,kiosks in local
language which provides the facility to farmers for application facility of input
andeffectiv,transparent coordination between cooperative institution .Father of the Nation had
said it”when HE(farmer)is satisfied and healthy, the nation is healthy”.Asex Prime minister had
given a callwhen we were importing food grains “JAI JAWAN JAI KISAN’.This is the spirit
and soul of cooperative deparment to reach out to everyextended hand in the state.
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Implementation of ESI Scheme in Uttar Pradesh – Some
Recent Changes and its Implications
Shahid Manzar Abbas Rizvi, IAS

The Constitution of India guarantees the Socio-economics justice to its citizens. In consonance with
this the Central and State Governments have enacted many laws for ensure the social security of masses
as well as laborers. The ESI Act is one of them, providing, among other benefits, a guarantee of
reasonably good medical care to workers in organized sector. This is an insurance based scheme,
administered by ESI Corporation through the contribution of employees and employers. Medical
services to the laborers and their families are largely provided on fund sharing basis in the ratio of
7:1 between the Corporation and State in several State-run hospitals, dispensaries and IMP Clinics,
Government Health Institutions on referral basis and cashless tie-up in private hospitals.Although State
Govt. has been made responsible by ESIC for supervision and monitoring of Medical services under
the scheme and introduced changes regarding processing and financing of the Scheme the desired level
of medical services have not been provided by the IPs due to acute shortage of Doctors, Paramedics
and Technicians. There is need for close tie up between Corporation and State.

Introduction
Social Security, today is a dynamic concept that has drawn the attention of almost all the
nation whether developing or developed. It has come to be considered as an essential inputs
towards socio-economic amelioration of the masses as a protective measure against deprivation
and destitution in the event of loss of wages or earning capacity due to death, disease and
disablement, old age and unemployment.The right of workers to social security is recognized
under the Constitution of India and other welfare legislations.
Social Security Legislations for Laborers
Our Constitution through its basic features as enshrined in the Preamble and provisions under
Part III and Part IV impose an obligation upon the government to function as a modern welfare
state. The legislations for welfare of laborers have been enacted by state as well as by central
governments, which cover organized and unorganized sectors’ workers. These include Factories
Act, 1948; Minimum Wages Act, 1948; Maternity Benefit Act 1961 etc. Out of the laws relating
to laborers of organized sector, the Employees State Insurance Act, 1948 is one of the most
important central legislations.
Employees State Insurance Act, 1948
The promulgation of ESI Act, 1948 envisaged an integrated need based social insurance
scheme that would protect the interest of workers in contingencies such as sickness, maternity,
temporary or permanent physical disablement, and death due to employment injury resulting in
loss of wages or earning capacity. The Act also guarantees reasonably good medical care to
workers and their immediate dependents.Following the enactment of the ESI Act the Central
Shahid Manzar Abbas Rizvi, IAS, Director, ESI Scheme, Labour Medical Services, Kanpur, UP
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Govt. set up the ESI Corporation to administer the Scheme. The scheme was inaugurated in
Kanpur on 24th February 1952 (ESIC Day) by then Prime Minister Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru
in Kanpur.
Applicability
The ESI Act, 1948 applies to the factories and establishments which include motor transport
undertakings, hotels, restaurants, cinemas, newspaper establishment and shops, educational and
medical institutions wherein 10 or more persons are employed. However, in 8 States, excluding
UP, threshold limit for coverage of establishments is still 20. Employees drawing wages up to
Rs. 15000/- a month are covered under the Act whereas for permanently disabled employees
wage ceiling is Rs. 25000/- per month. At present scheme is covering about 1.95 crores of
beneficiaries, who are called IPs in the Scheme. Thetotal number of IPs availing medical care
is about 7.58 crores including their family members as on 31.03.2014.
Funding
The entire Scheme is run by the contribution received from employees and employers in the
ratio of 1.75% to 4.75% of the employee’s wage respectively. Employees earning up to Rs.
3000/- pm areexempted from payment of their share of contribution. The fund is collected by
ESIC on its own.
ESI Scheme – Labor Medical Services
After acquainting with the basic features of the ESIS, let us come to the medical benefit as
provided under the ‘Scheme’. The Scheme provides for full and comprehensive medical treatment to the IPs and their families including hospitalization, referral treatment and supply of
artificial limbs, dentures etc. This benefit is available to the IPs from the date they enter
insurable employment and is continued thereafter subject to fulfillment of condition of contribution for 78 days in a contribution period of 6 months.
Medical services are provided through a large infrastructure comprising hospitals, dispensaries, annexes, Model Dispensaries-cum-Diagnostic Centers (MDDC), Insurance Medical
Practitioner(IMP) clinics and arrangements with other health institutions. Presently IPD/OPD
services are provided through a chain of 151hospitals with total bed strength of around 23188
excluding beds reserved in state government hospitals and annexes,1418 dispensaries and 1017
IMPs. The provision for Super specialty services is mainly through tie-up arrangements with
private hospitals numbering more than 1000 across India.
The 162nd Meeting of ESIC–The Advent of State Executive Committee (SEC)
For overall improvement in the delivery of Medical Care under the ESI Scheme, the ESI
Corporation at its 162nd Meeting held on 31-07-2014, has taken some decisions like formulation
of State Executive Committee, making the attractive features in the existing IMP System
including enhancement of capitation fees for IMP, delegation of powers to sanction Special
Repair works as well as ARM to SEC, delegating the powers to approve empanelment, deempanelment, blacklisting of tie-up hospitals under SST facility as well as secondary care,
monitoring the IT Roll Out program Dhanwantri to SEC in the state etc. In effect this very
important meeting of ESIC has largely shifted the focal point of medical services to IPs from
Corporation to SEC.
Expenditure on Medical Care
It is shared between ESI Corporation and the State Government in the ratio of 7:1 within the
prescribed ceiling which is revised from time to time. In order to improve the standard of
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medical care in the States, the amount reimbursable to the State Governments for running the
medical care scheme has been increased from Rs.1500/- to Rs. 2150/- per IP family unit per
annum w.e.f. 01.04.2015. The States, where SST Expenditure incurred by ESIC wholly, the
propitiate ratio for reimbursement is 40:60 for administrative and non-administrative
respectively.Any excess expenditure over and above this ceiling or sub-ceiling has to be borne
by the State.
ESI Scheme in Uttar Pradesh
Sec. 58 of the ESI Act makes state governments responsible for arrangement of medical
care of IPs and their families. In the State, this is done through 15 ESI hospitals, 94 Allopathic,
11 Ayurvedic and 11 Homeopathic dispensaries. There are one Model Hospital and 04 Allopathic
dispensaries situated in NOIDA which are directly run and managed by ESIC New Delhi.
Presently there are 13.05 lakh IPs, as on 31.03.2015, arein entire State. The Scheme is
implementedin 42 districts in UP, but about 45% of total number of IPs are situated in NOIDA
only.
Roadblocksand Challenges
1. The acute shortage of GDMOs and Specialist doctors as well as Paramedics and Technicians is a major challenge to run the Scheme smoothly. It resulted in under-utilization of
resources. The over-all bed-occupancy of ESIS hospitals has remained between 32.00%and
36.00% during last three years.
2. The regional and over-all imbalance in number of IPs has compounded the problem. It also
causes the lower eligibility of funds from ESIC under administrative head resulting in financial
burden on the State exchequer.
3. The recent change in administrative and non-administrative ratio from 50:50 in FY 201415 to 40:60 in 2015-16 has also caused financial burden on the State. The current eligibility under
administrative expenditure comes out to be Rs. 860/- per IP as compared to Rs. 900/- in 201314 calculated @60% of Rs. 1500 of ceiling in that year.
4. A Revolving Fund (RF) was created after long deliberations with States to provide fast
reimbursement of medical bills and advance payments to referred Government Medical Institutions. The RF is terminated w.e.f. 01.04.2015, which created large pendency of reimbursement
claims of IPs. ESIC agreed to re-start it with certain conditions, one of which is to produce an
undertaking from AG of the State to get the audit done by them. This condition is not necessitated as the RF is constituted at Regional Director, ESIC level and payment is also carried out
against sanctions issued from ESIC Officials at their level.
ESIC Increases the Woes
1. Section 58(3) reads thus
“The Corporation may enter into an agreement with a StateGovernment in regard to the
nature and scale of the medical treatment that should be provided to insured persons and (where
such medical benefit is extended to the families) their families (including provision of buildings,
equipment, medicines, and staff) and for the sharing of the cost thereof and of any excess in
the incidence of sickness benefit to insured persons between the Corporation and the
StateGovernment.”
This provision binds the Corporation not to alter, among other things, the sharing of the
cost of medical treatment to IPs between State and Corporation without an agreement. But the
ceiling of medical treatment per IP and sub-ceiling of administrative and non-administrative
expenditure have been changed ex parte by the Corporation to the disadvantage of the State.
2.The abolition of RF was unwarranted. After sometimes it was restored with certain con146

ditions. One condition is to give an undertaking issued by AG of the State that Fund will be duly
audited by them. This condition seems superfluous as the Fund is managed by Corporation itself.
3. Recently the Corporation changed the process of clearance of SST bills raised by tie-up
hospitals. Earlier the bills were submitted to State Medical Commissioner (SMC) for payment.
Now the bills have to be first submitted in referring ESIS Hospitals, then to be scrutinized by
State Directorate and finally to SMC for payments. This arrangement will make the process
cumbersome causing unnecessary delays, especially since the State Directorate is not wellequipped with the skilled staff.
New Proposals and Initiatives by the State Government and Corporation – Future Goals
In the state of UP, following areas are under process for initiating new proposals for making
the services under ESIS as patient friendly:
aTo overcome the shortage of Specialist doctors, GDMOs as well as Paramedics and
Technicians, the requisition for the vacant posts have been sent to UP Public Service
Commissionand UP Subordinate Service Selection Commission.
bService conditions of doctors under ESIS are being improved by providing them similar
facilities to those of doctors under PMHS to attract fresh medical professionals.
cProposal for re-employment of retired MOs/Specialists up to the age of 65 years is under
process.
dProposal for contractual arrangement for all categories of staff is under consideration.
eProvision of cashless SST facilities as well as secondary care treatment in government
run hospitals and super specialty Institutes/Medical Colleges is under consideration.
fEstablishing a modern launderette at one of ESI Hospitalson pilot basis is under progress.
gIn view of the frequent power cuts, solarization of a dispensary is being taken up on the
pilot basis.
hAs per decisions taken in 166th meeting of ESIC, proposal for providing all the benefits
under ESI Act to Aganwadi Workers, ASHA, Mid-day meal cook, Home Guards and
other volunteers etc. is under active consideration at government level.
The Corporation has decided to cover the whole district instead of revenue village based
implemented area. In the next stage the entire state will be covered. It has also been decided
to extend the services to unorganized sector workers starting with Building and Other
ConstructionWorkers.
Conclusion and Suggestions
The provisions of section 58 promotes federalism. The decisions taken in ESIC meetings,
especially relating to funding pattern of the scheme should be followed by an agreement with
the state.
Since the administrative expenditure always tends to increase in the event of filling of vacant
posts and ever increasing salaries of staff, the ex-parte changes in the ratio of administrative
and non-administrative expenditure is not desirable. For the expenditure over and above this subceiling has to be borne by the State.
The survey of potential beneficiaries (IPs) is the duty of ESIC. This work needs to be done
on massive scale. This will ensure the more fund admissibility of States, greater coverage of
eligible laborers/workers under this social security scheme and better utilization of existing
resources.
Since the State must act as an ideal employer. Therefore it is imperative to provide social
security under ESI Act to those workers who are on contractual terms with the State like
Anganwadi Workers, ASHA, MDM cooks, HG and PRD volunteers, contractual meter readers
in Power Corporation and contractual conductors and drivers in SRTC etc.
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Leptospirosis Control Intervention by Zakhmeruj &
Jatyadi Malam Summary Report
Kirtikumar Upadhyay, IAS
Leptospirosis is an infectious bacterial disease transmitted to human beings by domestic animals
and it is most commonly spread by rodents. It may also be transmitted by animal urine or by contaminated water or soil containing animal urine coming into contact with breaks in the skin, eyes, mouth,
nose. Agricultural and livestock farmers, workers in rice fields, sugarcane fields underground sewage,
abattoir workers and veterinarians form the Risk groups. Leptospirosis may emerged as epidemics
causing significant morbidity and mortality. Surat and Tapi districts in South Gujarat are reporting
maximum number of Leptospirosis cases in monsoon followed by Navsari and Valsad attributed mainly
to flood waters causing water logging in these low lying districts during flood in 1994, 1998 and 2006.
The symptoms of this disease range from headache, muscle pain, fever, severe bleeding from lungs or
meningitis and severe pulmonary hemorrhage. Distribution of Zakhmeruz ointment free of cost in the
villages of Tapi district, in the year 2012 for outward application on foot and hands for treatment of
healing of aberration and crack – indicated zero incidence of death, compared to the previous years’
figures before application of the said ointment. Effectiveness of the ointment in controlling the disease
however, requires its distribution on pilot basis in the surrounding high risk villages.

Introduction
Leptospirosis is a zoonotic disease and gets transmitted to human beings as an occupational
hazard. It prevailed through out the world however their distribution is concentrated in tropical
and sub tropical countries where the soil pH and moisture are favorable for their survival. It is
closely associated with rice fields, rains and rodents. In addition to rats other animals like cow,
goat, buffalos are also known to transmit this infection to man.Leptospirosis is an economically
important disease especially in livestock industry due to increased mortality, reduction in milk
yield, abortion, repeat breeding and infertility.The domestic animals may act as carrier and
disseminator to their own species and also to other species of animals and man. Rodents are
believed to play an important role in the continuous maintenance of Leptospira and disseminate
them in the surroundings.
During the past decade Leptospirosis has emerged and resulted in epidemics causing significant morbidity and mortality in human beings. In South Gujarat, Surat and Tapi districts are
reporting maximum number of cases followed by Navsari and Valsad. Key reasons of endemicity of disease in these districts are lift irrigation system as well as the water from Ukai-Kakrapar
Dam project is used. Ukai dam was constructed on the river Tapi as a part of multipurpose
Ukai-Kakrapar project at Ukai, TalukaSonegarh, DistrictSurat in the year 1973. The main
features of the project were irrigation, hydropower generation, fishery and flood control. From
the experience of flood of 1994, 1998 and 2006 it was observed that the excess water released
Kirtikumar Upadhyay, I.A.S., Collector & DM, Mahisagar,Gujarat
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from the Ukai dam during the monsoon season spread in large low lying areas of Surat, Tapi,
Navsari, and Valsad districts resulting in waterlogged conditions and excess water received
during the monsoon (approximately 110 inches rainfall in the area) is the main cause of water
logging in these areas.This water logging emerges as a major factor for Leptospirosis.
2. Disease Burden
Leptospirosis is a zoonotic disease caused by bacteria of the genus Leptospira. It is most
commonly spread via water contaminated with urine from infected animals, but contaminated
food or soil can also act as vehicles for the disease. The main animal reservoirs are rodents,
livestock and dogs. Disease in humans can vary from mild flu-like illness to serious disease.
Some severe complications include kidney damage, liver failure, respiratory distress, meningitis
and death. It can also be an occupational hazard for those working outdoors or with animals and
a recreational hazard for those participating in water-related activities. Epidemics are typically
seen during flooding, and changing environmental trends, with extreme weather patterns, may
perpetuate these epidemics. If there is an epidemic, the incidence can soar to 100 or more per
100 000 people. Certain occupational groups such as agricultural labourers, sewage workers,
animal handlers etc. constitute high risk groups. Leptospirosis was first detected in Gujarat in
the year 1994. SuratNavsari, Valsad and Tapi districts are mainly affected every year in monsoon.
Status of Leptospirosis cases in Tapi in last Four year is as follows

3. Epidemiology
Case Definition:Leptospirosis is essentially animal infection by several serotypes of Leptospiraand
transmitted to man under certain environmental conditions. The disease manifestations are many
and varied, ranging from a mild febrile illness to severe and sometimes fatal disease.
Host Factors:
• Age & Sex: Males suffer more frequently from leptospirosis than females because of greater
occupational exposure to infected animals and contaminated environment. Gender difference in
susceptibility is not apparent under conditions where both men and women are at equal risk.
Leptospira infections occur more frequently in persons 20-45 years of age group. Leptospirosis
rarely occurs in young children and infants, possibly, because of minimal exposure.
• Occupation: Human infections are usually due to occupational exposure to urine of infected
animals, e.g., agricultural and livestock farmers, workers in rice fields, sugarcane fields, underground sewers, abattoir workers, meat and animal handlers, veterinarians etc.
• Immunity: A serovars specific immunity follows infection.
• High risk groups
• Agricultural workers such as rice field planters, sugar cane and pineapple field, Harvesters,
livestock handlers, laborers engaged in canal cleaning operations are subjected to exposure with
Leptospirawhich have reservoir in Rodents, Cattle, Swine, Sheep, Goats etc.
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• Fishermen, sewer workers and all those persons who are liable to work in rodent infested
environment.
• Lorry drivers and masons - As lorry drivers may use contaminated water to wash their
vehicles and masons may come in contact with the organisms while preparing the cement and
sand mixture for construction work with contaminated water.
Mode of Transmission:
• Direct Contact: Leptospira can enter the body through skin abrasions or through intact mucous
membrane by direct contact with urine or tissue of infected animal. Direct man to man infection
is rare.
• 4. Pathophysiology and Clinical manifestation
• In the kidneys, interstitial nephritis, tubular necrosis, and impaired capillary permeability, as well
as the associated hypovolemia, result in renal failure.
• Liver involvement is marked by centrilobular necrosis and Kupffer cell proliferation, with
hepatocellular dysfunction.
• Pulmonary involvement is secondary to alveolar and interstitial vascular damage resulting in
hemorrhage. This complication is considered to be the major cause of leptospirosis-associated
death.
• The damage to the vascular system as a whole can result in capillary leakage, hypovolemia,
and shock. Many patients with leptospirosis may develop disseminated intravascular coagulation
(DIC), hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS), thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP), and
vasculitis. Thrombocytopenia indicates severe disease and should raise suspicion for a risk of
bleeding.
In year 2012, in Tapi district, Ointment zakhmeruz received in donation was distributed in village
NaniChikhli with population of 2300, Ta: Vyara, Di: Tapi on experimental basis. The ointment
was used by farmers and animal care takers on their foot and hands for the treatment and
healing of aberration and cracks.
In year 2011, in the same village (NaniChikhali) 6 cases of Leptospirosis were reported and
out of these 3 patients died. In that year the ointment Zakhmeruz was not experimented by
health department and thereby not distributed.
In year 2012, no case was reported in village NaniChikhali after the experiment and distribution of Ointment Zakhmeruz.
In year 2013, Health Department Tapi is planning to further expand the pilot project in 2 high
risk villages viz. Vanskui and Sadadvan of PHC Chapawadi , Ta: Vyara which comes under the
radius of KAPP i.e. within 6-8 kms ranges for further testing the affect of ointment in controlling
the disease so that concrete conclusion may be made regarding effectiveness of the Ointment.
For the same, Ointment Zakhmeruz of Rs. 7,00,000 need to be distributed in the villages
mentioned above on pilot basis.
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Comparison Report of Zekhmeruj&Jatiyadimalam
Intervention in Tapi District( Year-2012-13)
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Village Guards of Nagaland
– A Report
O.T.C. Chang, IAS
The Nagaland Village Guards founded on March 1st, 1957 is basically a National Volunteer Force
run by the ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India.
From a modest of 300 Scouts recruited
since 1957 the strength has increased to 3820 today, over 320 Villages across 5 (five) Districts.
Namely:- Mon, Tuensang, Longleng, Kiphire and Meluri (Phek). Nagas traditionally lived in Morungs
and guarded their Villages against enemies from times immemorial. Young people living in Morungs
were trained in various arts and techniques of war. VGs were the “watch dogs” of the Villages and
their main role is to ensure immediate security and protection of their own villages against violence
to life and property. Secondary roles being rendering of limited protective routine duties, like road
opening, passing of information, acting as Guides and interpreters and provision of escorts to Civil
Administrative Officers etc. Their acts of bravery and unflinching loyalty and dedication to the organization and sacrifices made to the call of duty over the years have earned them the reputation of “The
Guardian of the Frontier Villages” apart from receiving the prestigious awards of Ashok Chakra, Kirti
Chakra and Shaurya Chakras from his Excellency, the President of India.

Introduction
The Nagaland Village Guards was founded on March 1st 1957. Their supreme sacrifice of
giving their lives in defence of border frontier Villages, Their acts of bravery their unflinching
loyalty and dedication to the organization and sacrifices made to the call of duty over the years
have earned them “The Guardian of the Frontier Villages”.
The Village Guards is basically a National Vounteer Force and the funding comes from the
Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs. From a modest 300 recruits Scouts from 1957
the strength has increased to 3820 today over 320Villages across 5 (five) Districts. Namely:Mon, Tuensang, Longleng, Kiphire and Meluri (Phek) along the sensitive Indo-Myanmar frontier
Villages.
It was in the womb of the traditional “Naga Morung” that the most admired volunteer force
of Nagaland-the Village Guards- Was born. Nagas traditionally lived in Morungs and guarded
their Villages against enemies from times immemorial. Young people who lives in Morungs were
trained in various arts and techniques of war metamorphosing them into powerful warriors
against all kinds of marauders who not only sought to overrun their terriotory but even their
culture. The Village Guards were and are the “watch dogs” of the Villages against
invaders and intruders. This was a part of Social and cultural life of the Nagas ever since
the dawn of History.
O.T.C. Chang, I.A.S. Secretary, Co-operation Deptt., Nagaland
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The idea for raising the Village Guards was conceived within the purview of the social and
cultural life of the Nagas to protect the Villages against the insurgents ravage. It was started
in a small way as “Peasents’ Volunteer Force” for guarding and defending the Villages.The
Village Guards were initially provided with 12 bore guns with a monthly remuneration besides
all allowance to annual clothing and ration allowance. They were also provided with a Waterproof cape, one blanket and one mosquito net every three years.
The celebration of 25th years anniversary of the Village guards saw the enhancement of
annual clothing allowance from Rs.60 to Rs. 100 annually and ration money from Rs.35 to Rs.60
per month.
Raised with only 300 loyal Nagas on 1st March, 1957, the Village Guards had increased in
strength to 3820 spread over to the border village in the district of Tuensang, Mon, and Phek
covering 120 villages and 14 adminestrative headquarters on completion of 25 years in 1982.
This was the period when the village guards gallanly defented their villages and guarded the
areas bordering with Myanmar(Burma). Twenty four village guards were decorated with Ashok
Chakra series for their distinguished services by the president of india and a host of VGs were
recipients of the Governor’s Commendation Certificates. The village guards played a remarkable
role in restoration of peace and order in this trouble torn area during this period of turmoil. They
proved themselves as one of the finest Peasents’ Volunteer force in guarding the border villages
which speaks volume for their dedication, commitment and performance.
This period also witnessed the sacrifices made by the village guards and many gave their
lives while defending their village. Their exemplary courage in action exalted the Organisation
to attain the highest degree of ‘Honour’ in the service of the people and the nation.
Despite many constraints, they continue to maintain the principle of integrity of the ‘Nation
above oneself’. Their loyalty and devotion to duty shall go down in history as a living for
generations to come.
The emergence of the village guards began with the attack of Pangsha village by the
insurgents on the night of 11/12 February 1957 in which nine persons including wo,en and
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children were killed. The invading insurgents suffered heavy casualties during the attack.
Major R.Kathing, MC.OBE,IFAS. Political officer of the erstwhile Tuensang frontier Division, under NEFA administration initiated the proposal for the raising of 300 loyal Nagas to be
armed with 12 bore guns under the banner of ‘Tuensang Frontier Division Scouts’ for protection
of the border villages.This proposal was concurred by the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India.
The attack of Pangsha village was a turning point and urgency arose for safeguarding the
villages from insurgents’ revenge. Aim was mainly to defent and protect the lives and properties
of the villages from insurgents, and insurgency operation within the village areas.
Major M.B.Rai, Ex 11 Gurkha Rifle, was bought intoorganise the Tuensang Frontier Division
Scouts. Thus, the VG Organization wasformally raised with 300 loyal Nagas on 1st March,
1957.
Not long before, the new area known as the Naga Hills Tuensang Area was created with
the unification of the Nagas Hills District of Assam and Tuensang Frontier Division of NEFA
on 1st December, 1957 under the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India.
Consequent upon the formation of the Naga Hills Tuensang Area, the special constable of
Naga Hill and Tuensang Frontier Division Scouts were incorporated and re-organized on 1st
December,1957 and re-named as ‘Village Defence Guards (VDG).
A post of Military Liaison Officer to the Commissioner NHTA in the rank of Lt.Col. was
created with headquarter at Kohima. Three independent wings, one each at Kohima, Mokokchung
and Tuensang were established. Each wing was commanded by a Major from the Army with
headquarters located at each of the three District headquarters. The strength of the VDG in
NHTA was 2000. It was divided into 40 platoons and each consisted of 15 men.
Since VDG was purely an ad hocorganization, the administrative stuff were drawn from the
Army and Assam Rifles. In certain cases VDG was also attached to the Army and the Assam
Rifles for administration, training and operation.
The primary role allotted to VDG was the immediate security and protection of their own
villages against violence to life and property.Secondary roles were: limited protective routine
duties like road opening, passing of information, acting as Guides and interpreters and provision
of escorts to Civil Adminestrative Officers.
On Nagaland attaining Statehood on December 1. 1963, the VDG wingsof Kohima and
Mokokchung districts were converted and formed major elements of the 1- and 2- battalions of
the Nagaland Armed Police (NAP). Thus, these two VDG were disbanded.
The Tuensang wing covering thr present district of Tuensang, Mon, Kiphire, Longleng and
Meluri Area of Phek district remain operative for the security of the villages bordering the
International Border with Myanmar. The VDG, which was still in operation, was re-designated
as Village Guards, Tuensang and the wing Commander re-designed as Commandant. The
appointment was to be held by an officer of the rank of Major form the Army.
On raising of the 3rd battalion of the Nagaland Armed Police at Tuensang in 1966. The
Government almost decided that the VGs were to be enrolled in the 3-NAP and non-volunteers
an medically unfit persons to be discharged in the same manner as that of Kohima and
Mokokchung VGs. It was however, on the persistent efforts of Shri. Akum Imlong, the Minister
for Tuensang Affairs, Shri Aliba Lmti, IFAS,DC Tuensang and Major M.B.Rai, the Commandent,
that the VGS of Tuensang were not disbanded while volunteers were allowed to enroll in the
3rd NAP Battalion.
During late sixties, active insurgency shifted from other parts of Nagaland to Tuensang
district. The VGs made a major contribution by themselves and in support of the security forces
for maintenance of law and order in the State.Consequently, insurgency almost came to an end
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with the singing of the Shillong Accord on 11-November, 1975.
In 1979 insurgency reappeared in a new and more ominous from. A faction of insurgents
under the leadership of Th.Muivah and Issac.Swu denounced the Shillong Accord and the
leadership of Shri.A.Z.Phizoand formed NSCN(National Socialist Council of Nagaland) in the
Burma-Naga area and posed a new threat not only to the peace, but also to the social and
religious fabric of Nagaland. They launched a severe wave of terrorism by burning Burma-Naga
villages and killing recalcitrant village elders. Then, they turned to village inside Nagaland. In
Khiamniungan Naga area, they attacked Kenjong on 13 May,1980 and Pang village on 3- Sep,
1980, burned 103 houses including 31 granaries, a School and Church. They killed 10 villages
and wounded 5. These included two old men, two women and 10 Children. On both occasions,
the VGs rose with traditional chivalry and turned back the attackers inflicting heavy casualties
on the insurgents. Two VGs lost their lives and two others were wounded, five dead bodies of
insurgents were also recovered. The insurgents were believed to have carried away many more
dead and wounded. For their acts of exceptional courage and devotion to duty, His Excellency,
the President of India awarded two Kirti Chakras (Including one posthumous) and eight Shaurya
Chakras (including one posthumous) to the VGs.
In recognition of their valour and to face this new threat from across the border, Government
decided to strengthen and revitalize the VGs. With effect from 28th October,1981, Shri Dal
Singh, VSM, was appointed as additional Inspector General of Police, Nagaland on deputation
from the Indian Army and placed in-charge of the VGs under the commissioner. Efforts were
taken to increase the strength, cover more villages along the border which did not have VGs,
organize a more effective command and control structure and to enhance the various allowances
being paid to the VGs.
In Conclusion it would be appropriate to quote the messages of Shri.L.P.Singh, former
Governor of Nagaland.
“A fresh look at VGs would be necessary. They have served us well in the past and can
be of great help particularly in dealing with any attempt by small group of people going out to
Burma and Nagaland from Burma”.
And that of Shri.L.L.Yaden, former Commissioner, Nagaland
“ Today, we are having peace in other districts having freedom of movement and vigilant
village Guards guarding the borders defending against the intrusion of the insurgents”.
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Food Safety Plan for Panchayats
Bimal Kumar Dubey, IAS

The issue of food safety is directly related to the health and happiness of human beings. The
sensitivity of food safety is increasing with growing complexity of food chain due to advancement in
research and development in food sector. The challenge of food safety is more complex in Indian context
because of huge population, different food habits across diverse geographical area, economic disparity,
growing urbanization etc. Government of India enacted Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006 to cover
manufacturing, storage, distribution, sale and imports of food commodities under the control of a single
authority. This new act has replaced the previous Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954 and all
other prevalent Govt. orders. The Act applies to misbranding, sub-standard and unsafe food in addition
to adulteration. There is provision for compensation to the consumers from the Food Business Operators
in case of loss suffered due to food produced by them. Preparation of a Food Safety Plan at Panchayat
level is a mandatory duty of the Food Safety Officer appointed under the new Act. For effective
implementation of the legislative intent of the FSS Act, 2006, sensitisation of common citizens as well
as the Food Business Operators at the Panchayat Level on the basic guidelines for hygienic and proper
storage conditions of food is a paramount necessity.

Introduction
The safety and wholesomeness of food has always been important for human kind. Given
the intimate relationship between the food and human health, the resolve to keep it safe and
protected has led to the formulation of progressive food safety laws which address the needs
of recent times to regulate food business operations in the country.Food Safety is an issue which
is directly related to the health and happiness of the people in the country. It has been a topic
of a major focus and concern for the policy makers all across the country.The challenge of
providing wholesome food to the population of 1.2billionpopulation is a mammoth task. These are
more challenging in the Indian context because apart from population the varied eating habits
across diverse geographical areas and climatic conditions wide economic disparity, growing
urbanization and mobility of population particularly the younger population leaving their homes
for pursuing their education and employment goals has increased the challenges. The advancement of research and development in the food industryhas made available the use of numerous
additives, artificial flavours and chemical compounds in production process in food industry.
These have made imperative on the food regulators to lay down food safety standards and
packaging guidelines for food industry. Growth of nuclear families and double income group
families has increased the demand of packaged food. By one of the estimates of ASSOCHAM
the packaged food industry in India is going to be worth $ 50 billion by 2017 from $ 52 billion
at present due to increasing popularity of ready to eat items. “There has been a major shift in
food habit in the metro Politian cities. About 75% of household prefer to have instant food due
to steep rise in dual income level, standards of living and covenant, said a survey by industry
body ASSOCHAM.”
Bimal Kumar Dubey, I.A.S, Director, Food Safety and Standards Authority of India,U.P.
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The growing food trade across national boundaries has brought steep rise in imported food
consumption in the country. This also gives a serious threatto the food safety in the country
because now the impact of unsafe food will not be localized but will have much wider ramifications.
With this background the Government of India established the Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India for laying down science based standards for articles of food and to regulate
their manufacture, storage, distribution, sale and imports, to ensure availability of safe and
wholesome food for human consumption. The mandate for Food Safety and Standards Authority
of India is to provide scientific advice and technical support to the Central and State Governments in the matter of framing the policies and rules in the areas of food safety and adulteration.
It is a paradigm shift from the multiple authorities for enforcement of the provisions of food
safety to a single regulatory body with a unified chain of command in the matter of food
safety.The Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 is a progressive Act which has moved from
a regime of adulteration to standardization and from prosecution to self-compliance. Prior to the
Food Safety and Standards Act there were multiple regulatory orders on different food commodities and the Act which dealt with the food adulteration was Prevention of Food Adulteration Act-1954. The following is the list of the orders which have been repealed after enactment
of Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 including the PFA Act-1954 are;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vegetable Oil Products control order, 1947
Fruits Product Order, 1955
Solvent Extracted Oil, de-oiled Meal and Edible Flour (Control Order, 1957)
Meat Food Product Order, 1973
Edible Oil Packaging regulation Order, 1988
Milk and Milk Product Order, 1992

The Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 has been implemented for removing multiple
regulation and regulatory authorities, harmonising with the international lawsand rules of food
safety, framing regulatory requirements based on science and risk analysis, facilitating research
and development in the food sector without compromising food safety and for promoting selfregulatory regime by promoting implementation of Food Safety Management System by Food
Business Operators.
The food safety and standards Act has changed the way in which the issue of food safety
was being addressed in the country. The advancement it made over the Prevention of Food
Adulteration are as under:
The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954 (PFA) was implemented through inspection
/ controls over the Food Business Operators whereas Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006
seeks self-compliance from the Food Business Operators.
There were multiple authorities for the enforcement of food safety in PFA 1954 whereas in
Food Safety and Standards Act it is the single authority i.e. food safety and standards authority
of India.
There were insufficient number of persons for the enforcement of food safety in the country
under Prevention of Food Adulteration regime whereas the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006
seeks for the creation of dedicated full time staff at the state level and the district level going
down to the level of block Panchayats and Talukas.
Under the Prevention of Food Adulteration regime there was direct prosecution of the Food
Business Operators in courts whereas under Food Safety and Standards Act there are provisions
of penalties and adjudication at district level by adjudicating officers and the prosecution is
launched against the Food Business Operators only after getting sanction of prosecution by the
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Food Safety Commissioner of the concernd state.
There was no provision of issuing improvement notice to the Food Business Operators in
Prevention of Food Adulteration act whereas Food Safety and Standards Act provides for
issuing improvement notices to the FBOs for ensuring the compliance of the Act.
The Good Management Practices (GMP) and the Good Hygiene Practices (GHP)were not
mandated under Prevention of Food Adulteration act whereas schedule 4 has been added under
Food Safety and Standards Act for good management practices and good hygiene practices.
There was no proper control on imports of food consignments in the Prevention of Food
Adulteration regime whereas the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India is running an
online system of Food Import Clearance at the major ports in the country including Delhi,
Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Cochin and Tuticorin.
The Food Safety and Standards Act provides for penalties for various acts of omission and
commission by the Food Business Operators which goes much beyond the scope of adulterated
food. The penalties canbe imposed on the food business operators for the following actions.
•
•
•
•

Misleading advertisements and prohibition as to unfair trade practices.
For producing sub standards food and unsafe food.
Penalty for unhygienic or unsanitary processing and manufacturing of food.
Possessing adulterants etc.

The Food Safety and Standards Act provide for the compensation to the consumers in the
case of injury or grievous injury or death by consumption of unsafe food produced by any food
business operator.
The Act also provides for the dedicated judicial set up for dealing with the food related
offences. Food safety appellate tribunal at the state level have been set up for expediting
prosecution process for food related offences.
The stringent provisions of the act cannot be implemented without consumer participation.
Every citizen of the country is a consumer even if he is into the food business. Hence, the
successful implementation of this act desires active participation of all the stake holders i.e.
FBOs, consumers and regulator. The majority of Indian population lives in rural areas. Without
ensuring the availability of safe food in the rural areas the efforts of the act and the legislative
intent of the food safety act shall remain ineffective and a hollow promise. Hence, the Food
Safety and Standards Act, 2006 mandates one of the duties of the Food Safety Officers
appointed under the Actis to prepare a food safety plan at panchayat level.
The food business operators at the Gram Panchayat level are mostly the petty shopkeepers.
The basic guidance for them is more on personal hygiene and proper storage conditions to avoid
contamination of food. Storage conditions become more relevant because in rural areas the use
of fertilizers and pesticides for farming activities poses a serious threat of cross contamination.
The findings of investigations in the case of mid-day meal incidence in Bihar wherein precious
life of innocent children was lost because the cooking oil was stored in a pesticide drum. It is
also important that the petty shopkeepers are informed about some basic level reading so as to
make them understand that the packaged food become unsafe after expiry date. The villagers
also cook ready to eat food during festivals and family functions. Therefore, it is important to
sensitize them on good hygiene practices. The undersigned initiated the process of preparation
of this Food Safety Plan in consultation with the different divisions in the food authority.The final
Food Safety Plan prepared by the authority was presented before the Food Safety Commissioners of the states in the Central Advisory Committee meeting held on 13-10-2015 and has been
finalized for the implementation in the country in consultation with the Food Safety Commissioners of the States. The Food Safety Plan is enclosed as Annexure with the write-up.
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Annexure
FOOD SAFETY PLAN FOR SMALL SHOPS AND FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS,
MEAT AND POULTRY SHOPS, AND ABATTOIRS & SLAUGHTER HOUSES OF
PANCHAYATS AND MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES
1. SMALL SHOPS AND FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS:
1.1 PERSONAL HYGIENE
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.1.7

Eating, chewing, smoking, spitting and nose blowing should not be done.
Person handling food should wear clean clothes, keep their finger nails trimmed, and
clean their hands with soap every time after using toilet.
The person suffering from communicable/infectious disease should not be allowed to
enter the work place.
No person suffering from infectious or contagious diseases shall be allowed to work
in the establishment.
In case of an epidemic, all workers should be inoculated or vaccinated.
The workers working in processing and preparation shall be provided with proper and
clean aprons and head-wears.
The management shall ensure that all workers are neat, clean and tidy.

1.2 GENERAL CONDITION OF PREMISES
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
1.2.8
1.2.9
1.2.10
1.2.11
1.2.12

Toilets should be outside of premises and its surroundings.
No open drainage system near premises.
Premises should be free from insects and mosquitoes.
Premises should be airy and properly ventilated, free from off odours and smell.
Proper light arrangement.
Proper whitewash/whitewash by limestone. Lower walls should be cemented or tiled
upto 3-4 feet.
Corners of the walls should be covered with limestone.
Floor should be pacca/tiled/cemented.
No spraying of insecticides should be done during the conduct of work.
There should be no seepage in the walls/floor/ceiling.
The premises should always be kept neat and clean.
There should be efficient drainage system and there shall be adequate provisions for
disposal of refuse.

2. HANDLING, STORAGE OF RAW MATERIAL, FINISHED FOOD PRODUCT AND
TRANSPORTATION
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Food items should not be stored on the floor i.e.kacchaor semi finished floor.
Food items should not be stored in direct contact with the floor and wall.
Food items should be properly covered.
All the equipments and containers used should be clean.
Sale points, tables, benches and boxes, cupboards, glass cases, etc. should be clean and
tidy.
Containers used for storage should be clean properly.
Procurement of food items should be from Authorized retailer/distributor.
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2.8
2.9
2.10
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24

Food items with the “Expiry Date” having past shall not be sold;
Items beyond the “Best Before” date should not be sold.
Dustbins should always be covered and separated bins to be placed for dry and wet
food items.
Old jute bags/sack bags should not be used.
The manures/fertilizers/insecticides/pesticides should be kept away from food items
with proper labelling thereon.
The empty containers of insecticide or sack bag of fertilizers should not be used for
keeping food items.
The premises should have adequate space for manufacturing and storage to maintain
overall hygienic environment.
All equipments shall be kept clean, washed, dried and stacked to ensure freedom from
growth of mould/ fungi and infestation.
All articles that are stored or are intended for sale shall be fit for consumption.
The vehicles used to transport foods must be maintained in good repair and kept clean.
Foods while in transport in packaged form or in containers shall maintain the required
temperature conditions, if so required.
Potential sources of contamination like rubbish, waste water, toilet facilities, open
drains and stray animals shall be avoided.
The surfaces of the Vending carts which come in contact with food or food storage
utensils shall be built of solid, rust/ corrosion resistant materials and kept in clean and
good condition.
Working surfaces of vending carts shall be clean, hygienic, impermeable and easy to
clean.
Cooking utensils and crockery shall be clean and in good condition and should not be
broken/ chipped.
Cooking, storage and serving shall not be done in utensils of, cadmium, lead, non food
grade plastic and other toxic materials.
Vegetarian and non-vegetarian items should be segregated.
Fridge should be cleaned at least once a week to remove stains, ice particles and food
particles.

2. FOR MEAT/POULTRY SHOPS
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

2.2.4

Location
Meat processing unit should be located in areas not subjected to regular and frequent
flooding and free from objectionable odours, smoke dust and other contaminants.
There should be adequate drainage and provision for cleaning.
Where appropriate, meat processing unit should be so designed that access can be
controlled.
Premises Requirements
The meat processing unit should provide adequate working space for the satisfactory
performance of all operations.
The construction should be sound and ensure adequate ventilation, good natural or
artificial lighting and easy cleaning.
The meat processing unit should be of such construction as to protect against the
entrance and harbouring of insects, birds, rodents or other vermin as well as the entry
of environmental contaminants such as smoke, dust etc.
Buildings and facilities should be designed to provide separation by partition, location
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2.2.5
2.2.6

2.2.7
2.2.8

2.2.9
2.2.10

2.2.11
2.2.12
2.2.13

2.2.14
2.2.15
2.2.16
2.2.17
2.2.18
2.2.19
3.

3.1
3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3
3.1.4

3.1.5

or other effective means, between those operations which may cause cross-contamination.
Meat processing unit should be laid out to ensure, that edible meat does not come into
contact with floors, walls or other fixed structures.
Floors should be of waterproof, non-absorbent, washable non-slippery and made of
nontoxic materials, without crevices and should be easy to clean and slope sufficiently
for liquids to drain to trapped outlets.
Walls should be of waterproof, non-absorbent, washable and nontoxic materials and
should be light coloured.
Ceilings should be so designed, constructed and finished as to prevent any accumulation of dirt and minimize condensation, mould development and flaking and should be
easy to clean.
Windows and other openings should be so constructed as to avoid accumulation of dirt.
Stairs, lift cages and auxiliary structures such as platforms, ladders, chutes, should be
so situated and constructed as not to cause contamination of meat. They should be
capable of being effectively cleaned.
Supply of potable water under pressure should be available with facilities for its
storage, where necessary for distribution, and with protection against contamination.
Meat processing unit should have an efficient effluent and waste disposal system.
There should be an effective and continuous programme for the control of insects,
birds, rodents or other vermin. Meat processing unit and surrounding areas should be
regularly examined for evidence of infestation.
The floor should be washed with appropriate disinfectant / detergent / sanitizer at the
start and close of the business each working day.
The carcasses shall not be allowed to be covered with wet-clothes.
Continuous supply of potable water should be ensured in the premises.
Equipments used shall permit easy cleaning.
Potential sources of contamination like rubbish, waste water, toilet facilities, open
drains and stray animals should be avoided.
Working surfaces should be clean and hygienic and easy to clean.
Requirements of a Slaughter House/Abattoir: Food Business Operator which slaughters large animals and small animals including sheep and goat or poultry birds within
the premises of his factory for production of meat/ meat products for supply / sale/
distribution to the public shall comply with the following requirements:—
Sanitary Practices:
Every part of the internal surface above the floor or pavement of such slaughter house
shall be washed thoroughly with hot lime wash within the first 10 days of March, June,
September and December.
Rooms and compartments in which animals are slaughtered or any product is processed or prepared shall be kept sufficiently free from steam, vapours and moisture
and obnoxious odours so as to ensure clean and hygienic operations.
All yards, outhouses, stores and all approaches to the establishments / Slaughter Houses
shall always be kept clean and in a sanitary condition.
Suitable and sufficient receptacles furnished with closely fitted covers shall be provided
for collection and removal of all garbage, filth and refuse from the slaughter house at
a convenient time to a place away from the factory for disposal.
All blood , manure, garbage, filth or other refuse from any animal slaughtered and the
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3.1.6

3.1.7

3.1.8

3.1.9

3.1.10

3.1.11

3.1.12
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3.1.16
3.1.17
3.1.18
3.1.19
3.1.20
3.1.21
3.1.22
3.1.23
3.1.24
3.1.25

hide, fat, viscera and offal there from, shall be removed from the slaughter house
within 8 hours after the completion of the slaughtering.
The premises shall be cleaned thoroughly with disinfectants, one day in advance of
production of meat food products and the equipments shall be sterilized/sanitized before
use.
The use of approved bait poisons in hide cellars, compartments where inedible products
are stored, outhouses or similar buildings containing canned products is, however, not
forbidden.
It shall be ensured that dogs, cats or birds do not have access to the slaughter hall.
Open areas in the factory shall have covered wire rope netting to prevent carrion birds
from access to the slaughter hall or the factory.
Water used in the establishments / Slaughter Houses shall be potable and suitable
arrangements shall be made for ensuring potability of water. The water quality shall
comply the standards prescribed by the licensing Authority.
The slaughter house shall have a reception area/animal holding yard/resting yard,
lairage, slaughter hall, side halls for hide collection, paunch collection, offals collection,
and separation, holding room for suspected/ condemned carcass, by-product harvesting, refrigeration room/cold room etc.
Every such establishment shall make separate provision in the slaughter hall for the
slaughter of different species which are proposed to be slaughtered (like large animal
viz; Cattle and Buffalo, Pigs and small animals like Sheep & Goat) and for different
methods of slaughter (like Halal, Jewish and Jhatka).
After every type of operation the slaughter house shall be cleaned, washed wiped/dried
and sanitized thoroughly.
The slaughter house shall have separation between clean and dirty sections.
The reception area/animal holding yard/ resting yard shall have facilities for watering
and examining animals before they are sent to holding pens/lairage. The resting yard
must have overhead protective shelter.
Separate space shall be provided for stunning (Wherever applicable), for collection of
blood and for dressing of the carcasses. The dressing of the carcass shall not be done
on the floor.
All the floors in lairage, slaughter halls, work rooms, hanging rooms shall be of impervious and non slippery material.
The walls and floors should be epoxy coated so as to avoid accumulation/absorption
of dust, blood/meat particles, microbial/fungal growth.
Ceiling or roofs shall be so constructed and finished so as to minimise condensation,
mould development, flaking and accumulation of dirt.
Suitable and sufficient accommodation shall be provided for segregation, storage and
disposal of condemned meat.
Slaughter Houses shall be so constructed and maintained as to permit hygienic production.
Windows, doors and other openings suited to screening shall be fly proof.
All operations in connection with the preparation or packing of meat / meat food
products shall be carried out under hygienic conditions.
There shall be efficient drainage and plumbing systems and all drains and gutters shall
be properly and permanently installed.
There shall be provision for the disposal of refuse.
Suitable and separate space shall be provided for the storage of hides and skins. This
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3.1.26
3.1.27

3.1.28
3.1.29

3.1.30

3.1.31

3.1.32
3.1.33

room shall have a separate exit.
A constant and sufficient supply of clean potable cold water and supply of hot water
should be made available in the slaughter hall during working hours.
Suitable and sufficient facilities shall be provided for persons working in the slaughter
house for changing their clothes and cleaning their footwear, and cleaning their hands
before entering rooms used for the preparation and storage of meat.
Provision for latrines, toilets and change rooms will be made.
Whenever the dressed meat is not used up for the preparation of meat food products
and some portion has to be stored without further immediate processing, such storage
shall be in a room maintained at 0° C to 2°C.
In case of small slaughter houses, waste material should be composted which can be
used for manure purpose and in case of large slaughter houses, waste material should
be rendered (cooked) in a rendering plant to produce meat, bone meal and inedible
fats.
A laboratory shall be provided, equipped and staffed with qualified (chemist/analyst and
Veterinary Microbiologist) and trained personnel. The licensing authority shall accord
approval of the laboratory after inspection.
Adequate natural or artificial lighting should be provided throughout the abattoir/ meat
processing unit.
Slaughter Houses should be linked to a meat market located away from Vegetable, fish
or other food markets and shall be free from undesirable odour, smoke, dust or other
contaminants. The premises shall be located at elevated level in a sanitary place.

3.2
No

Requirement of NOC from local Authority before grant of license
Objection Certificate to be obtained from local Authority before grant of license.

3.3
3.3.1

Equipment & Machinery:
The equipment and fittings in slaughter hall except for chopping blocks, cutting boards
and brooms, shall be of such material and of such construction as to enable them to
be kept clean.

3.3.2

No vessel, container or other equipment, the use of which is likely to cause metallic
contamination injurious to health shall be employed in the preparation, packing or
storage of meat food products.

3.4
3.4.1

Miscellaneous
Only healthy animals in good condition shall be transported unless they are meant for
emergency slaughter. These animals should be certified by a qualified veterinary inspector.
When animals are to be transported from endemic areas of a disease to non-endemic
areas, the animals should be given protective vaccination and kept in quarantine for 30
days, before transportation.
Female animals in advanced stages of pregnancy shall not be transported.
To avoid exhaustion, the animals shall be given humane treatment and care during
transportation.
Watering facilities shall be provided at regular intervals.
Light and heavy animals shall be separated by providing partitions.

3.4.2

3.4.3
3.4.4
3.4.5
3.4.6
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3.4.7
3.4.8
3.4.9

3.4.10

3.4.11

3.4.12

All vehicles should be inspected for safety, suitability and cleanliness before loading the
animals.
The vehicles should be thoroughly sprayed with suitable disinfectant before loading the
animals.
A layer of clean sand to cover the floor to a thickness of not less than 6 cm shall be
provided. This layer of sand shall be moistened with water during the summer months.
During hot months arrangements shall be made to sprinkle water on the animals at
frequent intervals.
If animals are to be transported in extreme cold or hot climate, it is preferable to
transport them in covered Lorries on road so that they may not die or get exhausted
or suffer from acute respiratory disease.
Each consignment should bear a label showing the following particulars: a) Number
and kind of the animals loaded; b) Name, address and telephone number, if any, of the
consignor; c) Name address and telephone number, if any, of the consignee; d) Instructions regarding feeding and watering.
Careful handling of animals during loading / unloading, transportation and at slaughtering helps in improving the quality of meat and reduction in losses in the value of the
carcass/meat.
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Administrative Skills in Handling Communally Sensitive
Areas – An Experience from Jaunpur in Uttar Pradesh
Narendra Shanker Pandey, IAS
India has rarely found itself so vulnerable and humiliated among the international community. Its
liberal, secular credentials stood severely eroded as the car sevaks rubbed the nation's nose in the
debris of the Babri Masjid and protests erupted in Islamic nations in the neighbourhood, along the gulf
and even in Britain in 1992-93. As anti-hindu riots raged in Pakistan and Bangladesh, with severe
implications on the law and order situation in India, one of the to-be affected places was Shahganj
tehsil of Jaunpur, Uttar Pradesh. With a 3:2 ratio of Hindu-Muslim population, it was a communally
sensitive area and required great administrative tactics to avoid any situation affecting the peaceful
lives of the residents.

History of Jaunpur
Jaunpur historically known as Sheeraz-e-Hind having its historical dates from 1359, when the
city was founded by the Sultan of Delhi Feroz Shah Tughlaq and named in the memory of his
cousin, Muhammad bin Tughlaq, whose given name was Jauna Khan.
As the Delhi Sultanate weakened, Jaunpur declared itself independent and thus began the
rule of Sharqi Dynasty. The Sharqi Dynasty was known for its excellent communal relations
between Muslims and Hindus, perhaps stemming from the fact that the Sharqis themselves were
originally indigenous converts to Islam, as opposed to descendants of Persians or Afghans.
These excellent communal relations were fatally marred after the Babri Masjid case.
Present Day Statistical Analysis*
According to Census 2011, 19.26% Muslims live in Uttar Pradesh against 79.73% Hindus.
Since 1946 Naokhali communal riots, the issue of communal riots in India has been ever
increasing. Some latest statistics are shown below :

Narendra Shanker Pandey, IAS, DM & Collector, Bhadohi (under order of transfer)
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The above statistics show us clearly how sensitive Uttar Pradesh is in regard with communal
issues and Jaunpur stands out in this state for obvious reasons mentioned before.
With an administrative purview, Jaunpur of Uttar Pradesh is considered one of the most challenging districts.

My Experience as SDM Shahganj, Jaunpur
I was posted as SDM Shahganj when a crucial situation surfaced in the year 1992-93, during
Muharram (after the demolition of Babri Masjid).
Muharram is the first month of the Islamic calendar. The word "Muharram" means "forbidden".
It is the second holiest month, following Ramadan. The tenth day of Muharram is the Day of
Ashura, which to Shia Muslims is part of the Mourning of Muharram.
As it happened, it was the tenth day of Muharram and the muslims were to offer their condolences through Tazia (miniature mausoleums) which is carried upon the shoulders. The route
through which the Tazia was to be taken was hindered by the overgrown branches of a Pipal
tree. The conflict thus arose. The Muslim leaders weren't ready to change their route so, a
meeting was summoned but it was fruitless as the Hindu leaders didn't wanted the overgrown
branches of the Pipal tree to be cut due to their religious attachments. The Muslim leaders were
requested to decrease the height of Tazia to which they did not agree.
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All the situations at that moment were indicating possibilities of communal riots between the
Hindus and Muslims, and it was the last thing anyone wished for. I booked several trouble
causing elements of the society under Cr.P.C. section116(3) to maintain the peace. I and my
police counterpart held several meetings with the peace community and public representatives.
With the 10th day nearing, situation was getting tense and the administration perturbed. Suddenly
an idea to resolve the situation struck me. I consulted with my superiors and managed my team
accordingly , and we dug out the road near the overgrown Pipal tree in a way that the Tazia
and the tree did not came in contact.
Thus, the small conflict which could have been a major communal riot was resolved peacefully
keeping in my that nobody's feelings and religious sentiments were hurt.
Conclusion
I chose to share this experience of mine as that day I finally felt that I took a leap forward in
my life. My suggestion and my work as both a team player and a leader came out to be in the
best interests of everyone. That day, I as a servant of this nation, upheld the secular nature of
our constitution. For 17 continuous days I worked in a hope to make peace.
I would like to end my paper presentation in the words of the great Mahatma Gandhi :
" Religion is more than life. Remember that his own religion is the truest to every man even
if it stands low in the scales of philosophical comparison"
Bibliography
1. History of Jaunpur - wikipedia.com
2. Present day statistical analysis - Compendium of NCRB (National Crime Record Bureau)
* NCRB started recording communal riot statistics from the year 2010 so, analysis of past
years are not available.
3. Newspaper - The Times of India (7 th October, 2015)
4. Pictures : google.com
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Some New Initiatives of the Uttar Pradesh
Government for Tourism Promotion
Sarvagya Ram Mishra, IAS
Uttar Pradesh, abounds in Tourists Destinations having historical, religious and cultural significance. The Department of Tourism, UP through its two wings namely: the Directorate of Tourism and
State Tourism Development Corporation is engaged in preparing & implementing innovative tourism
development schemes in the State. In keeping with the fast developing tourism industries in the world,
UP Govt. has initiated different tourism promotion measures to attract both domestic and international
tourists. These measures include 1) identification of different tourism circuits to cover tourist destinations of historical, religious, eco-tourism and international heritage importance, 2) development of
tourists friendly infrastructures including accommodation, communication and transport facilities 3)
announcement of civil aviation policy to connect tourist destinations by air, 4) announcement of new
heritage policy to open-up avenues for heritage hotels and announcement of rural tourism policy, 5)
organizing various cultural and religious festivals, 6) organizing State Travel Mart in February every
year providing platform for participation by both domestic and international tour operators and travel
agents, 7) issuing license to a sizeble number of guides after being trained in Manyawar Kanshiram
Institute of Tourism Management, UP and 8) organizing water sports along the river Ganga, Heritage
Walk in Lucknow as well as organizing tourism promoting campaigns through electronic and print
media within India and abroad.

Introduction
Uttar Pradesh is the heart of India whose history goes back to the Vedic Age. Two great
epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata and great religions – Buddhism and Jainism were
born and flourished here. In the medieval ages, great Muslim empires were established in this
region. It played a prominent role in India’s First War of Independence in 1857 and also in India's
freedom struggle and after independence it remained the strongest state politically.
Viewed as the largest tourist destination in India, Uttar Pradesh boasts to rank first in
domestic tourist arrival. More than half of the foreign tourists, who visit India every year, visit
Uttar Pradesh also. Agra itself receives around one million foreign tourists a year. Uttar Pradesh
is studded with places of tourist attractions across a wide spectrum of interest to people of
diverse interests.
From Tourism Perspective, the following Tourist Circuits have been identified in Uttar Pradesh :1. Braj Circuit which includes all tourist destinations in Agra, Mathura & Firozabad Districts.
2. Bundelkhand Circuit which includes Jhansi, Lalitpur, Devgarh, Kalinjar, Chitrakoot & other
nearby areas.
3. Buddhist Circuit which includes all Buddhist shrines of Uttar Pradesh.
4. Vindhya Circuit which includes Vindhyachal, Chunar & Sonbhadra District.
Sarvagya Ram Mishra, IAS, Special Secy., Tourism Dept., UP (UPSTDC)
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5.
6.

Awadh Circuit which includes Lucknow, Allahabad & the adjoining areas.
Eco & adventure Tourism Circuit which includes National Parks & Sanctuaries of Uttar
Pradesh.
7. Heritage Arc which includes Agra, Lucknow & Varanasi.
8. Mahabharat Circuit which includes the places associated with Mahabharat.
9. Ramayana Circuit which includes the places associated with Lord Rama.
10. Jain Circuit which includes Jain Shrines.
11. Sufi Circuit which includes the places associated with Sufism.
12. Freedom Struggle Circuit.
13. Water Sports Circuit which includes Varanasi-Allahabad.
Uttar Pradesh is a treasure house of unlimited tourism potentials. Apart from the above list
of identified tourist circuits/ destinations, U.P. boasts to be an abode of various forms of classical
& folk music and performing arts, crafts and cuisines.
Few glimpses of main tourist attractions in Uttar Pradesh
Agra
Agra is a major tourist destination because of its many splendid Mughal-era buildings, most
notably the Taj Mahal, Agra Fort and Fatehpur Sikri, all three are UNESCO World Heritage
Sites.
The Agra is also famous for its other exceptional monuments like Itimaduddaula, Sikandra,
Mariyam's Tomb, Dayalbagh, Mehtab-bagh, Chambal Safari & Bateshwar.
Lucknow
Lucknow, the capital of Uttar Pradesh, lies in the middle of the Heritage Arc. This bustling
city, famed for its Nawabi era finesse and amazing food, is a unique mix of the ancient, medieval
and the modern. It is home to some extraordinary monuments depicting a fascinating blend of
ancient, colonial and oriental architecture. Lucknow was the epicenter of the first War of
Independence in 1857, and much before that, it was the seat of nawabs who gave the city its
unique identity. Bara Imambara, Residency, Chattar Manzil, Jama Masjid, Rumi Darwaza, Clock
Tower, Moti Mahal and Hussainabad Imambara are the major landmark tourist attractions of
Lucknow.
The handicraft items of Chikan and Zardozi are world famous icons of Lucknow. It is also
famous for its typical cuisines of Nawabi Era.
Varanasi
"Older than history, older than tradition, older even than legend and looks twice as old as all
of them put together" - Mark Twain.
Varanasi, the oldest living holy city of India is revered as the cultural capital of India and also
known as the city of temples. Considered as the abode of Lord Shiva, Varanasi is situated on
the banks of River Ganges, which is believed to have the power of washing away all of one's
sins. The Ganga Ghats (river front) are the most popular pilgrimage spot of Varanasi and are
centers of music and learning. The holy city has produced great saints and personalities like
Guatam Buddha, Mahavir, Kabir Das, Tulsi Das, Shankaracharaya, Ramanuja and Patanjali. The
most renowned craft of the city is Silk weaving. 'Banarasi Sarees' produced by local craftsman
are among the most preferred, not only in India but across the world. Varanasi and its neighboring areas are well known for carpet making.
The role of the Department of Tourism in development of tourism activities in Uttar Pradesh :In order to prepare schemes relating to the development of tourism and to execute them, the
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Directorate of Tourism was established in the year 1972. In 1974 the Uttar Pradesh State
Tourism Development Corporation was established to look after the commercial activities which
are a part of development of tourism. The main aim of the Department of Tourism (DoT),UP
are
a) to work on the publicity of places with historical importance in the state;
b) to maintain the historical, religious and cultural traditions of Uttar Pradesh and to promote
them;
c) to provide economical, clean and satisfactory facilities to tourists in matters of transport,
accommodation, food and recreation;
d) to get factual and informative literatures printed and disseminated to wide audience highlighting tourist spots and monuments, their cultural importance and other details;
e) to enhance and encourage the participation of the private sector in efforts of the state
government for providing necessary facilities to domestic and international tourists;
f) to organize cultural shows on occasion of different fairs festivals and seminars with a view
to attracting more and more tourists.
Recent initiatives of the State Government to promote tourism
1. Development of Tourism Infrastructure in and around the main tourist places in the State
a) Project of Urban Conservation and Infrastructure Development of area around Taj
Mahal (Tajganj Project)
b) Mughal Museum in Agra
c) Taj Orientation Center in Agra.
d) Sound & Light shows at Sarnath, Agra Fort, Residency (Lucknow), Shrawasti &
Kushinagar.
e) Construction of Lucknow-Agra Express-way.
f) Construction of Metro and Janeshwar Mishra Park in Lucknow.
g) International Airport at Kushinagar.
h) Development of Agra-Braj Corridor and Buddhist Circuit under World Bank assisted
project- Pro-Poor Tourism Development Project.
2. Notification of New Tourism Policy
The New Tourism Policy declared by the State Government includes new civil aviation policy
to connect the tourist destinations by Air, New Heritage Policy opens avenues for heritage
hotels, Rural Tourism Policy to promote rural tourism.
3. Various events to promote tourism
Various events, like- Ganga Mahotsav (Varanasi), Taj Mahotsav (Agra), Lucknow Mahotsav
(Lucknow), Ayurved Mahotsav (Jhansi), Hot Air Baloon festival (Lucknow-Agra), Vintage Car
Rally and Taj challenge Car Rally etc. are organized in different parts of the State to promote
tourism.
4. Uttar Pradesh Travel Mart is organized every year in the month of February in which
hundreds of tour operators and travel agents participate from all the world over.
5. Various Branding and Promotions Campaigns are being organized through AV, TVC, Social
Media, Electronic & Print Media and through various travel marts and seminars organized with
in India and abroad.
6. Water Sports
The Stretch between Allahabad & Varanasi along the river Ganga is best suited for adventure
loving tourists. It is an added attraction for tourists who want to enjoy this river cruise. On return
journey, they can come back to Allahabad by road. Ganga Water Rally, a water sports bonanza,
is held every year in the month of November between Allahabad & Varanasi.
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7. Lucknow Heritage Walk
It is a guided tour of the old city in the Chowk area, started from Lal Pul, Tile Wali Masjid,
Bara Imambara, Gol Darwaja, Chowk Bazar, Phool Wali Gali to Akbari Darwaja.
8. State Level Tourist Guides
U.P. Tourism established a milestone by giving the licenses to 760 guides after training them
through Manyawar Kanshiram Institute of Tourism Management & Institute of Tourism Studies,
Lucknow University. Now these trained guides shall be available for the tourists coming in the
State, especially foreign tourists, for providing better services.
9. Manyawar Kanshiram Institute of Tourism Management run by U.P. Tourism :Tourism is now one of the largest and fastest growing industries in the world. A career
in tourism opens the entire world. This rewarding career enables to learn about different places
and interact with people of wide variety and culture. MKITM is now already imparting training
to develop skills.
10. Constitution of Tourism Promotion Board under the Chairmanship of Hon'ble Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh.
11. Lion Safari, Etawah.
12. Jai Prakash Narayan International Centre Lucknow.
13. Gomti River Front Development.
14. Lucknow Heritage Zone Development.
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Implementation of Some Important
Labour Laws in Assam
Chohan Doley, IAS

Some of the major issues in implementation of labour laws in Assam are those relating to plantation
workers, construction workers, and child labour. This paper discusses the labour issues and its problem
in Assam under the following Acts, the Plantations Labour Act, 1951, the Building & Other Construction Workers’ Act, 1996, the Unorganized Workers’ Social Security Act, 2008, the Contract Labour
(R&A) Act, 1970 and the Child Labour (P&R) Act, 1986. In the recent past, the State has proposed
several innovative ideas shifting its focus from inspection to self-certification and self-review, and more
accountability on the part of own stakeholders through the concepts of e-governance, simplification
of forms and sustainable development goals.

Introduction
The Plantations Labour Act, 1951 and Assam Plantations Labour Rules, 1956
Tea plantation in Assam is one of the major industry which plays a vital role in the State’s
economy. It is also the largest labour intensive industry with its own unique characteristics.
Therefore, the Plantations Labour Act, 1951,in the context of Assam mainly focuses on the tea
plantations. There are around 799 nos of tea plantations in the state most of which were
originally established by the British by transporting labourers from various parts of India. Over
the years these labourers assimilated and acquired a separate entity commonly addressed as tea
tribe or tea community having their own cultural identity.
The Plantations Labour Act, 1951 is primarily a welfare Act with provisions to secure the
conditions of work, health, education, housing, sanitation, safe drinking water, crèche facilities for
children, recreational facilities etc., for the workers. The Act applies to any land used or intended
to be used for growing tea, coffee, rubber etc., which admeasures 5 hect or more and in which
15 or more persons are employed or were employed on any day of the preceding twelve months.
The Assam Plantations Labour Rules, 1956 has laid down the fee structure, forms and
procedure for registration, formulated rules for providing hospitals and dispensaries with adequate infrastructure and medical and para-medical staff which are from time to time reviewed
by the State Medical Advisory Board constituted under the Act. Specification for labour & staff
quarters are notified in consultation with the State Housing Advisory Board.
The Plantations Labour Act, 1951 and Assam Plantations Labour Rules, 1956 is enforced by
the Labour Department headed by the Labour Commissioner. All Labour Inspectors and Labour
Officers, Assistant Labour Commissioners are notified as Inspectors under the Act. With a view
to achieve full coverage of all aspects in course of inspections and to make the inspections more
stringent inter district zonal teams were constituted which would function under the direct
supervision of the Chief Inspector Of Plantations. In addition to this, District Teams were
Chohan Doley, IAS, Commissioner Of Labour, Assam
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constituted with officers of line department under the direct supervision of the Deputy Commissioner in every district to inspect and pursue the defaulter tea management to implement the
provisions of the Act & Rules. . At present one of the challenges before the department is
fixation of minimum wages for plantation workers.
Inspite of a law that encompasses almost all aspects of welfare provisions of the
Plantation Workers’ most of the employers fall short on full implementation of the Act. Various
factors like illiteracy amongst the workers, weak penalty provision, lack of robust monitoring due
to insufficient infrastructure and man power in the department, complacent trade union, lack of
strict supplier code of conduct etc., contribute towards such lackadaisical approach by the
employers to implement the Act. On the other hand taking advantage of the illiteracy factor
various organisations misguide the workers by way of adding fuel to fire which results in labour
unrest (which sometimes become violent).
The department has proposed to introduce a Self-Certification-Cum-Consolidated Annual
Return Scheme which seeks to rationalise inspections while ensuring more effective system for
compliance with labour laws. The scheme has a validity of two months with provision for deposit
of security money by the employer based on the number of workers employed. The department
has also proposed for simplification of forms and procedures under ease of doing business.
The Building And Other Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of
Service) Act 1996
Construction workers are one of the most vulnerable segment of unorganised worker. The
Act endeavours to regulate the employment and conditions of service of building and other
construction workers and to provide for their safety, health and welfare measures.
The Building and Other Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service) Assam Rules cover every establishment which employed or had employed on
any day of the preceding twelve months, ten or more workers in any building or other construction work. every building and construction worker who is an Indian citizen and permanently stay
in the State and who has completed 18 years of age but has not completed 60 years of age and
who has been engage in any building and other construction work for less than 90 days are
eligible for registration as beneficiaries under the act.
Registration of establishment under section 7 of the Act is in progress. All the district and
sub-divisional heads has been appointed as Registering Officer under section 6 of the Act.
The Assam Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Board register the building and other construction workers as beneficiaries and provide them with identity card. Every
such registered beneficiary are entitled to receive the various benefits such as death benefit,
educational assistance for their children, assistance for marriage, accident benefit, loan for house
and for buying tools, assistance for critical illness, etc.
The Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Cess Act, 1996, provide for levy and
collection of cess on the cost of construction incurred by employers with a view to augmenting
the resources of the Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Board. The Board
utilises the fund for the benefit of the registered workers.The benefits offered at present are
very nominal in terms of money so the department has proposed enhancement through amendment of the Rules etc.
The Unorganised Workers Social Security Act, 2008
An Act to provide for the social security and welfare of unorganised workers.
The Act endeavours to cover all unorganised workers, register such workers, and extend
welfare schemes relating to life and disability, health and maternity, old age protection, provident
fund, employment injury benefit, housing, education schemes for children, skill up gradation of
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workers, funeral assistance, old age homes, etc.
The State has constituted the Social Security Board for unorganised workers in every district
and subdivision along with facilitation centre.
Work under the Act is still at the initial stage without much progress. Only registration of
workers is going on. The main challenges ahead is the lack of specific data/statistics on the
number of unorganised workers under different categories, list of establishment, work places
where such workers are engaged. A survey on the line to create a data of all such employment
disaggregated by place of work, nature of job, income, gender, age, race, ethnicity, migratory
status, disability, geographic location etc will be helpful in tracing the unorganised workers and
to extend benefits.
The Contract Labour (Regulation & Abolition ) Act,1970
An Act to regulate the employment of contract labour in certain establishment and to provide
for its abolition in certain circumstances and for matters connected therewith.
As per provision of the Assam Rules it applies to every establishment in which 10 or more
workmen are employed or were employed in any day of the preceding twelve months as
contract labour
And to every contractor who employs or who employed in any day of the preceding twelve
months 10 or more workmen.
The Act provides for registration of establishment employing contract labour and grant of
license to contractors who undertake or execute any work through contract labour. Apart from
this the Act seeks to secure the welfare and health of the contract labours through the proviso
of canteen, rest-room, first-aid etc.
Contract workers and their place of work are mostly invisible which makes them vulnerable
to exploitation. Some employers engage contract workers to perform job of regular nature or
keep them on rotation where the worker is engaged to perform continuously for years together
but deprived of a permanent job. On the other hand in big and long term projects, it is observed
that the workers lose sight of their status as contract labour and start demanding regularity of
services which again results in labour unrest.
The Child Labour (Prohibition &Regulation ) Act, 1986
The Act is the most debated act regarding children in India. It outlines where and how
children can work and where they cannot. The act defines a child as any person who has not
completed his fourteenth year of age. Part II of the act prohibits children from working in any
occupation listed in Part A of the schedule. The act also prohibits children from working in
places where certain processes are being undertaken, as listed in Part B of the schedule. Part
III of the act outlines the condition in which children may work in those kind of establishments
or class of establishments is to be set and no child can work for those many hours in that
particular establishment.
The state has constituted Child Labour Task Force in every district and sub-division which
conduct drive force detection, rescue of child labours. The task force works in close coordination with the Child Welfare Committee and NGOs working for child protection so that the recued
child labourers may be rehabilitated and streamlined. Most of the task force are functioning
actively but due to lack of sufficient child care home difficulties are faced in respect of
rehabilitation after their rescue. The challenge ahead is to keep the rescued child labourers out
of work after they return to the parents. The state has three NCLP schools but to phase out
child labours bridge schools need to be set up in every district headquarters. The Department
under Sustainable Development Goal has proposed to set up bridge school in every district which
will cater to the educational and vocational training needs of the rescued child labourers till
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attainment of maturity so that shelter, streamlining and rehabilitation of rescued child labours are
made available under one roof. It is also proposed to ensure effective mechanism for support
to families through extension of schemes.
General Observation
In the recent past there is a rise in intolerance amongst the working force that lead to labour
unrest which often tends to become violent. Various factors like illiteracy, political interference,
complacent trade unions contribute towards such intolerance. Regarding engagement of Child
Labour the mind-set of the general public needs to be changed. It is also observed that in the
unorganised sector which very often remains invisible workers more specifically women workers are exposed to insecurity at their place of work. Domestic workers in the State are still one
of the most venerable section of workers which need to be addressed by including them in the
schedule employment under the Minimum Wage Act, 1948 and to extend certain social security
schemes exclusively for this category. To check such exploitation there is a need to bring in
some legislative change in labour laws as well as change in the attitude and outlook of the
enforcement machinery. With the change of time and advancement of technology the approach
towards implementation and enforcement of labour laws is to be addressed through more
innovative ideas and Information Technology enabled processes.
Conclusion
The State has taken up initiative in this aspect through the concept of e-governance, simplification of forms and sustainable development goal which is sure to bring about a revolutionary
change in the approach towards implementation of the labour laws in the right perspective to
secure the rights and protection of the employees through decent work and economic growth.
In addition to the above to meet the labour laws more workable there is scope to propose various
innovative ideas. For example: in organised industries, establishments and corporate sectors
focus may be made towards self-review and reporting system, in the unorganised sectors
awareness projects complemented by adult literacy may be taken up to empower such workers
and enable them to assert their rights to employment and social security, exclusive council cells
and labour helpline may be setup for workers to register the grievances. Incentive wise micro,
small and medium enterprises linking them to compliance of labour laws. Last but not the least
a Domestic Workers' Welfare Board similar to Maharashtra Government may be constituted
with schemes like accidental benefit, medical benefit, maternity benefit, pension schemes and
educational benefit for the children of such workers etc to extend social security to domestic
workers
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Swachh Bharat Mission in
Jhabua District in Madhya Pradesh
Aruna Gupta, IAS

Jhabua is a hilly tribal district in western Madhya Pradesh having a total population of nearly 10
lakh as per Census 2011. At the time of launching of Swachh Bharat Mission on 2nd October, 2014,
this district had only 5000 toilets constructed during Nirmal Bharat Abhijan leaving a target of nearly
191749 families without toilet. The majority population used to open defecation. Achieving the ODF
target of 191749 toilet in the backdrop of wide spread illiteracy ignorance about hygienic and sanitary
use of toilets, scattered populations, hilly terrains, poor availability of labour due to migrations,
orthodox Govt. machinery, water scarcity and opposition from the villagers has been a very challenging
task. Each toilet costing Rs. 12000 can be constructed individually or by Panchayat. In this paper
the author shares her experience as District Collector, Jhabua, towards making 14 Gram Panchayats
of the districts Open Defecation Free under Swachh Bharat Mission through involvement of Panchayat
Machinery, Anganwadi workers and local eminent personalities as well as the Distract administration
through sensitisation of the village people. Although target wise the achievement is very negligible yet
it will go a long way to make the district ODF.

Introduction
“We reached Mars,no PM or minister went.It was the people who did it.Our scientist who did it.So can’t be create clean India”___Prime minister Shri Narendra Modi.
“Gandhi believed cleanliness next only togodliness,let us pledge today to convert
cleanliness into a national passion”___President Shri Pranab Mukherjee.
To accelerate the efforts to achieve universal sanitation coverage and to put focus on
sanitation,the prime minister of India launched the Swacha Bharat Mission on 2nd October,2014.
Swachha Bharat Mission aims to believe Swachha Bharat by 2019.Target for making toilets
in India today is 111143519.While in MADHYA PRADESH 9039497 toilets has to be
constructed.The target of Jhabua is 191749 toilets to make the district open defaction free.Jhabua
is a predominality tribal district in Western part of Madhya Paradesh and sparsly populated, so
that the distance among houses is quite challenging to implement any govt.scheme.It is the
second lowest literacy district of India.It has agriculture based economy. There is a huge gap
of health sanitation and other infrastructure facilities in Jhabua.
Where she has to start
z

Jhabua has ten lakh populations as per census 2011.This populations is scattered in tribal
areas. The constructed toilets in Jhabua on 2nd October, 2014 were only 5000 which
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were constructed during Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan. There are 191749 families in Jhabua
that do not have any toilets. They used open defacation.Jhabua has hilly terrains,where
the construction of toilets is more difficult.90% of populations has only kachaa houses.
50% population of Jhabua is migratory, they migrate after taking kharif crop and return
only after rabi crop.They are taking only one crop.
z

Jhabua has 375 Gram panchayat and 880 villages. The target of Jhabua for becoming
ODF is 191749.The toilets made under precious scheme is also dysfunctional. They are
to be made again.The cost of each toilets is 12000/- and can be made by individual as
well as by panchyat.

How she implement the scheme in Jhabua
z

z
z
z

z
z
z
z
z

z

To implement the scheme in jhabua she took the First step of village survey.This survey
was done by village level officers like panchayat sachiv,Rojgar sahayak,Patwari,Anganwadi
workers and renowned Peopleof village.
After survey it is decided that how many toilets have to constructed.
This survey was done in all Gram panchayat of Jhabua.
After survey special Gram Sabha was organised in all Gram panchayat to tell all villagers
the importance of OPF. In gram sabha the issue of health and sanitation has been
discussed.
After Gram sabha a map of each Gram panchyat was made to show how may household
have the toilets and how many household do not have any toilet.
Each block was given the target of making two Gram Panchyat ODF.
After this prepatory work actual work in the field started on 18th August2015.
Layout of all toilets has been laid down by sub engineers.Arrangement of material and
mistry was made by panchayat and villagers.
After making toilets,to ensure the use of toilets, early morning followup was started by
village, Block and district level officers. A Banar sena with whistles is also formed in
each village to make villagers alert.
The ODF procedure started by the verification of toilets by G.P,Block and district officers. After that state level verification also started and declared 14 GP’s as ODF.Moreover
18000 toilets has been started and one block consisting 67 gram panchyat will be
declared ODF By 31st March.

Hurdles in implementation
Illiteracy of people of Jhabua is the main hurdle; they are not even understand the use
of toilets is necessary for health reason.
z
Sparsely populated villages are making the task more difficult.
z
Hilly terrains make difficult the transportation of material.
z
Due to migration, labour is difficult to engage.
z
Demotivated govt machinery is not co-operating in the manner they have to participate.
z
Water scarcity Is making the task more difficult. This year Jhabua has been declared as
“Sukha district”.
z
Traditionally villagers are not in favour of making toilets.
z
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Conclusion
z
After all hurdles the day that changed this life style of villagers has come. The “Gaurav
Yatra” makes all villager “Gauravanvit”. The villagers participated with all-time great zeal and
zest manners.Though social mapping every family has been mapped. Today Jhabua is on the
way leading to an ODF district. Hon’ble Chief Minister appreciated the efforts done by Jhabua
administration. But still lot of efforts are required in this Tribal District.Here the famous quote
from Robert Frost is very much relevant“The woods are lovely
dark and deep,
but I have
promises to keep.
And miles to go
before I sleep
And miles to go
before I sleep”……. Robert Frost.
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A Tool for Scientific Disposal of
Biodegradable Waste in Rural Area
Uday Vir Singh Yadav. IAS
This is a paper illustrating the utility and advisability of BEMC Model Biogas Plant as a viable
and cost effective option for i)cooking and electricity generation in households and industries in rural
areas in contrast to the fast exhausting fossil fuel, ii)management of biodegradable wastes (agriculture,
horticulture and organic wastes) in keeping with the objectives of “Swatch Bharat Mission” of the
Government of India. The three types of Biogas Plant models using only biodegradable materials as
input or raw materials are: 1) Family size (10 Cu. Meters, costing Rs. 54,000/-) for cooking purpose
only, 2) Family size (20 Cu. Meters, costing Rs. 1.24 Lakhs) for cooking and electricity generation upto
500 Watts for 3-4 hours, 3) commercial size (100 Cu. Meters and above, Rs. 12.92 Lakhs) for industrial
and electricity generation purpose. The proposed biogas plants are fast and easy to build and operate,
easy to repair, durable, safe, desulfurizer, energy efficient and reducing greenhouse gas emission and
thereby arresting depletion of ozone layer and congenial for generation of rural livelihood. If managed
properly such bio gas plant will be useful in maintaining rural health and hygienic condition reducing
rural disease burden.

Introduction
Government of India’s Swaksh Bharat Mission-Gramin (SBM-G) has been focusing on safe
disposal of human excreta by promoting construction of sanitary toilets and creating open
defecation free environment.The primary objective of the SBM-G in India is to address the
knowledge and practice of safe disposal of human fecal. This is based on the assumption of
primary research that indicates high correlation between unsafe human fecal disposal and the
prevalence of gastro intestinal illnesses. However, recent research by WHO (2004) and supporting studies by Godfrey et all (2005) indicate that prevalence of specific micro-organisms derived
from animal source (E Coli 0157:H7, Enterococcus, Rotavirus and Cryptosporidium) suggest that
management of human fecal alone is insufficient in breaking the “true” fecal-oral-transmission
route. Hence, there is a need to focus on animal, agriculture, horticulture and other bio-degradable waste management in rural area. GOI has recently modified the SBM-G guidelines to
incorporate a compulsive provision of solid and liquid waste management in rural area.
Livestock activities have significant impact on almost all aspects of environment. The livestock business contributes among other things to water pollution. Livestock are estimated to be
the main inland source of phosphorous and nitrogen contamination and one of the leading factors
for nitrate pollution, animal waste is a significant source of microbiological contamination of
drinking water sources as well as the cause for subsequent disease burden. One of the major
causes of mortality and morbidity among children below 2 years of age is rotavirus viral
infection. The major source of rotavirus is animal fecal and the consequent drinking water
contamination.
Uday Vir Singh Yadav, IAS, Director, Panchayati Raj, U.P
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Presently, animal waste alone from about 800 million livestock population in India contributes
to excess nutrients, pathogens, organic matter, solids, and odorous compounds to the environment
. Animal waste from farms, livestock/poultry, dairy production operations and stray animals
severely affects water quality if not managed properly. Though crop-increasing value of animal
faces has been recognized, more than 60% of the cattle dung produced in India is either burnt
or remains unmanaged.
Traditionally, the cattle-dung, together with house sweeping, is collected in the open backyard,
and removed from the homestead using drawn carts. The dung is removed to another heap or
to an uncovered pit in a common plot outside the village. The loose heaps lie exposed to the
sun, with the result that the raw organic matter dries up quickly and does not fully decompose.
Very often, a part of the dry dung is blown off by wind or washed away by rain. This can cause
eutrophication of surface waters, degradation of quality of ground water quality, and threats to
human health. Furthermore, historically, animal waste is used as manure and land application of
manure is considered to be the best option for animal waste management.Cow-dung is also
primarily responsible for growth of parasites causing deadly Alzheimer (kalazar) disease.
Similarly, agriculture/ horticulture wastes also cause various health and other environmental
hazards like global warming and problems like SMOG (SMOKE+FOG) hazards. Ultimately,
Bio-degradable waste available in the rural area is as hazardous as human fecal matter. We are
of the view that ODF along-with complete bio-degradable waste management / liquid waste
management may really lead to complete sanitation in rural area.
The most common way of disposal of bio-degradable waste either in rural areas is to
convert it into cakes which are burnt as fuel in rural households or throw anywhere in open in
the village. That particular spot is known as GHUR . Burning the cow-dung or other biodegradable waste add carbon emission which is a green house gas leading to ozone layer
depletion but also is an inefficient way of using the dung which is rich in calorific value and can
generate efficient form of fuel if properly decomposed in a bio-digester. Anaerobic decomposition of organic waste leads to methane production which is a good green fuel.
The large scale availability of cow-dung and other organic waste in rural areas can be used
to produce methane gas in an organized way. Generation of methane in this manner or “methane
farming” has the potential to counter the fluctuations of the prices of crude oil and emerge as
an alternative to fossil fuels.
It is estimated that with existing cattle population India along-with misc. bio-degradable
waste can produce enough methane gas to entirely replace LPG and kerosene in cooking in
rural households and substitute up to major part of heating fuel in small/micro/village industrial
units, good quality bio-slurry to cost effective organic farming and ultimately facilitate sustainable
self employment in rural area.
Bio-Gas plant & it’s Technology
Obtaining Methane Gas from cow dung is a simple process. When organic/ bio-degradable
material decays it yields useful by-products. The nature of the by-products depends on the
conditions under which the decaying process takes place. It can be aerobic (with oxygen) or
anaerobic (without oxygen). It is possible to put it in anaerobic process by putting organic wastes
(cow dung and vegetable matter) into insulated, air-tight containers called digesters. Digesters
are of two types:
1. Batch-load digesters which are filled all at once, sealed, and emptied when the raw material
has stopped producing gas; and
2. Continuous-load digesters which are fed a little, regularly/ on certain interval , so that gas
and bio-slurry are produced continuously.
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The digester is fed with a mixture of water and wastes, called “slurry”. Inside the digester,
load of fresh slurry flows from one end and displaces the previous load which bacteria and other
microbes have already started to digest. The bio-slurry obtained is just about 1/3rd of the fresh
feed material.
Each load progresses down the length of the digester to a point where the methane bacteria
are active. At this point large bubbles force their way to the surface where the gas accumulates.
The gas is very similar to natural gas and can be burnt directly for heat and light, stored for
future use, or compressed to power heat engines. This gas has 62-65 per cent methane and 3132 per cent carbon dioxide, 1.5 to 2 percent hydrogen sulphide and rest is water vapour. It is
passed through lime water to remove the carbon dioxide and over iron fillings to remove H2S.
Water vapor is removed through passing the biogas in through alum. It then becomes enriched
with methane. A compressor can extract and compress this methane gas into portable cylinders.
These methane gas cylinders can then be used for cooking, or other heating application in the
industrial units and also in automobiles as CNG.
BEMC model of agro-waste to energy is modular in design and can be extended up to any
capacity in the multiple of 10 Cubic Meter Capacity. Normally, 10 cubic meters plant each
recommended for facilitating the cooking fuel only for a family having 6-7 person and it cost
Rs. 54,000 approx. while 20 Cubic meter plant will facilitate cooking fuel and 500 watt electricity
to the same family. It cost about Rs.1.24 Lakh. IN SBM-G, the department is working on these
two models only and provide Rs. 40,000 and Rs. 60,000 per family as financial support under
the scheme.
The smallest commercial model is of 100 Cubic Meter capacity and it cost about 12.92 Lakh.
It provide heating facilities to the unit while 200 Cubic Meter plant costing approx Rs. 20.30
Lakh facilitate heating as well as lighting facilities to the industrial units. All such units are being
considered under back-ended credit link subsidy schemes of Pradhan Mantri Employment
Guarantee scheme and Mukhya Mantri Swarojgar Yojna of the State.
Quantity of bio-degradable waste is fed on weekly basis. About 180-200 Kg waste id fed in
each 10 cubic meter bio-digester. About 20% cow-dung is required .Rest may be other biodegradable waste. A uniform solution of the bio-degradable waste is prepared with water and
is fed in the bio-digester.
Some of the major advantages of the Biogas plant over other plants are listed below:
•
Easy to build and fast: This Bio gas plant is made by concreting with the help of frame.
Hence, it is easy and fast to build the plant. The Casting of whole plant can be completed
in one-day work after digging the hole in the ground. There is no need of soil as in the case
of traditional fixed dome plant for casting the digester.
•
Industrial Scale: The traditional biogas plant cannot be used to make large plant in industrial
scale. This model can be used to make the plant of strong strength with larger volume than
other models.
•
Solid Organic Materials: like grass, straw can be used. Traditional biogas plant is mainly
dung based but this biogas plant can use any solid biodegradable material.
•
Easy to Repair: The gas holder is perfectly below the water. Hence any leakage of the
gas can be seen easily and repaired immediately. The digester has 1.5 m diameter hollow
part in the top(in which gas holder stands). So it is easy to repair the digester also.
•
Durable: This Biogas plant is concrete plant. So it can last for 30 years or more. The gas
holder can last for 10 or more years.
•
Safe: When the Gas holder is taken out, there is no gas in the digester. So it is safe to repair
the plant and to replace the solid biomass like grass and straw.
•
Purity in the Gas: This model consists of de-sulfurizer to absorb the unwanted sulfur
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compounds (H2S, SO2). This will help to show that biogas is odorless gas.
Advantages
1.
2.
3.

4.

Sanitation: with proper management of animal and other agriculture /organic wastes/ the
village will be clean leading to better health and hygiene.
Energy security: conversion of organic waste into methane and its use as fuel will lead
to energy security because fossil fuel is not going to last for more than 30-40 years.
Pollution control: Normally aerobic decay of organic waste leads to emission of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide. The process of Methane generation
reduces greenhouse gas emission and helps in arresting depletion of the ozone layer. On
large scale, this is likely to earn carbon credits. Methane is 22 times more hazardous than
carbon dio-oxide.
Employment generation: Such plants can be easily set up and operated at village level and
can be managed by women self help groups or local entrepreneurs with lower per capita
investment. Since the product has a captive market the plant is bound to be economically
viable and it can also generate self employment opportunities for a large number of youths
due energy security to village industrial units.

Socio-economic out comes of the projects
Based on the previous analysis, the various outcomes, which are likely to be achieved, are the
following;
(i) Traditional method of cooking shall be fully replaced. At present direct burning of wood and
other organic matters affects our eyes due to smoke, emission of CO2 & CO affects our
ozone layer ultimately to create global warming etc.
(ii) Time saving in cooking ultimately leads to more & more productivity in rural masses.
(iii) Dependence on electricity for lightening would be reduced to almost zero.
(iv) Organic farming shall be started automatically. It will ultimately affect the soil conditions
in positive way as well as yield, quality and profitability of the farmers.
(v) Use of clean fuel ultimately leads to total sanitation in the village.
(vi) The cattle population will automatically increase. It will ultimately enhance the income level
of the rural mass because real stream of “Kheti-Bari” will automatically start. It will
facilitate to resolve the problems of stray animals.
Conclusion
Summing-up the above parameters, we can say that proposed model will create a success
story regarding energy self reliance through using traditional inputs with using appropriate rural
technology, the complete sanitation, organic farming and finally opportunities of sustainable self
employment due to energy security. Ultimately, the Socio-Economic status of the masses in the
rural area will automatically enrich.
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